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Abstract

The importance of flexible manufacturing processes and small-scale assembly is growing due to the increased pace of globalisation and greater consumer demands for product customisation. To address this trend, there has been increased interest in collaborative industrial robots that are better suited to work alongside humans in this changing environment. However, adoption of these robots within flexible manufacturing processes has been relatively slow, which can be, as demonstrated in this thesis, attributed to the current uncertainty around robotic dexterity. Dexterity is a key requirement if collaborative industrial robotics is to be useful within flexible manufacturing processes. However, an effective method for defining and measuring robotic dexterity is currently lacking, which has made it difficult for robotic integrators to introduce collaborative robots in these processes due to challenges in mapping their performance to the task assembly requirements.

The core hypothesis that underlies this work is that the adoption of industrial robots within flexible manufacturing processes can be facilitated by the development of a framework which comprehensively assesses robotic dexterity. This framework should consider the range of dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing processes, and compliment current manufacturing assessment methods in order to maximise its scope and ease-of-use within the area.

To develop such a framework, this work explores and defines robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing by abstracting influences from both the human and robotic dexterity literature. The demand for robotic dexterity is found to stem from the surrounding environment, and the classification tables within the Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) design-for-assembly method are shown to comprehensively represent the range of possible operations within flexible manufacturing processes. Accordingly, this work
demonstrates that the dexterity of a robotic system within flexible manufacturing can be captured by considering the robotic system’s ability to perform the operations identified within the B-D classification tables.

From this consideration of dexterity, the B-D tables are used to compose a robotic dexterity assessment framework that measures a robotic systems dexterity and determines its potential within flexible manufacturing operations. The framework develops robotic performance metrics which supersede supplier specifications and provide a greater insight into the dexterous ability of industrial robot systems. These metrics consider the dexterous requirements identified by the B-D tables, and their links to these tables simplify robotic integration within flexible manufacturing processes.

The capability of the developed framework is demonstrated using three scenarios commonly encountered within small-scale assembly. For each scenario, the framework provides a structured approach for analysing the scenario and evaluating robotic systems. An initial set of performance metrics is used to estimate the performance of different robotic systems, and physical testing is performed to validate the estimated results. In all scenarios, the developed framework provides an accurate estimate of the robot system’s probability of success (PS) and task completion time (CT), which combine to characterise the dexterity of the robot system. These values are compared to normative data from B-D tables to determine the viability of each robotic system relative to human operators. Use of the framework demonstrates that a human operator is the most suitable choice in the majority of the considered scenarios, which supports the current dominance of manual labour within flexible manufacturing processes. Furthermore, the framework permits direct robotic system comparisons and helps to quantify the current gap between human and robot dexterity, which is an invaluable tool for robotic integrators and highlights the framework’s potential for adoption within flexible manufacturing.
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AGO  Allegro Robotic Hand

BAX  Baxter Robotic Manipulator
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KGG</td>
<td>Schunk KGG 80-30 Gripper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4</td>
<td>KUKA LWR4 Robotic Manipulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRMT</td>
<td>Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTM</td>
<td>Methods-Time Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSV</td>
<td>Net Selling Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP</td>
<td>Primary Assembly Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Payback Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POV</td>
<td>Program Override Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Probability of Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Robot Registration Initialisation Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Random Search Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCC</td>
<td>Remote Centre Compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIQ</td>
<td>Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Spiral Search Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Simulated Perception Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>Secondary Assembly Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs</td>
<td>Small and Medium Sized Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Teach Programming Initialisation Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Tool Centre Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>Quasi-Random Search Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAC</td>
<td>Baxter Vacuum Gripper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCB</td>
<td>Yale - Carnegie Mellon - Berkeley</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Operators

\( \alpha \) \hspace{1cm} \text{Significance level}

\textbf{BINCDF} \hspace{1cm} \text{Binomial cumulative distribution function}

d_{traj} \hspace{1cm} \text{Linear trajectory distance of robot arm}

d_{thresh} \hspace{1cm} \text{Threshold trajectory distance at which a robotic arm reaches } v_{prog}

E_a \hspace{1cm} \text{Efficiency of an assembly process}

e_x \hspace{1cm} \text{Positional error in the x-direction}

\textit{invNorm} \hspace{1cm} \text{Inverse of the cumulative normal distribution function}

\mu \hspace{1cm} \text{Population mean}

s \hspace{1cm} \text{Sample standard deviation}

\sigma \hspace{1cm} \text{Population standard deviation}

\Sigma \hspace{1cm} \text{Population covariance matrix}

t_{traj} \hspace{1cm} \text{Trajectory completion time of robot arm}
$v_{prog}$ Programmed linear velocity of a robotic manipulator

$v_{traj}$ Linear velocity achieved by a robotic manipulator during a trajectory

$\bar{x}$ Sample mean

$z_{\alpha/2}$ Two-tailed z-score for a $(1 - \alpha)$ confidence level
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agile Manufacturing</td>
<td>Agile manufacturing is a manufacturing approach whereby a company’s processes and structure are organised to enable a swift response to changing consumer needs and markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Hypothesis (H_a)</td>
<td>The alternative hypothesis is used within statistical tests and is the opposing hypothesis to the null hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis is usually taken to be that there is a significant difference between the samples being considered due to a real effect during testing. In general (H_a) is the hypothesis that a statistical test is trying to prove.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) Method</td>
<td>The Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) method is a design-for-assembly (DFA) method used to optimise and assembly process within manufacturing. The B-D method is the most commonly used DFA method, and optimises an assembly by minimising the number of parts, number of operations and their complexity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Collaborative Robot

Within industry, collaborative robots refer to robotic systems that are able to share a workspace with humans. Since collaborative robots need to work alongside and/or with human co-workers, collaborate robots are designed to be inherently safe through mechanical design, smart control or a combination of both. The majority of collaborative robots are low payload and are easily programmable and transportable to facilitate their use within flexible manufacturing.

Completion Time (CT)

Robotic performance metric which corresponds to the time required by the robotic system to perform a given task successfully and in full.

Confidence Level (CL)

Within statistics, the confidence level is the probability that the value of a parameter falls within a specified range of values known as a confidence interval. While somewhat arbitrary, a 95% confidence level is commonly used within statistics and industry, which implies that you can be 95% certain that the corresponding confidence interval contains the true mean of a population.

Confidence Interval (CI)

See Confidence Level (CL).

Design-for-assembly (DFA)

Design-for-assembly (DFA) methods are used within industry to optimize an assembly process. DFA methods reduce the overall cost of an assembly process by minimising the number of discrete operations, the number of parts, and the complexity of the remaining operations.

Dexterity

See Robotic Dexterity.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Degrees of freedom (DOF)</strong></th>
<th>The degrees of freedom (DOF) of a system are the number of independent parameters that describe its configuration. The degrees of freedom of a robot typically corresponds with the number of actuated joints or controllable degrees of freedom it possesses.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexible Manufacturing</strong></td>
<td>Flexible manufacturing refers to manufacturing processes that incur changes at the macro level (e.g. in product volume and mix) and/or the micro level (e.g. disturbances in product geometry or material properties). Flexible manufacturing is part of the agile manufacturing approach, but its scope limited to the production of features, workpieces, and sub-products within manufacturing stations, cells, and/or segments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)</strong></td>
<td>Foreign direct investment (FDI) occurs when a corporation invests in a foreign country by establishing a business operation or acquiring business assets (such as ownership or controlling interest in a local company).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industrial Development Agency (IDA) Ireland</strong></td>
<td>Industrial Development Agency (IDA) Ireland is a Irish Government State Agency that focuses exclusively on the promotion and generation of high-quality Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Ireland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initialisation Time</strong></td>
<td>Robotic performance metric which corresponds to the time required to change a robotic system between one operation and another. This metric does not consider the initial development of the control program(s), but rather focuses on the time required to reprogram and/or teach the robotic system during integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kolmogorov-Conover (KC) test</strong></td>
<td>The Kolmogorov-Conover (KC) test is an extension of the KS test, and is used to determine if two discontinuous data sets belong to the same population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) two-sample test</strong></td>
<td>The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is a non-parametric hypothesis test that is used to determine if two sets belong to the same population by measuring the maximum difference between the two cumulative distributions of the samples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Margin of Error (E)</strong></td>
<td>Margin of error (or tolerable error) refers to the sampling error present during testing and represents the maximum expected difference between a sample estimated parameter and the true population parameter. In statistics, the margin of error is usually defined as half the width of the confidence interval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods-Time Measurement (MTM)</strong></td>
<td>Methods-Time Measurement (MTM) is a predetermined motion time system that is used to identify the basic motions required during a manual assembly and quantify their time based on the motion’s nature and the conditions of the motion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test (MRMT)</strong></td>
<td>The MRMT is a standardised human dexterity assessment test used to analyse gross coordination and bilateral manual dexterity. The test has five subtests which require the subject to manipulate cylindrical blocks within and a perforated wooden board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Selling Value</strong></td>
<td>Net selling value (NSV) is the net amount (excluding VAT) invoiced to customers during product sales. This value includes amounts charged by enterprises to customers for transport of goods by their own vehicles and packaging costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nomenclature

Normal Distribution
A probability distribution that represents the distribution of a data set. A normal (or Gaussian) distribution is bell-shaped, where most values cluster around the mean and taper off symmetrically towards either extreme.

Null Hypothesis ($H_0$)
The null hypothesis is used within statistical tests and states that samples being considered are from the same population. Acceptance of the null hypothesis suggests that there is no statistical difference between the samples, and any differences can be attributed to random sampling error.

Payback Period (PB)
Within industry, the payback period refers to the elapsed time before the cost of an investment is recovered from the revenue or free cash flow it generates.

Primary Assembly Process (PAP)
A primary assembly process (PAP) is a process which directly contributes to the formation of a product e.g. part mating, energy costs and items of information.

Probability of Success ($PS$)
A robotic metric that indicates the likelihood that the robotic system will perform the task successfully. During testing, the $PS$ can be determined for a given confidence level ($CL$) based on the number of successes and the number of independent trials.

Program Override Value (POV)
The program override value (POV) limits the velocity of a robotic arm during program execution, and is specified as a percentage of the robot’s programmed velocity.
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Remove Centre Compliance (RCC)  A remove centre compliance (RCC) is a mechanical device that is included between a robotic manipulator’s wrist and tool to provide the tool with rotational and translational compliance.

Robotic Dexterity  Specific to flexible manufacturing, robotic dexterity refers to the ability of a robotic system to perform and adapt to the operations identified within the Boothroyd-Dewhurst classification tables in adequate time and in the presence of uncertainty. For each operation, the dexterity of a robotic system can be captured by considering its probability of success, initialisation time, and completion time. The probability of success identifies if the robotic system is dexterous enough to perform the operation based on the uncertainty present, while the initialisation and completion times represent the robotic system’s level of dexterity. This level of dexterity is relative, and can be compared to the average human times tabulated within the B-D tables.

Secondary Assembly Process (SAP)  A secondary assembly process (SAP) is a process that is required during an assembly but does not directly contribute to the final product’s realisation e.g. material handling, transfers, re-grasping, etc.

Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs)  Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) is a term which incorporates companies categorized as micro (employs fewer than 10 employees and whose annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does not exceed €2m), small (employs fewer than 50 employees and whose annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does not exceed €10m), and medium-sized (employs fewer than 250 employees and whose annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does not exceed €50m).
**Tool Centre Point (TCP)**

The tool centre point (TCP) is the location on the tool of a robotic manipulator whose position and orientation define the tool's coordinate system. Robotic velocities and positioning is typically defined in relation to the TCP.

**Workspace**

The space within which a robotic system operates. This space is defined by the set of points that the robotic system can reach.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Challenges

Industrial robots are highly valued within industry due to their speed, repeatability, and lift capabilities [1]. Similar to other automated machines, industrial robots can operate continuously with high reliability and low cost. Consequently, these robots can greatly increase the output and efficiency of a manufacturing process, and their adoption within industry has allowed companies to stay competitive in an increasingly challenging global market.

While having many advantages, industrial robots traditionally required significant investment and dedicated assembly lines, which primarily made them suited for large-scale, high-volume manufacturing. However, with a growing importance in flexible manufacturing processes that can meet more stringent consumer demands [2], there has been an increased interest in industrial robots which can operate within this environment.

Low-payload, collaborate industrial robots have been introduced by robotic suppliers to address this demand. Unlike traditional robots, collaborative robots prioritise a different set of performance parameters which make them more suited to flexible manufacturing processes. Safety is the key requirement, as it allows the robot to work alongside human co-workers within a shared workspace. This opens robotics up to smaller scale manufacturing, which is an area that has seen little robotic integration to-date. Since the same benefits apply to collaborative robots, there is significant potential for the introduction of collaborative robots within this area. This is emphasised by the projected growth of collaborative robotics sector, which is
expected to increase from US $95 million in 2015 to over US $1 billion [3] in 2020. While a range of collaborative industrial robots are commercially available, their adoption within flexible manufacturing has been relatively slow. A primary reason for this is that the performance of collaborative robots within this area is unclear. Current robotic performance metrics were developed for traditional robots, and are consequently insufficient for determining the performance of robots within flexible manufacturing environments. This has made it difficult for companies to identify suitable robotic systems for a given task.

A key enabler of robotic integration within flexible manufacturing is robotic dexterity, as this helps to determine the range of operations that the robotic system can perform. However, robotic dexterity is difficult to comprehensively define and measure, which has led to ambiguity within the area. Without accepted measures, robotic dexterity is typically described qualitatively or using in-house (i.e. robot manufacturer) measurements. Consequently, it is currently challenging to identify and compare the dexterity of different robotic systems.

Motivated by these challenges, this work focuses on a framework for defining and measuring robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing. The development of a dexterity assessment framework presents many additional challenges, as the framework needs to bridge the gap that currently exists between robotics research and industrial use. The framework must be comprehensive enough to capture the full extent of robotic dexterity, yet simple enough to be adopted by those within industry. In particular, the framework should provide dexterity measurements that are meaningful to those within industry and require minimal effort to use and/or understand.

An initial but important challenge for this framework is to clearly define dexterity and its contributing factors. This helps to identify the key components that need to be considered for a thorough yet concise assessment of dexterity. Based on these components, the framework must develop robotic performance metrics that are better suited for collaborative robots operating within flexible environments. These metrics need to be easily measured across the range of industrial robotic systems available, which requires the development of standardised test methods and artefacts. An additional challenge is that the resulting measures need be both informative and
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1.2 Research Objectives

The overall objective of this work was to develop a dexterity assessment framework for robotic systems within flexible manufacturing that is both comprehensive and beneficial to those within industry. The core hypothesis that directed this objective was that the development of a suitable dexterity framework can facilitate the increased adoption of industrial robots within smaller scale manufacturing by establishing a link between robotic performance and flexible manufacturing processes.

To meet this objective, this work aimed to design and develop a dexterity assessment framework based on an in-depth analysis of both human and robotic dexterity. This analysis considered the range of dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing processes, as their identification helped in the design of a suitable framework that compliments other manufacturing assessment tools and maximises its scope and usability. In addition, the resulting framework accounted for the challenges outlined above by designing and incorporating a number of standardised performance metrics and test methods. These performance metrics provided a greater insight into the dexterous ability of industrial robots within flexible manufacturing processes.

To validate the hypothesis, the developed framework was used to consider a number of robotic systems within flexible manufacturing scenarios. Each robotic system was analysed using the developed performance metrics, and their results incorporated within the developed framework to estimate the system’s performance in the given scenarios. The objective in this instance was to calculate the dexterity of the robotic systems and identify their capability and suitability for each scenario. Equally important was to perform actual testing with each robotic system in order to quantify the accuracy of the estimated results and evaluate the usefulness of the developed framework.
1.3 Contribution of Thesis

The work presented within this thesis provides a novel contribution to the industrial robotics sector by developing a framework for assessing industrial robots and identifying their dexterity within flexible manufacturing. In the development of this framework, the following key contributions are made:

1. The Boothroyd-Dewhurst design-for-assembly method, an accepted standard for analysing manufacturing assembly, is extended and used to analyse dexterity assessments within robotics. This method is subsequently incorporated within a functional definition of robotic dexterity and is used to classify the dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing processes.

2. Dexterity is explored from both human and robotic perspectives. This in-depth analysis identifies the scope of dexterity and addresses the current difficulty in defining the term and its contributing factors. A definition for robot dexterity within flexible manufacturing is presented, which identifies robotic dexterity as the ability of a robotic system to perform and adapt to the operations identified within the B-D tables in adequate time and in the presence of uncertainty. This functional definition is beneficial to both researchers and manufacturers as it encourages dexterity measurements that are more targeted and informative.

3. A framework for assessing the suitability of a robotic system within flexible manufacturing processes is developed. This framework incorporates the DFA method to aid in the development of relevant performance metrics and ensure a comprehensive dexterity assessment framework. The framework establishes a direct link between manufacturing operations and robot performance metrics, which addresses the current integration challenge and highlights the framework’s potential within the manufacturing sector.

4. Test scenarios are proposed to benchmark robotic performance within flexible manufacturing and to validate the developed framework. These scenarios incorporate standardised test methods, artefacts and data analysis tools to facilitate the analysis and comparison of robotic systems. The benchmark tests
are used to assess a number of collaborative industrial robots. The numerical results provide an insight into the dexterity of each robotic system, and help to quantify the current gap between human and robotic dexterity which must be reduced if collaborate robots are to become a viable option within flexible manufacturing processes.
Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

2.1 Preliminary Note

As noted in Section 1.3, one of the key contributions of this work is the exploration of dexterity and the development of a definition and measurement of robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing. However, it useful at this stage to present a preliminary definition of flexible manufacturing and dexterity, as an understanding of these will assist the reader as they advance through the remainder of this chapter.

In this work, flexible manufacturing refers to manufacturing processes that incur changes at the macro level (e.g. in product volume and mix) and/or the micro level (e.g. disturbances in product geometry or material properties). It is a part of the agile manufacturing approach, whereby a company’s processes and structure are organised to enable a swift response to changing consumer needs and markets. While agile manufacturing is employed at all stages of production, the scope of flexible manufacturing is limited to the production of features, workpieces, and sub-products within manufacturing stations, cells, and/or segments.

In general terms, dexterity refers to the ability of a system to “find a motor solution for any situation and in any condition” [4]. While this definition can refer to systems of varying scale, this work focuses on the dexterity of the hand and arm. Accordingly, robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing can be defined at this stage as the ability of a robotic system to perform the range of operations within flexible manufacturing while overcoming any uncertainties that arise. As noted, this
is only a preliminary definition of robotic dexterity and will be updated in Chapter 3 based on the more in-depth analysis of dexterity performed in Section 2.5.

### 2.2 Manufacturing Overview

#### 2.2.1 Manufacturing Sector

Manufacturing is a secondary economic activity that involves the value-added conversion of raw materials into finished goods through the use of labour, tools, machines, and other processes. It is a wealth producing activity, and accordingly is a key contributor to a country’s economy during development and industrialisation. For modern-day societies with higher levels of socio-economic development, secondary activities typically account for 15% to 20% of the society’s workforce distribution (see Figure 2.1).

#### 2.2.2 Manufacturing within Ireland

Manufacturing is an important activity for ensuring Ireland’s economic stability. In 2014, manufacturing supported the direct employment of 218,500 people and close to double that number when including indirect employment [7], [8]. The area amounted to 19.55% of Ireland’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2013, and is a key driver of Research and Development (R&D) within Irish based firms. Action plans developed

![Figure 2.1: Persons in employment by economic activity (% of total employment). Data taken from [5], [6].](image-url)
by the Government [9] and state agencies such as the Industrial Development Agency (IDA) Ireland [10] identify manufacturing as an important area for job generation and development within Ireland. This highlighted by the 10,000 jobs that were created during the two year period between 2012 and 2014 [8], [9] and IDA Ireland’s plan to create 80,000 new jobs within manufacturing between 2015 and 2019 [11].

The primary sectors in which manufacturing firms operate within Ireland are shown in Figure 2.2. Of these sectors, Ireland has identified the food, medical technologies, (bio-)pharmaceutical, ICT, and engineering sectors as key areas for ensuring success in the future. Focus has been placed on these sectors as they address global trends and issues such as globalisation, ageing populations, environmental concerns, and changing consumption behaviours [9].

To establish Ireland as an advanced manufacturing centre within Europe, the Irish government are investing heavily within the manufacturing sector. For example, 20.7% of the total money spent by the government on R&D in 2014 (equivalent to €150.3m) was directly invested in industrial production and technology [13]. Furthermore, six of the fourteen key focus areas for competitive public research funding (as identified by the Research Prioritisation Steering Group) are directly related to manufacturing sector [14].

Figure 2.2: Breakdown of the total Net Selling Value (NSV) of Ireland’s production by sector in 2015 (data from [12]).
While interest in manufacturing is growing, the level of robotic automation within Ireland is relatively low. One reason for this is the dominance of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), which account for 99.8% of the total number of enterprises within Ireland (see Figure 2.3) [15]. Due to their size, SMEs tend to utilise more flexible manufacturing processes that have traditionally favoured manual assembly over automation. However, as robotic technologies advance and more flexible and collaborative industrial robots are developed, there is significant potential for the adoption of industrial robots within these enterprises. This will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4.2.

Figure 2.3: Distribution of enterprises and persons engaged within Ireland in 2014 (taken from [15]).
2.2.3 Manufacturing Processes

Within manufacturing, processes are classified according to six major groups [16]:

1. **Primary Shaping Processes**: The initial shaping of a product from an amorphous material. These processes form the general product shape e.g. casting, forging, and rolling.

2. **Secondary or Machining Processes**: Subsequent processes after primary processing which improve the basic shape and ensure it meets some of the products specifications e.g. milling, turning, and drilling.

3. **Metal Forming Processes**: The deformation and displacement of the metal to the required final shape. Achieved using suitable forces, pressures, and/or stresses at temperatures above (hot working) or below (cold working) the metal’s recrystallisation temperature e.g. forging, rolling, extrusion, and drawing.

4. **Joining Processes**: The joining of parts together to form the product. Processes can result in a temporary, semi-permanent, or permanent joint, and are widely used within fabrication and assembly e.g. welding, soldering, adhesive bonding, and mechanical fastening.

5. **Surface Finishing Processes**: Processes which impart the specified surface finish by negligible material removal / addition e.g. polishing, grinding, and painting.

6. **Property Altering Processes**: Processes which change the material’s micro-structure to alter its mechanical properties e.g. annealing, tempering, and shot peening.
2.2.4 Manufacturing Systems

In general, a manufacturing process can be performed using manual labour, fixed automation, flexible automation, or some combination of these. With reference to Figures 2.4 and 2.5, the most suitable system for a manufacturer is dependent on a number of factors including:

- Availability and cost of labour
- Available capital
- Product variability
- Product life cycle
- Production volume

2.2.4.1 Manual Labour

A manual manufacturing system is performed by human operators with or without the aid of mechanical tools. Manual labour is particularly suited to production lines with high variability due to our natural problem solving ability and high levels of dexterity. This combined with low initialisation costs means that manual labour is typically used to meet low-volume production requirements of SMEs. However, manual labour has its drawbacks, such as high operation costs and a human’s inability to work consistently or continuously.

2.2.4.2 Fixed Automation

Fixed automation refers to specialised manufacturing systems that utilise special-purpose equipment to automate a sequence of operations. Since fixed automation is only efficient if the full manufacturing process is automated, individual operations are often performed by custom-engineered equipment to ensure constant and continuous production. Since the performable operations are restricted by the configuration of this equipment, fixed automation is relatively inflexible to changes to the production process. However, this system supports high production rates, which makes it particularly suited for manufacturing products with very high demands and volumes. Since a custom-engineered and dedicated manufacturing system requires significant initial investment, flexible automation only becomes an economically viable option
2.2. Manufacturing Overview

Figure 2.4: Example of cumulative cost (investment + labour + operating cost) for different types of production, showing the high initial investment required for automation and continual cost of manual labour. The time it takes to recover the cost of the investment is known as the payback period (PB) (generated with reference to [17]).

at these large production volumes thanks to economies of scale. Examples of fixed automation include the machining transfer lines commonly seen within the automotive sector and automatic assembly machines [18].

2.2.4.3 Programmable Automation

Programmable automation refers to productions which utilise equipment that are capable of changing the sequence of operations to accommodate product variations. As its name suggests, the operation sequence is controlled by a program which can be re-coded as necessary. Programmable automation has a relatively low production rate (compared to fixed automation), but is much more susceptible to variations in the production process. While the use of general-purpose equipment requires initial investment, programmable automation is typically used in low- and medium-volume batch production that require program and tool alterations between runs. This changeover means that downtime between batches is a feature of programmable automation. Examples of programmable automation includes computer numerical control (CNC) machines and industrial robots.
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2.2.4.4 Flexible Automation

Flexible automation is an extension of programmable automation. While flexible automation is a relatively new concept and its principles are still evolving, it is currently distinguishable from programmable automation in that it has the capability to switch between part programs and alter its physical setup with no loss in production time. Accordingly, flexible automation facilitates the continuous production of different product ranges or variations.

Similar to the other forms of automation, flexible automation requires high initial investment in order to procure the necessary equipment. However, its elimination of downtime allows flexible automation to achieve better production rates than programmable automation (but still not comparable to fixed automation). This makes flexible automation particularly suited to lower volume production, as highlighted in Figure 2.5. Examples of flexible automation are the flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) for performing machining operations and collaborative industrial robots.

Figure 2.5: Example unit assembly cost for different types of production in relation to annual production volume (generated with reference to [19]). The highlighted zone shows the production volumes at which collaborative robots become a financially viable option.
2.2.5 Flexible Manufacturing

Due to global trends such as the increased pace of globalisation, growing competition, reduced product life cycles, and consumer demands for greater product customisation [1], [2], [9], [20] there is an increased interest in smart factories which will adopt more flexible manufacturing processes to improve their customisation capabilities and responsiveness to change.

As shown in Figure 2.6, manufacturing flexibility can be considered a part of agile manufacturing, which refers to the organisation of company’s processes and structures to enable a swift response to changing consumer needs and markets. Within this hierarchy, flexibility incorporates the production of pieces and components within workstations, cells, and factory segments. In this sense, flexibility within manufacturing has been defined as the, “operative ability of a manufacturing or assembly system to switch with minimal effort and delay within a pre-defined family of work pieces or sub-assemblies by re-programming, re-routing, or re-scheduling the same system” [21]. Similarly in other work, manufacturing flexibility has been described as the ability to adaptively respond to changing circumstances or environmental uncertainty with minimal impact on time, effort, or performance [22]–[25].

As summarised by Jonsson in [25], manufacturing flexibility can be further broken

![Figure 2.6: The hierarchy of production levels showing the relationship between changeover ability, reconfigurability, flexibility, transformability, and agility (adapted from [26]).](image-url)
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down by phases (e.g. value chain), hierarchy (e.g. machine level), or objects (e.g. products). Regardless of the type, flexibility has three elements [24], [25], [27]:

- Range: The range of products that can be produced by the manufacturing system
- Response: The ease (time, cost, etc.) at which the manufacturing system can respond to each product within this range
- Uniformity: The ability of the system to handle changes without impacting performance (e.g. quality and profitability)

Within this thesis, flexible manufacturing is the term used for a manufacturing environment that requires all or some of the three elements identified above. Accordingly, to perform within this environment a manufacturing system must be capable of responding to changes at the macro level (e.g. in product volume and mix) and micro level (e.g. disturbances in product geometry or material properties) [25]. With reference to Figure 2.6, flexible manufacturing requires flexibility, reconfigurability and changeover ability to enable the production of sub-products at station, cell, or segment level.

2.2.6 Manufacturing Assembly

Assembly is a particularly prevalent and important part of flexible manufacturing as it accounts for up to 30% of a product’s manufacturing costs and 50% of its manufacturing time [28]. Of the different manufacturing systems presented in Section 2.2.4, manual labour is best suited for production lines with high variability and consequently is the most widely used assembly approach within this area. This is particularly true within SMEs, as small-scale, low-volume production currently makes manual assembly the most economically viable choice.

Within manual assembly, there are eight layouts commonly used which help to categorise the assembly process (see Figure 2.7). These layouts are dependent on the size of the parts being assembled and the tools required, but in general their floor space is minimised in order to optimise the assembly by reducing transport costs.
Accordingly, small-scale assemblies typically utilise the bench and multi-station layouts that do not require bending, turning, or walking during the process, while large-scale assemblies utilise the flexible and large multi-station layouts that allow parts to be stored, oriented, and fabricated with greater ease. Large-scale assemblies tend to require additional tools for transport and alignment, which further increases their required footprint. An assembly line is most commonly used within manual assembly. In this setup, the product moves along an automated line while operators perform their assembly tasks at designated workstations (i.e. multi-station layout). To optimise a manual assembly’s layout, the complete process can be decomposed into Primary Assembly Processes (PAP) and Secondary Assembly Processes (SAP) [30]. The former refers to all operations which directly contribute to the formation of the product i.e. part mating, energy costs and items of information, while the
Figure 2.8: Bench assembly layout showing an operator’s PAP and SAP areas based on the assembly position (AP). For assembly of relatively small parts, the PAP area has a radius of 35 cm (taken from [30]).

later refers to those operations which are required during an assembly but do not directly contribute to the final product’s realisation e.g. material handling, transfers, re-grasping, etc. From [30], a distance threshold exists which identifies movements as either PAP or SAP. Figure 2.8 shows this distance threshold within a typical bench assembly layout. This transition point occurs at a distance of 35 cm for small-scale assemblies and 45 cm for large-scale assemblies. PAP and SAP are typically measured using time, and can be used to define the efficiency of an assembly process:

\[
E_a = \frac{PAP}{PAP + SAP} \times 100 \text{ (%)} \tag{2.1}
\]

In addition to optimising an assembly’s layout, the product being assembled and the operations being performed can be optimised to minimise assembly time and maximise profits. One valid approach to achieving this is to utilise established Design for Assembly (DFA) methods.
2.3 Design for Assembly

DFA methods aim to reduce the overall cost of an assembly process by minimising the number of discrete operations, the number of parts, and the complexity of the remaining operations. To optimise the assembly process, DFA methods typically assess each assembly operation and assign it a cost metric based on part shape, orientation, insertion direction, fastening processes and other conditions [31]. Consequently, one result of a DFA analysis is that an overall assembly is broken into its fundamental operations.

A number of DFA methods exist within industry today, including the Lucas DFA Method, the Hitachi Assembly Evaluation Method, the Modified Westinghouse Method, and the Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) DFA Method.

The Hitachi Assembly Evaluation Method was developed by Hitachi Ltd. to rate the assemblability of a proposed design. The evaluation method focuses on 20 elements prevalent during fastening and insertion, and determines a design’s suitability to assembly by calculating an assemblability evaluation score ($E$) and an assembly cost ratio ($K$). The former represents the efficiency of an assembly which is calculated by reducing a score out of 100 for every assembly motion that is unnecessary or differs from a simple downward motion, while the latter represents the assembly cost improvements achieved through use of the evaluatoin method [32].

The Lucas DFA Method utilises penalty factors developed by researchers from Lucas and the University of Hull to give a relative measure of the assembly difficulty. Penalties are assigned during an in-depth product analysis and combined to calculate the overall design efficiency, feeding ratio, and fitting ratio of the assembly [31]. The use of penalty factors is similar to the Hitachi Assembly Evaluation Method, but their wider range facilitates the analysis of both handling and insertion operations.

The Modified Westinghouse Method was developed by Sturges [33] in Westinghouse Electric Corporation. This method includes a DFA calculator which considers nine factors to estimate the index of difficulty of a given assembly. This index of difficulty is combined with typical human motor responses in order to estimate the time required for each assembly operation. Building on the other DFA methods, the
factors are used to consider both acquisition (handling) difficulty and assembly (insertion) difficulty.

While the above methods are used within industry, the most widely used and accepted DFA method is the Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFA method [34], which builds on outcomes from the Methods-Time Measurement (MTM) system.

2.3.1 Methods-Time Measurement System

Methods-Time Measurement (MTM) is a predetermined motion time system that is used to identify the basic motions required during a manual assembly and quantify their time based on the motion’s nature and the conditions of the motion. While a number of MTM system variations have been developed, the most commonly used and well-established system is the MTM-1 system. For this system, time is measured using TMU (Time Measurement Unit), where:

\[ 1 \text{TMU} = 10^{-6} \text{hr} = 0.036 \text{s} \tag{2.2} \]

The MTM-1 system identifies five basic movements which have been shown to form 85% of variable operations within manufacturing assembly; reach, grasp, move, position, and release [30], [35]. A description of these movements and their corresponding lookup tables are given in Appendix A. The times given in these tables have been generated based on the human grasping range and from practical experience. For example, Figure 2.9 shows the recorded relationship between completion time and travel distance when performing a Case B reach movement. This type of reach movement is most common within manual assembly, and occurs when handling single objects whose location can vary slightly (refer to Appendix A).

By identifying the basic motions of an assembly and estimating their required time, the MTM-1 system enables designers to optimise an assembly process by removing unnecessary or lengthy motions.
2.3.2 Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFA Method

The Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) DFA method is used to minimise assembly times and costs by reducing the number of individual part components and optimising their design for handling and insertion [36]. As part of its optimisation approach, the B-D DFA method identifies the fundamental operations within manufacturing assembly and quantifies their difficulty using human completion times derived through empirical testing [29]. The results have been consolidated into two tables known as the B-D manual handling table and the B-D manual insertion table. A more in-depth discussion of these tables and their influential factors is given in [29], but an extract from the manual handling and insertion tables is shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.12 for reference. A summary of the factors given in [29] is given below.
Handling Factors

1. **Requirement:** The handling required to grasp and manipulate the object, which is dependent on the object’s size, weight, and handling difficulty.

2. **Part Handling Difficulty:** Ease at which the part can be handled. Parts can present handling difficulties if they nest or tangle, stick together, are fragile, slippery, or require caution during handling.

3. **Part Symmetry:** Total rotational symmetry of a part \((\alpha + \beta)\). Alpha and beta equal the rotational symmetry of the part about an axis perpendicular and parallel to the axis of insertion (see Figure 2.11).

4. **Part Size:** Length of the longest side of the minimum bounding prism that encloses the part.

5. **Part Thickness:** Length of the shortest side of the minimum bounding prism that encloses the part.

6. **Part Weight:** Weight of the object to be manipulated. Becomes a factor when part is too heavy to be grasped and transported with one hand.

![Figure 2.10: Extract from the Boothroyd-Dewhurst manual handling tables, showing a number of factors which influence an operator’s completion time during a one handed handling operation (© 1999 Boothroyd Dewhurst, Inc.).](image)
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Figure 2.11: Alpha and beta rotational symmetries for various parts (taken from [29]).

**Insertion Factors**

1. *Ease of Reach*: Ease at which the parts and associated tool (including hands) can reach the desired location. Obstructed access means that the space available for the insertion causes a significant increase in the assembly time. Restricted vision means the operator has to rely mainly on tactile sensing during insertion.

2. *Insertion Resistance*: Resistance encountered during part insertion. Resistance can be due to small clearances, jamming or wedging, hang-up conditions, or insertion against a large force.

3. *Alignment & Positioning*: Parts are easy to align and position if the position of the part is established by locating features on the part or its mating part, and if insertion is aided by well-designed chamfers or similar features.

4. *Holding Requirement*: Holding down required means that the part is unstable after insertion and will require gripping, realignment or holding down in subsequent operations before it is finally secured.

5. *Fastening Processes*: How the parts are finally secured, which can be done either immediately after insertion or as a separate operation.
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Figure 2.12: Extract from the Boothroyd-Dewhurst manual insertion tables, showing a number of factors which influence an operator’s completion time during the joining of parts (© 1999 Boothroyd Dewhurst, Inc.).

Within the B-D DFA method, manual assembly efficiency ($E_{ma}$) is calculated using the equation [29]:

$$E_{ma} = \frac{N_{\text{min}}t_a}{t_{ma}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where $N_{\text{min}}$ is the theoretical minimum number of parts, $t_a$ is the ideal assembly time for one part, and $t_{ma}$ is the estimated time of the complete assembly process. The ideal assembly time refers to the minimum time necessary to assemble a part with no handling, insertion or fastening difficulties, and from Figures 2.10 and 2.12 corresponds to a combined assembly time of 3 s [29]. The theoretical minimum number of parts is determined based on the requirement that each added part must either move relative to all other parts assembled, be of a different material, or be separate to permit assembly [29], [37].

The manual handling times represent the time required by an operator to grasp, orient, and move a part to its receptacle, while the manual insertion times represent the time required to begin an insertion, pick up the tool (if required), complete the assembly operation, and replace the tool. When tools are required during an operation, the tabulated times assume that the most suitable tool is selected. This
includes the use of power tools where applicable. The time penalties associated with each individual factor are not necessarily additive. For example, if a part needs to be moved during mating, then it can probably be orientated during the move. This is accounted for within the tabulated times.

As noted, the times presented within the manual handling and insertion tables are based on empirical data. This data was collected over a period of years through experimentation [38] and represents the average time taken by a human to perform each classified operation. The number of parts and scenarios that fall into each operation classification can be quite large, which suggests that the tabulated times have a high variance. A study by MIT students has quantified this variance. While the study does not account for task proficiency, it still reports that the tabulated times are accurate to within about 10% [38]. The variance in operation completion time is acknowledged by Boothroyd and Dewhurst [29], but they note that any errors in using average time tend to cancel when analysing a full assembly process due to equal likelihood of overestimates and underestimates.

The B-D manual handling and insertion tables were generated for small-scale assembly which means that the tabulated times assume that all tools and parts are located within arm’s reach of the operator and that no major body motions are required during the assembly process. Accordingly, the use of these tables is only valid when considering bench and multi-station assemblies. However, supplementary tables can be used when considering larger assembly layouts in order to account for acquisition time [29].

While the B-D DFA method is mainly used within manual assembly, it can also be used to analyse high-speed and general-purpose (robotic) automation assemblies. In these scenarios, the B-D method identifies the overall assembly cost by considering the cost of feeding and orienting individual parts and the cost of automatically inserting those parts [39]. The former is achieved by estimating orienting efficiency and relative feeder cost based on each part’s symmetry and defining features, while the latter is achieved by estimating the relative costs, times and penalties that stem from the base robot, gripper / tool selection, and insertion operation. As before, Boothroyd and Dewhurst develop classification tables to assist in the analysis of these automated
assemblies, however the tabulated values are only relative and are therefore of limited use without full knowledge of the assembly equipment and production strategy. In addition, the tables were first published in 1986 [39] and so were developed with traditional fixed and flexible automation in mind. As a consequence, the generated classification tables assume the presence of dedicated assembly lines and axillary equipment such as feed tracks and part placement mechanisms. These assumptions limit the usefulness of the automated classification tables when considering robotic systems within flexible manufacturing.
2.4 Robotics Overview

2.4.1 Brief History of Robotics

Karel Čapek first coined the term ‘robot’ during his science-fiction play R.U.R. (Rossumovi Univerzální Roboti or Rossum’s Universal Robots). The term stems from the Czech word ‘robota’, which was used at that time to describe a serf or forced agricultural labourer [40], [41]. The robots within R.U.R. were biological beings that were developed by Rossum as subservient workers. However, the robots came to realise that they were stronger than their masters and eventually rose up against them.

Čapek’s play was important as it helped to shape the notion of robot. The themes explored within R.U.R., such as freedom, love and destruction, have since become very common when depicting robots within the science fiction genre. Isaac Asimov, a well-known Russian science fiction writer, helped to popularise robots this genre. Asimov published a collection of short stories on robots between 1938 and 1942 [42], and was the first to introduce the metallurgic robot commonly perceived today. In his 1942 short story ‘Runaround’, Asimov introduced the term ‘robotics’, which refers to the study of robots based on three fundamental laws. These laws govern a robot’s behaviour, and have been widely cited within robotic literature as they are regarded as the ethical foundation for the field [43].

1. “A robot may not injure a human being or, through interaction, allow a human being to come to harm”

2. “A robot must obey orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the first law”

3. “A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the first or second law”

Since then, public interest in robotics has amplified and robots have become commonplace within science fiction, being portrayed as both friend (e.g. Star Wars, Wall-E, Chappie) and foe (e.g. The Terminator, I, Robot, Ex Machina). However, regardless of their moral compass, the robots depicted are highly advanced machines.
This has led to a general misconception with regards to the current capability and intelligence of robots.

The first, fully automated robot, called UNIMATE, was built by General Motors in 1958 and deployed within the automotive sector in 1961. The robot was integrated along the assembly line as an automated die-casting mould robot which sequenced and stacked hot pieces of die-cast metal [44].

Since this introduction, automated robots have become an integral part of the industrial sector due to their suitability for repetitive, dangerous and high accuracy tasks. In addition, thanks to advancing technologies and increased public interest, robots have started to appear in other sectors such as the medical, aerospace, and domestic sectors. With greater mobility, versatility, and human-like characteristics [45], these robots can perform a wider range of operations and provide people with greater independence and quality of life. Accordingly, it is envisaged that the number of robots and their impact on day-to-day life will continue to grow over the coming years.
2.4.2 Industrial Robots

Within industry, robots are classified according to their mechanical configuration and workspace volume. As shown in Figure 2.15, there are five main types of industrial robot:

1. Articulated Robot: A robot whose arm has at least 3 rotary joints. Typically, operations performed by this type of robot include assembly, die casting, welding, and painting. Articulated robots are by far the most commonly used robot within industry (68% of market share in 2011 [46]).

2. SCARA Robot: A Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm (SCARA) which has two parallel rotary joints to provide compliance in a plane. Typical operations performed by this type of robot include part handling, palletising, and assembly.

3. Cylindrical Robot: A robot whose axes form a cylindrical coordinate system. Typical operations performed by this type of robot include assembly, part handling, and welding.

4. Linear Robot: Includes Cartesian and Gantry robots, and refers to robots that have three prismatic joints whose axes are coincident with a Cartesian coordinator. Typical operations performed by this type of robot include pick-and-place, adhesive application, machine tool loading, and part stacking.

5. Parallel Robot: A robot with a single base whose two or more arms have concurrent prismatic or rotary joints. Typical operations performed by this type of robot include simulation, high-accuracy alignment, and milling.

Since their introduction, industrial robots have played a crucial part in the increased productivity and output from the manufacturing sector (see Figure 2.16). This can be accredited to the inherent advantages of robots, such as their high speeds, levels of precision, repeatability, payload, and ability to operate continuously [1]. However, robot integration within manufacturing traditionally required significant investment due to their requirement for dedicated workspaces. This meant that
### Figure 2.15: Types of industrial robot based on mechanical configuration (generated with reference to [45], [47]).
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Figure 2.16: Global estimated operational stock of industrial robots combined with annual changes in U.S. manufacturing productivity, output, and employment between 1987 and 2015 (data from [48], [49]).

Setup costs not only included the purchasing of expensive robotic systems, but also the redesigning the manufacturing process and the procuring of auxiliary equipment such as automated part feeders, safety cages, etc. Accordingly, industrial robots were initially used within large-scale manufacturing, and were particularly prominent within the automotive sector. This remains the case today, as the majority of industrial robots purchased are still deployed within this area (see Figure 2.17). This also accounts for the dominance of articulated and Cartesian robots, which are particularly useful within traditionally heavy industries.

However with the current manufacturing trends, there is a growing necessity for robots that are better suited to small-scale, flexible manufacturing. This is highlighted by recent funding initiatives and competitions [52]–[54], industrial action plans [1], [2], and the continued introduction of collaborative industrial robots [55].
2.4.3 Collaborative Robots

Collaborative industrial robots refer to those robotic systems that can share a workspace with humans. At present, collaborative robots only represent 5% of the global robots market, however forecasts predict that this figure will grow to 30% by 2018 [56]. This significant growth in the importance of collaborative robots is supported by estimated sales of collaborative robots, which is expected to increase tenfold from US $95 million to over US $1 billion between 2015 and 2020 (see Figure 2.18) [3].

These collaborative robots differ from traditional robots in that they prioritise performance parameters such as safety, dexterity, flexibility, ease-of-use, inexpensiveness, and throughput (speed of the full manufacturing process, which includes setup times, acquisition times, etc.) [58]. Inherent safety is of primary importance, as these robots must share a workspace with human co-workers. While a range of collaborative robots are commercially available [55], there is still significant research being conducted to improve the robot’s performance in each of the metrics listed above.
2.4.4 Robotics Research

There has been major investment in robotics over recent years thanks to increased public interest. This combined with advances in supporting technology such as actuation, sensing, and circuitry has allowed researchers to develop more advanced robotic systems that are better suited to flexible manufacturing.

2.4.4.1 Safety

As noted, a key area for collaborative robots is the area of safety, as robots working alongside humans should adhere to Asimov’s first law and not harm their human co-workers. Accordingly, human-robot interaction (HRI) is an important area of focus within research. A collaborative robot is often made inherently safe through mechanical design, smart control or a combination of both. The former mitigates the severity of a collision by introducing passive compliance to the robot’s mechanical structure. This is achieved by choosing softer materials, rounded surfaces, and incorporating back-drivable joints (e.g. series elastic actuators). The latter provides active compliance to ensure motions are both power and force limited. Sensing can also be used to prevent collisions by enabling the robot to react in real-time to its
surrounding environment. Research within this area included collision avoidance [59], prediction-based reactive control [60], and human centred motion-planning [61], [62]. The latter aids with HRI by selecting robot motions and poses that resemble those made by a human, which allows human co-workers to anticipate the robot’s intent and react accordingly. This is particularly important during human-robot hand-overs, which is why methods have been developed to try to emulate a natural transition [63].

An alternative design approach is to reduce the weight of the robot in order to minimise its momentum during trajectories. However, the robot must still be capable of lifting equivalent payloads, which is why a robot’s power-to-weight ratio is of interest within research. Stemming from this, actuators such as ‘Smart Motors’ and ‘Air Muscles’ have been developed [64]. The latter is the general term given to pneumatically driven artificial muscle actuators. These actuators were first developed in the 1950’s by J.L. McKibben, and over recent years have become highly desirable in robotic applications thanks to their significant power to weight ratio of 400:1 [65].

To shift the weight of robotic end effectors further up the arm, robotic hands are being developed which are actuated via wire tendons rather than a gear array. While this is less desirable for power grasps, the removal of the actuators from the point of motion allows the robotic hand to more easily match the size and weight of a human hand [66], [67]. This is beneficial as it allows the robot hand to interact with tools already developed for humans, as shown in Figure 2.19.

The external actuator location of wire driven hands is also advantageous as it removes space limitations. Accordingly, there are fewer restrictions on the number of actuators, which means that the robot hand can more easily obtain a high number of degrees of freedom (DOF). For example, by moving its actuators to the wrist, the Shadow Dexterous Hand C6M was able to achieve 20 independent DOF [68]. In addition, the freed internal space facilitates sensor integration. As shown in Figure 2.20, this enables the hand to perform force controlled grasping which is particularly important when handling fragile objects within manufacturing.

Safety requirements within the field of industrial robots are defined within ISO 10218-1 and ISO 10218-2 (Robots and robotic devices - Safety requirements for
industrial robot - Part 1 and 2). Part 1 is for manufacturers of robots and outlines safety requirements of the manipulator, controller and their use. At this stage the robot is considered partly completed machinery. Part 2 is for the integrators of robotic systems, and outlines the safety requirements of the complete robotic system including the tooling, workpieces, surrounding environment, and safeguards. An integrated and installed robot is considered a complete machine. The standard was published in 2011, and was primarily developed for more traditional, large-scale industrial robots that are isolated from human co-workers.

SO 10218-1 is harmonised under the European Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC and it specifically states that a robot can be used for collaborative operation (i.e. without safety guards between the robot and the operator) if it is in compliance with Clause 5.10.5. This clause states that the robot must have sufficient power and force limiting by inherent design or control to ensure limited static and dynamic forces are imparted in contact events.

A technical specification ISO/TS 15066 (Robots and robotic devices - Collaborative robots) has since been released to specify the safety requirements for collaborative industrial robots and the work environment. While not a standard, this specification provides valuable guidance on risk assessment for the integrators of collaborative robots, discussing important considerations such as maximum robot speed, safety-rated sensing capabilities, power and force limiting capabilities, pain thresholds, and
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operator control methods.

2.4.4.2 Throughput

Current industrial robots excel in large scale manufacturing as they can perform high volume tasks repetitively. Once the robot is set up, it can execute the operation(s) at speeds unobtainable by humans and thus has a favourable throughput. However, in small-scale manufacturing where changeovers are more frequent, the robot’s setup time has a greater influence on its throughput. A more flexible robot will be able to react to changes in the production process with little downtime, while a less flexible robot will not. Hence, in order to have satisfactory throughput within flexible manufacturing, it is important that the robot have an inherent level of flexibility to minimise or negate setup times.

To try to develop more flexible industrial robots, a number of robotic hands have been developed which can perform a range of human hand motions at human-equivalent speeds e.g. the Barrett Hand [70] and the Keio Hand [71]. Robotic manipulators have also been developed, such as the hand-arm system used by the Ishikawa Watanabe Laboratory from the University of Tokyo (see Figure 2.21) [72]. This system can perform high-speed movements, with a maximum manipulator TCP velocity of \(6 \text{ms}^{-1}\) and a maximum finger velocity \(1800 \text{deg/s}\) [72]. In addition, the hand utilises a high-speed camera whose feedback and parallel control processing allows for a 1 \(\text{ms}\) reaction time. This high-speed sensory-motor fusion allows the system to perform skilful manipulations and operate within unpredictable environments. While the system does not have the necessary payload capabilities for typical industrial applications, it shows the potential for robotic systems which can react in real-time to unexpected changes along a production line.

Effective control strategies are critical if a robotic system is to be adaptable. Manipulation control has seen significant advancement over recent years, which can be attributed to the addressing of three important engineering challenges [74]:

1. Optimal manipulation synthesis problem
2. Coordinated manipulation with finger gaiting
3. Real-time grasping force optimisation problem
As a result of this progression, more advanced control strategies are becoming available which mitigate previous design constraints within the area of robotic manipulation. For example, early robotic arms were designed with up to 6 DOF as the kinematics and computational analysis for such systems are well defined [75]. However, it is now possible to control higher DOF arm systems, which have more flexibility as the redundant DOF reduces singularity during task space motions. Other control strategies are being developed which provide real-time, reactive control during manipulation. This allows systems to interact with deformable object surfaces [76] and assess grasp stability during object contact [77]. This level of control is critical if robotic systems are to overcome uncertainties during grasping and manipulation.

Following industrial trends, industrial robots will soon need be capable of overcoming uncertainties, such as the unknown objects or environments. Accordingly, more versatile control strategies have been developed within academia which focus on object detection and identification [78]–[80]. Mimicking humans, these strategies typically utilise vision-based systems which capture and process the robot’s surrounding environment [81], [82]. By observing the environment during a robot’s interaction, a vision system can assist in the detection and removal of individual objects from a pile [83]. This is achieved using local features and transform equations to determine if a single rigid motion explains the new state (see Figure 2.22).
Figure 2.22: Interactive ‘singulation’ of an object from a pile (taken from [83]).

### 2.4.4.3 Dexterity

Robotic dexterity is an active research area that is considered important for enabling robotic adoption within flexible manufacturing [1], [84]. While it is acknowledged that dexterity will allow the robot to perform a greater range of skilful operations, there is still ambiguity as to what exactly the term encompasses. Consequently, it is currently difficult to define and measure dexterity, which has made it difficult to discuss the capability and track advancements within the area. To address this, the subsequent section is dedicated to defining dexterity and identifying its contributing factors.
2.5 Dexterity

To perform a structured and insightful analysis, dexterity will be examined from both human and robotic perspectives.

2.5.1 Human Dexterity

2.5.1.1 Overview & Definitions

Human dexterity is a very broad term which is surprisingly complex to fully define. In a general sense it can be considered as a measure of proficiency in manually completing tasks, however a more comprehensive definition requires much more thought.

In animals, dexterity is emergent from complex cognitive processes as well as complex environmental and sensorimotor interactions. The emergence of dexterity makes it challenging to quantitatively define. This is exemplified by Bernstein [4], who dedicates a book to its discussion and over four pages to its definition.

The dexterity of the human hand is often used as an indicator of overall dexterity, as shown by encyclopaedic definitions of the term [85]–[88] and the focus of human dexterity assessment tests [89]. These assessments further specify dexterity using two related terms; manual dexterity and fine motor dexterity. The former refers to the ability to perform controlled hand-arm manipulations of larger objects using gross motor grasp and release skills [89], [90], while the latter refers to the ability to perform skillful, rapid and controlled manipulations of small objects using in-hand manipulations [89], [90]. As fine motor dexterity predominantly requires use of the fingers, it can also be referred to as finger dexterity [90].

2.5.1.2 Contributing Factors

Dexterity is one of the four human psychophysical capabilities, meaning that it is dependent on elements of both physiology and psychology [4].

Due to these dependencies, dexterity is an ability which is only found in animals with a well-developed cortex [4]. This is emphasised by Wiesendanger [91] and Jeannerod [92] who link dexterity to neural processes such as cognition, learning,
memory, attention, and motivation. The requirement of these processes suggests that dexterity is an ability which develops with age as a human gains more experiences and knowledge (up to the point where age begins to inhibit motor functions) [4].

In addition to neural processes, human dexterity is dependent on the interaction of other fundamental human elements such as control and sensing [4], [91]. The dependence on sensing has been validated in [93], [94], where inhibitors to sensing such as finger numbness or wearing gloves caused a significant decrease to a person’s dexterity assessment performance.

While the dexterity of humans is not necessarily superior to other species, it is often considered the case due to a human’s natural problem solving ability [91]. In this sense, the essence of human dexterity is in “finding a motor solution for any situation and in any condition” [4]. From this it is clear that environmental interactions form a key part of human dexterity. Consequently, the demand for dexterity is observed to stem from the surrounding environment rather than the motions themselves i.e. even the most basic of movements can require a high level of dexterity in certain environments.

2.5.1.3 Assessments

Human dexterity assessment tests are employed in a wide range of applications when quantification of human dexterity is required e.g. assessing injured patients and rehabilitation progress, analysing job performance of employees, delivering evidence during compensation cases, etc. [89]. There are over twenty commercially available human dexterity assessment tests (HDAT) within the United States, fourteen of which have established psychometric properties (see Table 2.1) [89].

While the fourteen HDAT are each unique, it is observed that their procedure for assessing dexterity tends to be based on one of the following:

i The grasping and transporting of blocks / large objects (generally to assess manual dexterity)

ii The manipulation of pegs within a pegboard (generally to assess fine motor dexterity)
iii The performance of activities of daily living (ADL) (depends on the chosen ADL, but generally to assess both manual and fine motor dexterity)

The categorisation of each HDAT is shown in Table 2.1. In addition to following a similar procedure, all but one of the fourteen HDAT use timed measurements to infer a level of dexterity. The remaining test incorporates quality of motion into its assessment of dexterity. The use of time is advantageous as it simplifies measurement methods, produces non-subjective quantitative results, and inherently captures the contribution of influential factors such as speed, accuracy, and prehension pattern choice [95].

Of the fourteen HDAT, Yancosek and Howell note that certain tests may be of particular interest depending on the application. The most common application of HDAT is within occupational therapy to track a patient’s recovery during rehabilitation. In this instance, HDAT which utilise ADL are particularly well suited as they provide performance measurements relative to healthy humans and can be used to

Table 2.1: Breakdown of the 14 commercially available Human Dexterity Assessment Tests (HDAT) based on their method for assessing dexterity. Type of dexterity assessed taken from [89]. Images sourced online from the public domain [96]–[102].
evaluate a patient’s capability for independent living [103]. Alternatively, HDAT can be used to indicate a healthy person’s level of dexterity e.g. to assess the manual and fine motor dexterity of an applicant for an assembly job. In this instance, manual dexterity can be captured by the BBT (unilateral) or the MRMT (bilateral), while fine motor dexterity can be captured by the PPT. The MRMT and PPT have been found to be good indicators of manual and fine motor dexterity [90], and have also been shown to have strong psychometric properties [89]. In more specialised cases, some of the other HDAT may be better suited. For example, the Morberg Pick-Up Test is the only assessment which assesses the influence of visual stimulus, while the O’Connor Tweezers Dexterity Test and Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test assesses a subject’s dexterity while using tools.

Another human dexterity assessment of interest is the Action Research Arm Test (ARAT), which is a reliable, validated assessment of arm motor status for stroke patients. This test, first described by Lyle in 1981, evaluates 19 tests of arm motor function, both distally and proximally. There are four subtests; Grasp, Grip, Pinch, and Gross Movement. Each test is given an ordinal score of 0, 1, 2, or 3, with higher values indicating better arm motor status. The total ARAT score is the sum of the 19 tests, and thus the maximum score is 57 [104]. The ARAT has been used in combination with the BBT within the Arm Amputee Program Cross Sectional Study to develop clinical tests to measure prosthetic use [105].

Within manufacturing, human dexterity can be assessed by considering the difficulty of manufacturing operations as there is a positive correlation between the difficulty of a manual assembly operation and its required dexterity. This has been validated by Sturges [33], who quantified the manual dexterity of an assembly using assembly difficulty factors. In addition, both assembly difficulty and dexterity are typically assessed using completion time, which shows their mutual dependence on time-related factors mentioned previously. As assembly difficulty is assessed within DFA methods, the use of these methods can therefore help to quantify the dexterity of different manufacturing operations.
2.5.2 Robot Dexterity

2.5.2.1 Overview & Definitions

Within the field of robotics, dexterity is defined in various ways depending on the application. For example, robotic dexterity within industry has been associated with the ability of the robot to perform a diverse range of assembly operations without the need for custom fixtures or tool changes [106].

Many formal definitions of robotic dexterity focus on manipulative dexterity, which is approximately equivalent to human hand dexterity. Despite their intrinsic utility for tasks involving manipulation, definitions of dexterity pertaining to the hand alone are insufficient for many flexible manufacturing tasks that require consideration of the robot’s global dexterity.

However, since definitions of manipulative dexterity are subsumed under the spectrum of global dexterity, their examination remains relevant as it shows clear correlation with human dexterity. Manipulative dexterity has been reviewed in full by Bullock et al. [107], in which the authors draw attention to a number of definitions for the term:

- “(The) capability of changing the position and orientation of the manipulated object from a given reference configuration to a different one, arbitrarily chosen within the hand workspace” Bicchi [108],
- “(The) process of manipulating an object from one grasp configuration to another” Li et al. [109],
- “(When) multiple manipulators, or fingers, cooperate to grasp and manipulate objects” Okamura et al. [110],
- “(The) kinematic extent over which a manipulator can reach all orientations” Klein and Blaho [111],
- “Skill in use of hands” Sturges [112]
2.5.2.2 Contributing Factors

Often robotic systems are claimed to be dexterous due to their number of DOF or ranges of motion. However, the prominence of object manipulation in the definitions of robotic dexterity above emphasises its similarity to human dexterity and its dependence on both manual and fine motor dexterity. By extension, these definitions show that a robot’s dexterity is not only dependent on the motions it can perform but on its sensing and control capabilities as well (equivalent to human sensorimotor requirements). In particular, robotic sensing has been identified as a key parameter when performing dexterous manipulations [110], which is analogous to observations within the human dexterity literature.

2.5.2.3 Assessments

In addition to assessing the performance of the overall system, a complete assessment of a robotic system’s dexterity also includes the performance of its individual components which influence dexterity. Accordingly, there are typically two different benchmarking levels when assessing dexterity; component and system level benchmarking.

A number of robotic dexterity assessments and approaches have been developed which consider different components of a robotic system.

Kumar and Waldron define the dexterous workspace of a manipulator as the “volume within which every point can be reached by a reference point on the manipulator hand with the hand in any desired orientation” [113]. The authors proceed to define a numerically bounded and dimensionless dexterity index, which represents the manipulator’s ability to achieve varying orientations at a given point ([113], summarised in [114]). In [115], manipulator dexterity is assessed along with safety using a developed safety and dexterity index (SD index). Here the authors quantify manipulative dexterity as a value between 0 and 1 using normalised evaluation factors derived from the robot’s velocity, force, current joint configuration, and ability to avoid internal failure. However, these factors are local kinematic indices derived from the Jacobian and have inherent limitations due to their dependence on units, scale, and reference frame as identified in [114].
Performance metrics have been developed both formally through standards and informally by researchers who needed to evaluate their systems. The formal performance standards for industrial robots (ISO 9283 [116], ANSI/RIA R15.05) are old and cover only limited aspects of performance, mainly relating to point-to-point repeatability. Developed grasp taxonomies have been used to identify the more dexterous prehensile movements [117], and motion-centric taxonomies have been proposed which incorporate object contact and manipulation [118]. In the latter, dexterous manipulation is identified as the performance of in-hand manipulation, whereby the object is translated and/or rotated relative to the hand’s coordinate system by use of the fingers. The consideration of prehensile motions allows manipulation strategies to be identified, and can be used to determine the dexterous operations within a given assembly. However, the taxonomies have not been adopted within industry as all finger motions must be analysed at each point in time and do not account for important factors such as integrated control or sensing.

Benchmarking tests to assess a robot hand’s grasping ability were proposed by the European Robotics Research Network (EURON) [119], and these tests have since been incorporated into an assessment of underactuated hands [120]. However, these tests are limited to planar grasp cases and do not capture manipulation performance or other issues like object damage or positional deviations.

In [121], researchers outline a method for quantifying the ‘Actuator Dexterity (AD)’ of a robotic hand using 48 evaluation criteria and a developed scoring method. A robotic hand is assigned a value of 0, 1, or 2 for each criteria depending on its performance in that area, and the overall AD score represents the “extent to which various issues relating to actuation are addressed by the design approach...and the selected technologies.” While restricted to actuation within robotic hands, the combined numerical total and individual criteria scores allow for clear comparisons to be made.

Wright et al. [122] have proposed that a “dexterity spectrum” and “design space framework” can be used in the evaluation of dexterous robot hands and their selection within manufacturing. This spectrum qualitatively defines the dexterity of a robot hand by considering the system’s suitability for a number of tasks of varying
complexity. Their framework builds on this spectrum by identifying mechanical
design, control, and coordination-knowledge attributes to classify six robot hand
and manufacturing task clusters. These attributes and clusters were to be developed
and used to match robotic systems to manufacturing tasks as part of the ongoing
research but results were never published.

Researchers have looked at capturing the overall dexterity of a robotic system
by recording its performance during activities of daily living (ADL) [123]. This
has mainly occurred within the domestic robotics areas, which means that chosen
ADL typically stem from tasks commonly encountered around the home. For
example, the European Commission 7th Framework project ‘DEXMART’ focused
on benchmarking the dexterity of dual arm systems using ADL such as setting a
table and opening/closing a bottle [123]. ADL have also been used to assess the
effectiveness of prosthetic use in the Southampton Hand Assessment Procedure
(SHAP) [124].

As summarised in [125], a number of object data sets have been developed to assist in
the benchmarking of robotic systems. The purpose of these data sets is to encourage
the standardisation of tests being conducted by various research groups in order
to facilitate comparative analysis. Data sets have been developed for a range of
areas such as simulation, object detection and grasp planning, but the Yale-CMU-
Berkeley object and model set [125] is of particular interest as it focuses on robotic
manipulation. Accordingly, objects with varying physical and surface properties
are selected in addition to a number of widely used manipulation tests. However,
the data set focuses more on objects found around the house and does not provide
a comprehensive representation of objects found within industry. In general, the
adoption of object data sets has been slow by research groups and as a result only a
limited number of benchmarks and assessment protocols relating to dexterity have
been developed to date which utilise any of these data sets.

Within manufacturing, robotic dexterity has previously been quantified by Sturges
and Wright [126], who developed a mathematical model to calculate manipulative
dexterity and capture its trade-off with power generation. This model of dexterity
is defined by the number of kinematic degrees of freedom, the natural frequency of
the system and its resolution. However, the model is based on the human system as it makes use of an index of difficulty (ID) which is derived from human motor skills. This ID value indicates the relative effort needed for a given operation. In a subsequent paper, Sturges uses this link between dexterity and ID to develop a ‘Design for Assembly’ (DFA) calculator which numerically quantifies the manual dexterity of an assembly based on the difficulty of its operations [33]. This calculator estimates an ID value for acquisition and assembly scales taken from design for assembly the Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFA method and Xerox Corporation method. Individual ID values are given in seconds, and their combined total provides an estimate of the assembly’s completion time. This total ID represents the manual dexterity of the assembly.

Robotic dexterity within manufacturing is also being considered by the Intelligent Systems Division at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), who are developing an assessment framework for robotic systems within manufacturing assembly [127]. As part of this body of research, the group have recently derived sixteen robotic actions from assembly taxonomies which they intend to use in the development of assembly-specific performance metrics [128]. These actions are described in detail in [128], but have been classified as follows:


Having derived these actions, NIST are in the process of identifying the key robotic parameters and components required for each action which they intend to use to develop appropriate performance metrics. To date, the group have published grasping metrics and testing procedures for grasp cycle time, grasp efficiency, finger strength, grasp strength, in-hand manipulation, object pose estimation, slip resistance, touch sensitivity, finger force tracking, and sensor calibration [129].
2.6 Statistical Data & Tests

2.6.1 Data Types

Within research, the purpose of any experiment is to examine one or more variables. Variables refer to any characteristic that differs within a sample or population, and a variable can be measured, manipulated and controlled for. A response (or dependent) variable measures the outcome of a study, while an explanatory (or independent) variable explains or causes a change to the response variable [130]. In a typical experiment, independent variables are manipulated in order to observe their effect on a dependent variable. During measurement, variables can be generally classified as either categorical or continuous.

**Categorical Variables:** Categorical (or qualitative) variables are those which have a discrete number of possible outcomes (categories) during measurement. There are three major types of categorical variable; nominal, dichotomous, and ordinal [130]. Nominal variables are those which have two or more categories that do not have an intrinsic order e.g. blood group (A, B, AB, or O). A dichotomous variable is a nominal variable which only has two categories e.g. gender (male or female). Ordinal variables have two or more possible categories, but the categories have a hierarchy e.g. Likert scale (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, or strongly agree). In some cases, categorical variables with three or more outcomes can be dichotomised into a series of variables known as dummy variables or binary variables e.g. blood group (O or other).

**Continuous Variables:** Continuous (or quantitative) variables are those which are measured on a numerical scale covering a large range. Continuous variables can be further classified as either interval or ratio variables [130]. Interval variables are measured on a numerical scale in which the order and increments are known, consistent and measurable e.g. Celsius Scale \((40^\circ - 30^\circ = 30^\circ - 20^\circ = 10^\circ)\). Ratio variables are interval variables which have a clear definition of zero, the point when there is none of that variable e.g. weight.
Based on the above differentiation, it is useful to consider separate statistical tools when analysing categorical and continuous data.

2.6.2 Continuous Data Analysis

2.6.2.1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is a hypothesis test that measures the maximum difference between two cumulative distributions and is commonly used to determine if two sets belong to the same population [131].

A hypothesis test has two opposing hypotheses; the null hypothesis $H_0$ and the alternative hypothesis $H_a$. In general, $H_0$ states that the samples were taken from the same population and differences in the sample data can be attributed to random sampling error. The null hypothesis represents the “devil’s advocate” position, and data is tested to generate evidence against the null hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis states the opposite of $H_0$, and is the statement that the experiment is trying to prove. A hypothesis test will identify which statement ($H_0$ or $H_a$) is most likely, however the rejection of $H_0$ does not automatically mean the acceptance of $H_a$ since a hypothesis test only tests the evidence against the null hypothesis. While rejection of $H_0$ may provide supporting evidence for $H_a$, it does not provide complete evidence for proving $H_a$. Hence, hypotheses are always falsified and never proven.

For most hypothesis tests, a p-value is calculated based on the sample data to determine if the null hypothesis can be rejected. The p-value corresponds to the probability of obtaining a difference at least as extreme as the one observed in the sample data, assuming the truth of the null hypothesis [132]. The p-value ranges from 0 to 1, where a small p-value indicates that the observed difference cannot be accounted for by random sampling errors and hence there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis for the full population.

The cut-off point for this distinction is known as the significance level ($\alpha$), where p-values less than or equal to $\alpha$ provide “statistically significant” results [133]. While somewhat arbitrary, a significance level of 0.05 is the most widely used within academia [130]. However, since $\alpha$ represents the possibility that the null hypothesis will be incorrectly rejected, reducing $\alpha$ will increase the confidence in calculated
results.
The KS test is a non-parametric test (or distribution free method), which means that the test makes fewer and less stringent assumptions about the distribution of the data [134]. In contrast, parametric tests assume that the data arises from a distribution (a normal distribution is commonly assumed) which can be described by a number of parameters (mean, variance, etc.). Since non-parametric tests do not make these assumptions, they can be applied to all kinds of data which makes them more versatile than parametric tests. On the other hand, with correct assumptions parametric tests are more efficient and powerful. Accordingly, while the KS test is more versatile, it tends to be more conservative than other statistical tests i.e. it is less likely to incorrectly reject $H_0$ for the given significance level.

### 2.6.2.2 Detectable Difference

A commonly used parameter for describing a set of $n$ continuous data points is the sample mean, $\bar{x}$:

$$\bar{x} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \quad (2.4)$$

From which the sample spread can be defined using the variance ($\sigma^2$) or standard deviation ($s$) of the data set:

$$s^2 = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2 \quad (2.5)$$

The true mean or population mean ($\mu$) is the average of all elements in an entire population, and is usually an unknown constant [135]. Conversely, the sample mean ($\bar{x}$) varies during testing, and may or may not be close to the true mean depending on the sample size ($n$) and standard deviation ($s$). A confidence interval is used to relate the sample and true mean, and defines a range of values around the sample mean in which the true mean is likely to be located (with a given confidence level) [136]. The amount of random sampling error at this confidence level is known as the margin of error ($E$), which allows the true mean range to be defined as follows:

$$\mu = \bar{x} \pm E \quad (2.6)$$
For non-parametric testing, the margin of error can be related to the sample size \((n)\) and standard deviation \((s)\) by the equation:

\[
n = 1.15\left(\frac{s \cdot z_{\alpha/2}}{E}\right)^2
\]  

(2.7)

where \(z_{\alpha/2}\) is the two-tailed \(z\)-score for a \((1 - \alpha)\) confidence. In non-parametric tests where the distribution shape is unknown, the sample size should be increased by 15\% in order to ensure that sufficient data is gathered regardless of the distribution [137], [138].

\(Z\)-scores (or standard scores) are variable values transformed to zero mean and unit variance [131]. The larger the value of \(z\), the less likely that the experimental result is due to chance. The two-tailed \(z\)-score is calculated by the equation:

\[
z_{\alpha/2} = \text{invNorm}(1 - \frac{\alpha}{2})
\]

(2.8)

where invNorm is the inverse of the cumulative normal distribution function. The invNorm function can be calculated using statistical tools, but \(z\)-tables are also available [134]. From these, the two-tail \(z\)-score for a 0.05 significance level is \(z_{0.025} = 1.96\).

When comparing two sample means, the margin of error determines if there is a detectable difference between the two sample means (see Figure 2.23). If a gap exists

![Figure 2.23: Comparison between two distributions, \(X_1 = \bar{x}_1 \pm E_1\) and \(X_2 = \bar{x}_2 \pm E_2\): (a) The sample means \(\bar{x}_1\) and \(\bar{x}_2\) differ by at least a value of \(d\) for the given confidence level \(\alpha\) (b) The sample means \(\bar{x}_1\) and \(\bar{x}_2\) cannot be said to differ for the given confidence level.](image)
between the two intervals, then there is a detectable difference between the two population means of at least that gap size. Conversely, there is not a detectable difference if the two intervals overlap. The threshold difference at which this occurs is known as the effect size. With reference to Equation 2.7, the effect size can be reduced by reducing the confidence level or increasing the sample number.

2.6.3 Categorical Data Analysis

2.6.3.1 Kolmogorov-Conover Test

The Kolmogorov-Conover (KC) test is an extension of the KS test, and is used to determine if two discontinuous data sets belong to the same population. The algorithms derived for this test are presented in [139], but in general the tests seek to test the hypothesis

\[ H_0, \quad H_0: F(x) = H(x) \forall x, \quad (2.9) \]

where \( F(x) \) is the cumulative distribution function under test and \( H(x) \) is the hypothesised cumulative distribution function. For discrete distributions, KC is an exact statistical test (for one-sided testing) and nearly exact statistical test for the two-sided case. Unfortunately, KC becomes numerically unstable at sample sizes approximately greater than 40, limiting its usage. However, arbitrary precision arithmetic was implemented by researchers at NIST to enable the KC test to accurately analyse data sets with larger sample sizes [129].

2.6.3.2 Probability of Success

A simple, yet meaningful performance measure for categorical data is the probability of success \( PS \). Based on the number of independent trials \( n \), number of successes \( m \), and a chosen confidence level \( CL \in \mathbb{R} : [0, 1] \), the theoretical probability of success \( PS \in \mathbb{R} : [0, 1] \) can be calculated from the following inequality involving the binomial cumulative distribution function [140]:

\[ BINCDF(m - 1, n, PS) \geq CL, \quad (2.10) \]
where $PS$ is its minimum value to some precision while still satisfying Equation 2.10. The interpretation is straightforward for dichotomous data, where $PS$ represents the likelihood of any single trial being a success. For ordinal data, the ordered ranking can be dichotomised by choosing a threshold rank at which the transition between success and failure occurs.
2.7 Summary

2.7.1 Key Findings

Manufacturing is a key contributor to a country’s economy. However, due to global trends and issues such as globalisation, growing competition, reduced product life cycles, and greater consumer demands, it is an area which is seeing significant change. Flexibility and responsiveness to change are becoming important parameters, which is causing a shift within industry towards more flexible manufacturing methods.

Flexible manufacturing has traditionally favoured manual assembly over automation due to its dexterity requirements and low-volume production. However, lightweight, collaborative industrial robots are being developed which differ from traditional industrial robots in that they prioritise metrics such as safety, ease-of-use, adaptability, and dexterity. These robots are better suited to flexible manufacturing, however, their integration within the area has been stilted due to the lack of suitable performance metrics. While a number of robotic performance metrics are available, they were developed for traditional robots. Therefore, in order to facilitate the collaborative robots market to grow as expected, there is a strong need for the development of more relevant performance metrics.

In particular, the development of standardised metrics that capture robotic dexterity is of critical importance, as these metrics will help to determine the ability of a robotic system to perform within flexible manufacturing. However, ambiguity currently exists within the area of robotic dexterity, as seen by the qualitative and in-house measurements of the ability. Quantitative measurements that have been developed vary in their approach and in the components they consider, which has made it challenging to currently identify and compare the dexterity of different robotic systems.

From an analysis of human dexterity, it has been shown that dexterity is a sensorimotor capability that is dependent on the surrounding environment. Accordingly, the demand for robot dexterity is not in the motions themselves but in reacting to changes within the environment. This is an useful point to emphasise, as it means that definitions and measurements of robotic dexterity should be developed with the
surrounding environment in mind. Previous work has tended not to do this, opting instead to look at the overall dexterity of the robotic system. However, consideration of the surrounding environment is beneficial, as it allows robotic dexterity to be more easily quantified and measured.

Based on this fact, the development of a robotic dexterity framework within flexible manufacturing should first consider the range of possible operations within the area in order to identify their dexterous requirements. One possible way to achieve this is to make use of the Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFA method, which has developed classification tables that categorise manufacturing operations based on difficulty. From the identified positive correlation between operation difficulty and dexterity, the dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing can potentially be captured by considering the B-D classification tables. This avenue will be explored in greater detail in Section 3.2.

2.7.2 Updated Research Objectives

As already outlined, this research aims to address the identified gap by developing a comprehensive assessment framework that captures the dexterity of industrial robotic systems and identifies their performance within flexible manufacturing. From examination of the literature, the research objectives presented in Section 1.2 can now be more explicitly defined. Accordingly, the primary objectives of this research are:

1. To examine current dexterity assessment approaches used within both human and robotic literature and identify their suitability for the assessment of robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing. Both the benefits and limitations of using these assessments should be considered (Chapters 2 and 3).

2. To develop a set of dexterity assessment metrics that accurately capture the dexterity of a robotic system. While these metrics should build on previous work, they should be developed specifically for the assessment of industrial robots within flexible manufacturing environments. Any metrics developed
should require minimal a-priori information to ensure usability, and their accuracy should be validated through testing (Chapters 3 and 4).

3. To use the developed metrics to estimate the dexterous performance of different robotic systems within selected flexible manufacturing scenarios. The combination of these metrics should be clearly identified and should generate quantitative results that provide a true reflection of actual performance (Chapters 4 and 5).

4. To incorporate the set of metrics within an overall dexterity assessment framework that is comprehensive and simplifies the robot selection process within flexible manufacturing. In order to achieve this, the developed framework should facilitate the bidirectional matching of robotic systems and flexible manufacturing tasks (Chapter 3).

5. Combining the previous aims, to use the developed framework to estimate human and robotic performance within common flexible manufacturing tasks. This assessment should help to quantify the current gap between human and robotic dexterity and to highlight the usefulness of the framework as a selection tool within flexible manufacturing (Chapter 5).
Chapter 3

Research Framework

3.1 Research Methodology

Research methodologies are important as they ensure a structured approach to research that considers the rational, underlying assumptions, resources, limitations, and analysis of collected data [141], [142]. Accordingly, the use of research methodologies helps to promote the finding of a solution during an investigation, although this is not guaranteed. Research methods refer to the techniques and tools used to gather the data within the research study. The research methods employed will depend on adopted research methodology, but can be classified as either qualitative or quantitative depending on approach used.

Qualitative research is exploratory as it involves the investigation of culture, society, and behaviour to gain an understanding of underlying reasons, opinions, and motivations [143], [144]. This investigation provides an insight into the problem and the subjects being considered, which can be beneficial when developing hypotheses or identifying trends in people’s behaviour and thought process. Qualitative research methods include individual interviews, focus groups, and observational studies.

Quantitative research is performed to quantify a problem through empirical investigation of quantitative properties and their relationships [145]. This research methodology typically involves the collection of measurable, numerical data that be statistically analysed to uncover trends and facts, but also includes the generation of models, theories, hypotheses, instruments, and/or measurement methods [145]. Quantitative research methods include surveys, interviews, and systematic observations.
To address the research objectives outlined in Section 2.7.2, this work adopted a design science research methodology [146] as presented in Figure 3.1. The design science research methodology promotes the construction, design, and evaluation of artefacts that solve a specific problem or research question [146]. While primarily used within information technology, the design science research methodology was particularly suited to this research, where the artefact being designed and developed was a robotic dexterity assessment framework. From Figure 3.1, a number of possible entry points exist within the methodology. To address all research objectives, this research started at the initial entry point before proceeding through the complete design science process.

By considering all six stages outlined within the design science research methodology, this work has adopted both qualitative and quantitative research methods. Initial research was based on theoretical studies, whereby prior work within the area of human and robotic dexterity was used identify and describe the problem area. Previous attempts to define and measure dexterity within both areas were considered through a qualitative evaluation of the literature (Chapter 2). From this analysis, a new framework was developed (Section 3.3). This framework built on previous studies by incorporating different strategies presented within the literature. These strategies are combined and expanded upon to generate a new approach and set of performance metrics that provide a comprehensive assessment of robotic dexterity.

Figure 3.1: Design science research methodology, adapted from [146].
within flexible manufacturing.
Quantitative research was performed to validate the proposed framework and developed performance metrics. In particular, case study research was performed. This form of empirical research considers a specific event or set of related events in order to generate observations that help to explain the phenomenon of interest within the investigation [147]. Case study research is most commonly applied prospectively, and makes use of data from multiple sources including documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation, and physical artefacts [148], [149]. The tests outlined in Chapter 4 were conducted as case studies and the results presented in Chapter 5 were used to verify if the developed framework and metrics validated the core hypothesis.

3.2 Suitability of the B-D Method

Flexible manufacturing is currently dominated by small-scale, manual assembly lines. These assembly lines are typically optimised using DFA methods, which split the assembly into its constituent operations. A key requirement of a dexterity measurement system is that it should facilitate easy comparisons between robot and human performance. Accordingly, this work proposes that DFA methods present a logical starting point for identifying the dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing.

It was shown in Section 2.5 that the dexterity is dependent on environmental interactions, sensorimotor feedback loops and cognitive processes. As existing human dexterity measurement techniques are based on data that is generated from observable behaviour and is independent of underlying causal mechanisms, it is suggested that existing human dexterity measurement techniques can be suitably extended to measure robot dexterity. By extending existing human dexterity measurement tools to describe robot-performance, the system is addressing the need for easy comparisons between robots and humans.

Of the available DFA methods, the Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) DFA method is particularly suited for benchmarking the dexterity of robotic systems in a flexible manufacturing setting. Despite being a DFA tool, the B-D DFA method has an
established link as a dexterity measurement tool as its classification of operation difficulty has been shown to positively correlate to assembly dexterity (refer to discussion in Section 2.5.1.3). The manual handling and insertion tables used by this method encapsulate the diverse range of operations possible within the area and explicitly consider the properties of the object being handled (shape, size, symmetry, etc.). This completeness makes them well-suited for quantifying robotic performance requirements across the wide range of possible flexible manufacturing operations. Furthermore, because the B-D DFA method is so widely used in industry, its consideration during robot assessment simplifies robot selection and integration.

To demonstrate the benefit of considering the B-D classification tables during the assessment of robot dexterity within flexible manufacturing, it is worth comparing their suitability against existing dexterity assessment approaches currently being utilised within industry and the research community. This comparison will address two elements that are particularly relevant when considering the dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing:

- Operations: Examine how the operations defined within the B-D classification tables relate to those used within existing dexterity measurement methods by comparison with the fourteen established human dexterity assessment tests (HDAT).
- Objects: Examine how the objects covered by the B-D classification tables relate to other object datasets by comparison with the Yale-CMU-Berkeley (YCB) object dataset.

### 3.2.1 HDAT Comparison

The idea of using HDAT to assess robotic dexterity has intuitive appeal as they are currently used within flexible manufacturing to quantify a human operator’s dexterity [89]. Accordingly, these tests may be familiar to those within industry, and their established levels of reliability and validity would ensure accuracy and comparability. The latter is particularly true, as robotic HDAT results could also be compared to human norm tables to determine the robot’s dexterity relative to a
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To determine their feasibility as robotic dexterity assessment tools within flexible manufacturing, the B-D classification tables will be used to identify the range of flexible manufacturing operations considered by the HDAT. To assist with this analysis, focus will be put on commercially available HDAT with established psychometric properties. As identified in Section 2.5.1, these HDAT can be categorised according to their testing procedure using three groups. One consequence of this commonality is that there is a tendency for repetition between HDAT. This is highlighted in Table 3.1, which summarises the operations and artefacts relevant to grasping and manipulation used by the fourteen HDAT.

Having identified these operations and items, the extent to which HDAT are applicable to the area of flexible manufacturing can be determined. Using the calculated B-D handling and insertion codes shown in Table 3.2, each HDAT operation can be mapped to its equivalent cell in the B-D handling and insertion tables. The complete mapping is given in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.

From this mapping, it is clear that the fourteen HDAT only assess a limited number of the possible operations within flexible manufacturing. To highlight this, a summary of the handling and insertion operations captured by the HDAT is shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.6 respectively. As the B-D tables represent the range of operations within flexible manufacturing, it can be surmised that the fourteen HDAT only assess 14% of the possible handling operations and 11% of the insertion operations within the area. In addition, those operations that are assessed tend to require low levels of dexterity due to the favourable object properties and handling situations. This is evident by the number of HDAT operations which map to cells with low completion times, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Accordingly, this study shows that HDAT are limited in their coverage of flexible manufacturing operations. The identification that the majority of operations within HDAT require low levels of dexterity is an interesting outcome, particularly since these tests are currently used within manufacturing to measure an operator’s dexterity. Results from HDAT provide a relative level of dexterity, and thus it can be concluded that an operator’s dexterous ability is currently derived from their performance.
Table 3.1: HDAT operations which require object interaction and their corresponding objects. Item dimensions taken from HDAT documentation where possible, but otherwise estimated using standard values. Symmetry parameters (α and β) defined in Section 2.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HDAT</th>
<th>Operations Assessed</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Objects Handled</th>
<th>Dimensions (mm)</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBT</td>
<td>Transfer blocks from a pile to the other side of box</td>
<td>Cube Block</td>
<td>25 (L) x 25 (W) x 25 (H)</td>
<td>α = 90°, β = 90°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer screws to threaded holes in a board and tighten with screwdriver</td>
<td>Screws</td>
<td>13 (L) x 4.1 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Using tweezers, transfer pins to holes in a board and add a collar</td>
<td>Cylindrical Pin</td>
<td>17 (L) x 1.7 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove pegs from hole, flip by 180° then reinset into hole</td>
<td>Collar</td>
<td>6.25 (L) x 5.3 (OD)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT</td>
<td>Transfer asymmetrical pegs to holes in a board</td>
<td>Cylindrical Peg</td>
<td>40 (L) x 22 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remove pegs from board and return to holder</td>
<td>Grooved Peg</td>
<td>25 (L) x 3 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 360°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHFT</td>
<td>Write a short sentence Turn over index cards</td>
<td>Pencil / Pen</td>
<td>178 (L) x 7 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulate feeding using a spoon</td>
<td>Index Cards</td>
<td>76 (L) x 127 (W) x 0.3 (H)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stack checkers</td>
<td>Tablespoon</td>
<td>194 (L) x 38 (W) x 20 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 360°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pick up large light can</td>
<td>Checkers</td>
<td>6.35 (H) x 31.7 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pick up large heavy can</td>
<td>Cans</td>
<td>120-141 (L) x 66-83 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pick up common small objects</td>
<td>Coins</td>
<td>1.5 (L) x 19 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer common small objects to a container Without a visual stimulus, transfer common small objects to a container</td>
<td>Bottle Cap</td>
<td>6.35 (L) x 25.4 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kidney Beans</td>
<td>15.6 (L) x 8 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper Clip</td>
<td>25.4 (L) x 10 (W) x 1.1 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPT</td>
<td>Transfer blocks to holes in a board</td>
<td>M7 Hex Nut</td>
<td>11 (W) x 5.5 (H)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 60°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without a visual stimulus, transfer common small objects to a container</td>
<td>Nail</td>
<td>50 (L) x 2.2 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coins</td>
<td>1.5 - 2 (L) x 19 - 21 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Screw</td>
<td>23 (L) x 4.7 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M8 Wing Nut</td>
<td>32 (L) x 14.8 (W) x 13.8 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Safety Pin</td>
<td>38 (L) x 1 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Key</td>
<td>55 (L) x 25 (W) x 2.5 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Washer</td>
<td>1 (L) x 14 (OD)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper Clips</td>
<td>25.4 - 30.4 (L) x 10 (W) x 1.1 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRMT</td>
<td>Transfer blocks to holes in a board, flipping during transition Remove blocks from hole, flip by 180°, then reinset into hole</td>
<td>Cylindrical Peg</td>
<td>18 (L) x 37 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMDT</td>
<td>Same as the MRMT Remove blocks from hole, flip by 180°, then reinset into hole</td>
<td>Cylindrical Peg</td>
<td>18 (L) x 37 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHP</td>
<td>Transfer pegs to holes in a board Remove pegs from board and return to holder</td>
<td>Cylindrical Peg</td>
<td>32 (L) x 6.4 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFCD</td>
<td>Transfer pins (three at a time) to holes in a board</td>
<td>Cylindrical Pin</td>
<td>25.4 (L) x 1.6 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTD</td>
<td>Using tweezers, transfer pines (one at a time) to holes in a board</td>
<td>Cylindrical Pin</td>
<td>25.4 (L) x 1.6 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>Transfer pegs to holes in a board and add a collar and two washers</td>
<td>Cylindrical Peg</td>
<td>25 (L) x 2.5 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Washer</td>
<td>2 (L) x 9.5 (OD)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collar</td>
<td>6 (L) x 5 (OD)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODA</td>
<td>Write a short sentence Pick up an envelope Hold the receiver of a telephone to one ear</td>
<td>Pencil / Pen</td>
<td>178 (L) x 7 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pick up coins Unscrew cap from tube of toothpaste</td>
<td>Envelope</td>
<td>220 (L) x 110 (W) x 1 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hold a spoon and knife</td>
<td>Coins</td>
<td>1.5 - 2 (L) x 19 - 21 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Button a shirt or blouse Pour water in a glass</td>
<td>Toothpaste Tube</td>
<td>145 (L) x 55 (W) x 35 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Toothpaste Cap</td>
<td>13 (L) x 35 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Toothbrush</td>
<td>180 (L) x 13 (W) x 27 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 360°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teaspoon</td>
<td>141 (L) x 25 (W) x 15 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 360°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Knife</td>
<td>230 (L) x 20 (W) x 5 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 360°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shirt / Blouse</td>
<td>775 (L) x 553 (W) x 1 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 360°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Button</td>
<td>2 (L) x 13 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large Bottle</td>
<td>203 (H) x 57.1 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bottle Cap</td>
<td>6.35 (L) x 25.4 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>85 (L) x 65 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can</td>
<td>120 (L) x 66 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMFT</td>
<td>Pick up a can Pick up a pencil Stack checkers Turn over index cards Turn a key in a lock Lift a 3 lb basket to a bedside table</td>
<td>Pencil / Pen</td>
<td>178 (L) x 7 (D)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paper Clip</td>
<td>50.6 (L) x 10 (W) x 1 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Checkers</td>
<td>6.35 (H) x 31.75 (D)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 0°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Index Cards</td>
<td>76 (L) x 127 (W) x 0.3 (H)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Key</td>
<td>55 (L) x 25 (W) x 2.5 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 360°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Face Towel</td>
<td>625 (L) x 381 (W)</td>
<td>α = 180°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tote Basket</td>
<td>355.6 (L) x 216 (W) x 381 (H)</td>
<td>α = 360°, β = 180°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure 3.2: Handling operations required during the 14 HDAT as represented on the B-D manual handling tables. Colour intensity represents the performance frequency of each operation (range: 1 - 11). Those operations not assessed by HDAT are left blank.
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Figure 3.3: Insertion operations required during the 14 HDAT as represented on the B-D manual insertion tables. Colour intensity represents the performance frequency of each operation (range: 1 - 17). Those operations not assessed by HDAT are left blank.
Table 3.2: The B-D manual handling and insertion code(s) for each HDAT. Codes calculated using the B-D classification tables and the items and operations identified in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HDAT</th>
<th>B – D Handling Code(s)</th>
<th>B – D Insertion Code(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBT</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDT</td>
<td>‘11’; ‘40’&lt;sub&gt;x2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>‘00’; ‘38’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDT</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
<td>‘00’; ‘02’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT</td>
<td>‘20’</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRMT</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
<td>‘00’; ‘98’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMMDT</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
<td>‘00’, ‘98’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHP</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
<td>‘00’, ‘02’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCFD</td>
<td>‘03’</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTD</td>
<td>‘40’</td>
<td>‘00’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>‘00’, ‘01’, ‘03’</td>
<td>‘00’, ‘02’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: Number of operations within each B-D handling table that are considered by the 14 HDAT.

Figure 3.5: Number of one-handed B-D handling operations that are considered by the 14 HDAT.

Figure 3.6: Number of operations within each B-D insertion table that are considered by the 14 HDAT.
relative to others within a narrow range of operations. While this association can be made when assessing human dexterity due to our natural ability to transfer skills between tasks, the same cannot be made when assessing robotic dexterity. Any assessment of robotic dexterity needs to be thorough, as robotic systems are much more susceptible to varying task and environmental conditions than humans. Even when considering fourteen independent HDAT, their combined use does not offer as broad an analysis as the B-D classification tables. Consequently, the B-D classification tables are a more viable option for representing the dexterous operations within flexible manufacturing during robot assessment.

3.2.2 YCB Object Dataset Comparison

The YCB object and model set has been developed by researchers within the robotics community to “facilitate benchmarking in robotic manipulation, prosthetic design and rehabilitation research” [125]. The set incorporates a total of 73 objects which have sufficient variety to represent a wide range of aspects of the manipulation problem. These objects are mainly selected from daily life, which means that the dataset is particularly suited for assessments of robotic systems within the service robot industry. However, the dataset does include tools and other objects found within manufacturing, and so it is a viable option for those assessing industrial robotic systems. Accordingly, the B-D classification tables will be used to determine how comprehensively this object dataset represents those objects found within flexible manufacturing.

To reduce repetition, the full list of objects and their properties are given by the authors in [125]. Using this information and following the same approach as before, the handling of each YCB object has been classified and mapped to the B-D handling classification tables, as shown in Figure 3.7. Insertion codes are not calculated in this instance, as the YCB dataset defines the objects to be used during benchmarking but not the actual tests.

From summary of the results given in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9, it can be seen that the use of the YCB object dataset during robotic dexterity assessment will limit the number of flexible manufacturing operations which can be considered. Using the B-D
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Figure 3.7: Potential handling operations that can be assessed using the YCB object dataset. Colour intensity represents the number of objects which map to each operation (range: 1 - 21). Those operations which cannot be assessed using objects from the YCB dataset are left blank.
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classification system, many of the objects from the dataset have similar properties and can be handled using the same operation. As a result, only 10% of all possible operations are considered when using all objects within the dataset. This does not diminish the usability of the YCB dataset, as it must be remembered that the set focuses on objects which are commonly encountered during daily living. However, it does highlight the need for considering more varied objects when assessing robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing.

3.2.3 Comparison Outcome

While the range of operations and objects considered by the HDAT and YCB dataset have been shown to be limited when compared to the scope of the B-D classification tables, it is worth noting that the operations and objects that are considered represent those most commonly used within industry. This makes sense, as an optimised manufacturing process (from DFA analysis) will prioritise operations and objects that require lower levels of dexterity as they increase its efficiency. To highlight this, it has been noted that simple peg-in-hole operations account for 35% of all operations within industry [126]. Therefore, the use of HDAT and / or the YCB object dataset could provide a reasonable estimate of a robotic system’s performance within selected assembly tasks. However, to perform a complete assessment of robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing, the more challenging objects and operations identified by the B-D tables need to be considered.
3.3 Framework Proposal

A framework has been developed to provide a means of defining the dexterous capabilities of a robotic system and identifying the assembly operations that it can perform in a flexible manufacturing environment. It is foreseen that the adoption of such a framework would help facilitate direct comparisons between different robotic systems and further assist in quantifying the current state of robotic dexterity within manufacturing.

3.3.1 Robotic Dexterity - Updated Definition

At this stage, the preliminary definition of robotic dexterity provided in Chapter 2 can be updated in order to provide a more detailed definition that is specific to robotic systems within flexible manufacturing. From an analysis of the literature and the comparisons performed in Section 3.2, it can be concluded that the comprehensive nature of the B-D classification tables encapsulate the dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing. Ergo, this work proposes that the dexterity of a robotic system within flexible manufacturing be defined as the ability of a robotic system to perform and adapt to the operations identified within the Boothroyd-Dewhurst classification tables in adequate time and in the presence of uncertainty. Similar to other definitions of robotic dexterity presented in Section 2.5.2, this functional definition acknowledges the necessity for sensing and control by its reference to object manipulation. However, equally important is that the definition also accounts for the dexterous requirements that may arise from the surrounding environment. Based on this definition, a robot’s dexterity is dependent on its ability to perform each B-D operation while overcoming the micro and macro level changes that occur within flexible manufacturing. This ability can be measured by considering a number of system-level performance metrics. These metrics will be discussed in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.
3.3.2 Framework Scope

Based on the updated definition of robotic dexterity, the framework considers a robotic system to include the robotic manipulator(s), end effector(s), controller(s), vision system(s), sensing system(s), and additional hardware/software required during grasping or manipulation. The framework is specifically for small-scale, flexible assemblies which require no part or tool acquisition outside of the assembly workspace. Accordingly, the robotic system does not need to be mobile, and components can be fixed within the environment if necessary. The positioning of the robotic manipulator within the environment is left to the user, but it should ideally be positioned to maximise the number of assembly operations contained within its dexterous workspace, as defined in Section 2.5.2.

The developed framework assesses the dexterity of a robotic system while performing benchtop assembly processes. This identification of a designated workspace helps to limit the scope of the framework to encourage an assessment of robotic dexterity that is more targeted and informative. Accordingly, the performance measures that are incorporated within the framework can be considered global indices [114] that represent the average performance of the robotic system within this region.

3.4 Framework Implementation

The developed framework can be applied in two key ways (see Figure 3.10). First, it provides a reliable means to define an assembly’s dexterous requirements and identify the robot specifications necessary for assembly completion. This would simplify and improve the efficiency of the robot selection process. As an example, this use of the framework would be beneficial to a manufacturing company seeking to automate an existing manual assembly process. Second, the framework provides guidance for identifying the assembly processes achievable in scenarios where the robotic system to be used is predefined. This identification of assembly processes helps to capture the dexterous ability of a robotic system, and facilitates comparisons to be made between different robotic systems. As an example, this use of the framework would be beneficial to a robot supplier during marketing to highlight the potential within
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Figure 3.10: Developed framework can be used to identify the robotic systems suitable for a given assembly process, or equally to identify the assembly operations achievable by a given robotic system.

Regardless of the chosen direction, the developed framework incorporates the following three distinct activities (see Figure 3.11):

- **Activity 1**: Match a flexible manufacturing process to/from dexterous operations using the B-D classification tables
- **Activity 2**: Match a robotic system to/from robot specifications using robotic performance metrics
- **Activity 3**: Match the dexterous operations of a flexible manufacturing process to/from robot specifications

The execution of these activities helps to address the current difficulty in matching robotic systems to/from flexible manufacturing processes, as will be highlighted in the sections below.
3.4.1 Activity 1: Dexterous Requirements

During its optimisation of flexible manufacturing processes, the B-D DFA method utilises manual handling and insertion tables to classify the difficulty of operations within a manual assembly processes. Thanks to the positive correlation between assembly difficulty and dexterity, these tables also classify manual assembly operations based on the required dexterity. From Section 3.2, it has been shown that the range of operations and objects considered by these B-D classification tables is extensive and provides a good representation of those that may be encountered within flexible manufacturing. Accordingly, the B-D classification tables offer a very useful catalogue of possible operations within flexible manufacturing, and their inclusion within a dexterity assessment framework can help to ensure a thorough assessment of dexterity.

From Section 2.3.2, Boothroyd and Dewhurst also developed classification tables for the analysis of high-speed and general-purpose (robotic) automation assemblies. However, these classification tables assume the use of traditional automation that require dedicated assembly lines and auxiliary equipment. Consequently, the tables are not well suited for the consideration of robotic systems within flexible manufacturing, as the environment requires a system to be capable of responding to macro- and/or micro-level changes in production. It is for this reason that flexible manufacturing is primarily performed by manual labour. Accordingly, the consideration of the B-D manual handling and insertion tables is better suited to this framework, as they identify the dexterous requirements that robotic systems must meet in order to become a viable choice for flexible manufacturing. This new application of the B-D manual classification tables is particularly useful, as it shows how the B-D DFA method can still be used when considering more modern robotic systems.

An advantage of using the B-D DFA method is that it is the most widely used DFA method. This means that the method is better known to those within industry, and is more likely to be used during initial design and optimisation of a flexible manufacturing process. Accordingly, the identification of the dexterous requirements (i.e. activity 1) may already be completed prior to the use of this framework, which would simplify the framework’s implementation and encourage its use by those within industry. In addition, the B-D classification tables present an average human
completion time for each classified operation, which provide a means to reasonably estimate human performance without the need for task-specific testing and analysis. This is particularly useful within a robotic dexterity assessment framework, as it can be compared against calculated robotic performance in order to identify the most suitable choice for each flexible manufacturing operation.

3.4.2 Activity 2: Robotic Performance Metrics

Current robot specifications do not provide the necessary parameters to capture the dexterous performance of industrial robotic systems. This work proposes that a new set of performance metrics be developed to provide a more accurate indication of a robotic system’s performance within flexible manufacturing. In particular, these metrics will capture the dexterous ability of a robotic system within the area by considering the dexterous requirements identified by the B-D classification tables. This ensures that the developed performance metrics account for all dexterous demands within flexible manufacturing.

In order to ensure a thorough assessment of the robotic system, both component-level and system-level metrics should be considered.

3.4.2.1 Component-Level Metrics

As the name suggests, component-level metrics relate to the individual components within a robotic system that have any influence on the system’s performance of operations within the B-D tables. As noted earlier and reiterated by Biagiotti et al. in [150], robotic dexterity is dependent on the robot’s mechanical design, sensory equipment, and control algorithms. Consequently, metrics which relate to these components should be considered within this framework.

With reference to the work performed by the Intelligent Systems Division at NIST (see Section 2.5.2.3), component-level metrics can be grouped according to sixteen assembly actions. This is beneficial as these actions can easily be mapped to B-D operations, which creates a direct link between developed performance metrics and assembly operations. To highlight this, a dependency table has been created which identifies the actions that influence each B-D handling and insertion operation. An
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Table 3.3: Dependence of selected B-D handling and insertion operations on the sixteen actions identified by NIST (with reference to Figures 3.2 and 3.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B-D Code</th>
<th>Detect</th>
<th>Align</th>
<th>Pick-up</th>
<th>Reposition</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>Slice</th>
<th>Retract</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Tool Action</th>
<th>Hold</th>
<th>Fasten</th>
<th>Coordinate</th>
<th>Navigation</th>
<th>Track</th>
<th>Communications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'00'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'09'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'30'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'39'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'40'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'49'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'50'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'59'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'60'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'69'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An extract of this table is given in Table 3.3.

The use of component-level performance metrics that relate to each assembly action will help to ensure that a robot’s dexterity is fully assessed and captured. However, a new set of performance metrics is required in order to achieve this, as metrics currently defined by suppliers are incomplete and do not provide a true reflection of performance. The development of a comprehensive and complete set of component-level performance metrics is beyond the scope of this work, however the first of these performance metrics are identified as part of this framework. These metrics have been identified using an inductive research approach, and provide a greater insight into the dexterity of robotic systems within flexible manufacturing when compared to supplier specifications. The developed component-level performance metrics include:

1. Grasp Region: The maximum area reachable by the fingers of an end effector

2. Grasp Cycle Time: The minimum time required for an end effector to achieve full closure from a known pre-grasp configuration and to return to the pre-grasp configuration [129]

3. Trajectory Time: The time required for a manipulator to complete a trajectory
in relation to the trajectory’s distance

4. Communication Delay: Maximum delay during communication between a robot system and its control program

5. Insertion Search Time: The time required for a robotic system to find the correct insertion point in the presence of uncertainty

As will be shown in Chapter 5, this preliminary set of component-level performance metrics can be used to estimate the robot’s performance within the align, pickup, transport and communicate assembly actions, which is sufficient to estimate a robotic system’s dexterity in a range of B-D operations. The approach and method used to measure each of these robotic performance metrics will be outlined in Section 4.3.

3.4.2.2 System-Level Metrics

For a system to perform dexterous operations within manufacturing assembly, it is not only dependent on the performance of its individual components but also on their collaboration. As such, system-level metrics provide an insight into the performance of the overall system which will help to establish how the system will perform in real-life scenarios.

The measurement of system-level metrics requires the development of standard test methods and artefacts. Accordingly, the following system-level benchmarks are considered within this framework:

1. Modified Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test
2. Peg Insertion Test

The former indicates the robotic system’s ability to perform the gross manual dexterity operations typical within pick-and-place operations while the latter indicates the robotic system’s ability to perform assembly operations that require a finer level of dexterity. Both tests make use of the following system-level performance metrics; initialisation time, probability of success \((PS)\), and completion time. These metrics identify the robotic system’s feasibility and capability, which will now be discussed in greater detail.
3.4.3 Activity 3: Dexterity Matching

The dexterity matching activity determines both the feasibility and capability of a robotic system for each B-D assembly operation.

3.4.3.1 System Feasibility

The feasibility of a robotic system indicates the likelihood that it will perform a B-D operation successfully, and its value is dependent on the system itself and the constraints of the operation. Performance metrics which relate to feasibility are compared to the requirements of the B-D operation. As an initial indicator, supplier specifications such as payload and reach can be used to determine if the robotic system can attempt the given operation. If it can, then additional performance metrics developed within the proposed framework can be combined in order to generate a probability of success ($PS$) value.

The $PS$ value is bounded between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates that the system is not able to perform the given B-D operation, and 1 indicates that it can perform the operation with complete certainty. The $PS$ value is dependent on the chosen robotic system and operation being considered, but can be estimated by combining developed component-level performance metrics. These performance metrics estimate the $PS$ value for a given confidence level [140], which indicates the method’s confidence in the accuracy of the results. A 95% confidence level will be employed within the developed framework, as this is commonly used within industry [151].

Calculating a $PS$ value is particularly beneficial as it determines if a robot system has the necessary level of dexterity to overcome uncertainty and micro level changes during a flexible manufacturing process (e.g. disturbances in product geometry, unknown part orientation and presentation, etc.).

3.4.3.2 System Capability

The capability of a robotic system quantifies its suitability for a given B-D operation by estimating its initialisation time and completion time ($CT$). Combined, these metrics give an indication of the robotic system’s throughput. Initialisation time refers to the time required to (re-)program a robot system before an operation can begin.
This metric does not consider the initial development of the control program(s), but rather focuses on the time required to (re-)teach a robotic system during integration. Initialisation time is an important metric as it identifies the robotic system’s ability to adapt to macro level changes during a flexible manufacturing process (e.g. changes in product volume and mix).

Completion time \((CT)\) refers to the time required to successfully complete operation in full. The metric incorporates all actions required to perform the operation including detection, alignment, acquisition, transportation, insertion, regrasping, etc. Time-related performance metrics are combined with operation information to give an accurate \(CT\) estimate. This numerical value is beneficial as it facilitates direct comparisons between robotic systems and human performance.

The capability of a robotic system provides a relative level of dexterity which can be combined with other cost metrics in order to determine the most suitable system for a flexible manufacturing process.

### 3.4.3.3 Operation - Performance Matching

A gap currently exists within industry as the dexterous performance of industrial robotic systems cannot easily be quantified within flexible manufacturing. Accordingly, the developed framework includes a dexterity matching activity which relates robotic system performance metrics to B-D operations. This facilitates robot-to-task matching based on dexterity, equivalent to that currently done with other parameters such as speed and payload.

This robot-to-task matching encourages the design and selection of better robotic systems within manufacturing. The framework identifies the component- and system-level performance necessary for an assembly operation, allowing manufacturers to construct robotic system structures which are optimal for their assembly based on dexterity and other metrics such as cost, reliability, and speed.
3.5 Performance Data Analysis

An important part of the developed framework is that data collected during the assessment of a robotic system is correctly analysed. This ensures that the performance of the robotic system is accurately captured and facilitates comparisons to be made between different robotic systems. Accordingly, a systematic approach to analysing the collected data is presented within this section.

With reference to Section 2.6, different statistical tools and algorithms are required depending on the variables being considered and the parameter(s) being analysed. As part of this framework, a minimum number of statistical tools are presented in order to reduce complexity but still provide meaningful results. Based on the system-level metrics proposed within this framework, these tools have been grouped according to the type of data being considered i.e. categorical and continuous data. Continuous data (results which are measured on a numerical scale covering a large range) can be analysed by using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and by calculating the detectable difference. The two-sample KS test determines acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis ($H_0$), where $H_0$ states that the two data sets come from the same population. To complement the KS test, the detectable difference value quantifies the magnitude of any difference by measuring the minimum distance between the two population true mean ranges. A Matlab script has been developed as part of this work to implement both statistical tools. An example of the script is given in Appendix C. To note, a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$ was used within the two-sample KS test.

Categorical data (results which only have a discrete number of possible outcomes) can be analysed by using the Kolmogorov-Conover (KC) test and by calculating the probability of success ($PS$). The KC test is an extension of the KS test, and is used to determine if two discontinuous data sets belong to the same population. The $PS$ is a performance measure that is used to identify the likelihood of achieving a given categorical rank. In contrast to the $PS$ value outlined in Section 3.4.3, this value is calculated based on collected data, and is determined based on the number of independent trials, the number of successes, and the chosen confidence level. The
code for analysing categorical data using these statistical tools was taken from a software suite that has been made publicly available by researchers at NIST [129].
Chapter 4

Experimental Design and Methodology

4.1 Testing Overview

To illustrate the application of the developed framework, a number of sample scenarios have been considered. The selected scenarios are derived from typical manufacturing operations, and incorporate both handling and insertion operations. For each of the chosen scenarios, a level of uncertainty exists which make it difficult for traditional automation to perform the task. Flexible robotic systems appear to be a better option, however with current supplier specifications it is difficult to determine if their level of dexterity is sufficient to perform the tasks efficiently.

Accordingly, the developed framework will be used to systematically assess the dexterity of a number of robotic systems. This approach will utilise new metrics that better capture the dexterity of a robotic system and provide a more accurate estimate of their performance. The structured framework facilitates the comparison of different robotic systems and considers their viability relative to manual labour.

To validate the developed performance metrics and estimated levels of dexterity, each scenario is replicated within a laboratory and performed by the different robotic systems. In order to ensure a satisfactory level of confidence in the collected results, the scenarios are repeated a minimum of 60 times by each robotic system. Collected data is compared to the performance estimated by the framework, but also provides an opportunity to perform cross-system comparisons using the suite of statistical tools outlined in Section 3.5.
4.2 Robotic Systems

Within the experiments described below, a range of robotic systems are used. These robotic systems are composed of a combination of the following components.

4.2.1 Robotic Manipulators

The robotic manipulators considered within this thesis and their relevant supplier specifications are presented in Table 4.1. Each robot manipulator is classified as a low payload, collaborative robot. Accordingly, these robots are designed to share human workspaces and perform smaller-scale operations such as pick-and-place, material handling, packaging, palletising, and assembly.

Of the chosen robotic manipulators, the KUKA LWR4, UR10, and UR5 are used throughout the developed framework, while the Baxter robot is only featured in later experimentation. This inclusion of the Baxter robot during testing facilitates additional comparisons to be made and highlights the scenarios’ use as a benchmarking tool.

Table 4.1: Supplier specifications for the robotic manipulators considered, taken from [152]–[154] (* Repeatability not specified by supplier, but has been recorded in [155]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot</th>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Payload (kg)</th>
<th>Reach (mm)</th>
<th>Speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Repeatability</th>
<th>Safety Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universal Robotics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>± 0.1 mm</td>
<td>Current Detection, 15 safety functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>± 0.1 mm</td>
<td>Current Detection, 15 safety functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Robotics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>± 0.05 mm</td>
<td>Integrated joint torque sensors, streamlined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR5</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>± 2.9 - 3.3 mm</td>
<td>housing, programmable compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUKA LWR4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>± 2.9 - 3.3 mm</td>
<td>Series-elastic actuators, integrated force,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rethink Robotics</td>
<td></td>
<td>(per arm)</td>
<td>(per arm)</td>
<td>(per arm)</td>
<td>(per arm)</td>
<td>(per arm)</td>
<td>sonar and camera sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter Arm</td>
<td></td>
<td>(total)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![KUKA LWR4](image1)
![UR10](image2)
![UR5](image3)
![Baxter](image4)
4.2.1.1 Universal Robotics UR10 & UR5

The Universal Robotics (UR) robots are 6 DOF robotic arms with embedded direct drive electromagnetic motors. The robots are controlled via a touch-screen PolyScope graphical user interface (GUI), which facilitates the easy programming of simple tasks through the recording of waypoints. The UR robot’s motions are position controlled, which means that the arm moves to the desired position with the programmed velocity.

4.2.1.2 KUKA LWR4

The KUKA LWR4 is the fourth generation of the “Lightweight Robot” (LWR), which was developed in collaboration with the German Aerospace Centre (DLR). The robot arm is directly driven via motors with integrated joint torque sensors developed by DLR. The KUKA LWR4 has three controller options: position controller mode, gravity compensation mode, and compliance controller mode. In gravity compensation mode, the robot compensates for gravity and the weight of any load so that the arm can be moved with minimal forces. This mode is well suited when teaching the robot new waypoints. In compliance controller mode, the Cartesian compliance of robot’s axes can be modified to suit a specific task. This mode is well suited for motions that require contact with the environment.

4.2.1.3 Rethink Robotics Baxter

Baxter is a 14-DOF dual arm collaborative industrial robot from Rethink Robotics. It is a humanoid robot with two arms, a torso, a LCD display face, and built in sonar and camera sensors for improved human interaction. The arms are driven by servo based series-elastic actuators, which provide passive compliance to their mechanical structure. The use of two arms allows Baxter to perform coordinated or dual manipulations unachievable by the other industrial robots considered.
4.2.2 Robotic End Effectors

The robotic end effectors considered within this work and their relevant supplier specifications are given in Table 4.2. Of these robotic end effectors, the Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper and the Robotiq 3-Fingered gripper are used throughout the developed framework, while the Allegro robotic hand is used in later benchmarking tests to facilitate additional cross-system comparisons.

4.2.2.1 Schunk KGG 80-30

The Schunk KGG 80-30 is a pneumatic parallel jaw gripper. Each finger can be custom engineered to suit the application, however the finger stroke length is limited to 15 mm. To note, the performance specifications of the gripper given in Table 4.2 are for the recommended operational pressure of 6 bar.

4.2.2.2 Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper

The Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper is an electrical industrial robot gripper. Each finger is under-actuated, meaning that it has fewer motors than its total number of joints. Under-actuation reduces cost and complexity while still allowing the gripper to perform shape-conforming grasps. The Robotiq 3-Fingered Adaptive gripper has

Table 4.2: Supplier specifications for the robotic end effectors considered, taken from [156]–[158].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End Effector</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Fingers</th>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Fingertip Payload</th>
<th>Max Finger Speed</th>
<th>Repeatability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schunk KGG 80-30</td>
<td>Pneumatic Parallel Jaw Gripper</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25 kg</td>
<td>0.66 kg</td>
<td>300 mm/s</td>
<td>0.02 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper</td>
<td>Underactuated Gripper</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.3 kg</td>
<td>2.5 kg</td>
<td>110 mm/s</td>
<td>0.05 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegro Hand</td>
<td>DC Motor Robotic Hand</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.09 kg</td>
<td>1.5 kg</td>
<td>545°/s</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Schunk KGG 80-30 Gripper  (b) Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper  (c) Allegro Robotic Hand
four different grasp configurations; basic, wide, pinch, and scissor. The pinch grasp (shown in Table 4.2) is only considered within this framework, as this grip is best suited for the chosen flexible manufacturing scenarios.

4.2.2.3 Allegro Robotic Hand

The Allegro Hand is an electrical four-fingered robotic hand with 16 independent DOF and rotary joint encoders with a $0.002^\circ$ resolution. This facilitates the performance of more complicated in-hand manipulations in addition to grasping operations, provided the use of an adequate, real-time control strategy.

For testing, the Allegro hand was modified by mounting three 6-axis force-torque transducers at the fingertips (see Figure 4.1). These sensors provided a touch-based, 6-DOF object pose estimation, 3D fingertip force, 3D fingertip normal force, and 3D fingertip centre of pressure. A manipulation controller and finger force controllers were developed to control the Cartesian pose of an object (see Figure 4.2). These controllers enabled impedance control when interacting with an object and the environment via finger Cartesian force control.

The integration and algorithms required to provide these sensing modalities and the custom manipulation controller were developed by Van Wyk and stem from his work in [159]. Accordingly, their discussion here is solely to provide the reader with some background on the robot hand used in later testing.

Figure 4.1: Allegro robotic hand with attached force-torque transducers.  
Figure 4.2: Multi-fingered manipulation control architecture.
4.2.3 Initialisation Approach

During testing, target locations within the environment were recorded using a number of different approaches.

4.2.3.1 Teach Programming

This approach was to teach the robot the target positions manually by dragging the robot manipulator to the desired locations and recording the robot’s configuration at each point. Due to its simplicity, this form of programming is commonly used when interacting with collaborative robots within manufacturing. However, when precision is required, the robot’s configuration may need to be fine-tuned using controlled motions via the robot’s flex pendant. As each target location must be manually trained, this approach can be time consuming.

4.2.3.2 Simulated Vision Detection

During testing, simulated error can be added to target positions in order to indicate how the robotic system can deal with uncertainty during an operation. For simplicity, the positional uncertainty of a vision system can be represented by assuming a bivariate normal distribution with no correlation among variables (see Figure 4.3). A multivariate normal distribution is a generalisation of the univariate normal (Gaussian) distribution for two or more dimensions and is parametrised by its mean

![Figure 4.3: The probability distribution of a bivariate normal distribution with zero correlation and mean, showing the one, two and three standard deviation ($\sigma$) confidence regions. Taken from [160].](image-url)
(\mu), and covariance matrix (\Sigma). For a n-dimensional random vector x, the probability density function is given by [161]:

\[
y = f_n(x, \mu, \Sigma) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{|\Sigma|(2\pi)^n}} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(x-\mu)'\Sigma^{-1}(x-\mu)}
\]  

(4.1)

where \mu is a (1 x n) vector and \Sigma is a (n x n) symmetric positive definite matrix. The mean represents the expected value of the distribution and is therefore the central point of the probability distribution. The covariance matrix is analogous to the variance (\sigma^2) of a univariate normal distribution. The diagonal elements of \Sigma represent the variance for each variable, while the remaining elements represent the covariances between variables.

As noted, the variance is the square of the standard deviation (\sigma) and represents the spread of a distribution. A larger standard deviation means that the data points of the distribution tend to be further from the mean, and vice-versa. For a univariate normal distribution, the cumulative probability at distances of one, two and three standard deviations from the mean are 68.3\%, 95.5\%, and 99.7\% (known as the 3-sigma rule) [162]. For a bivariate normal distribution, these cumulative probabilities drop to 39.35\%, 86.5\% and 98.9\% respectively [160].

The application of simulated perception error is beneficial for multiple reasons. First, its presence introduces stochasticity into a robot’s performance data (many statistical tests assume sufficiently independent, uncorrelated samples). Furthermore, controlling the perception error allows for performance benchmarking by easily subjecting different robotic systems to the same perception errors, or subjecting one robotic system to various levels of perception error.

4.2.3.3 Cognex Vision System

To emulate a vision system used within manufacturing, a Cognex vision system and GigE (Gigabit Ethernet) camera were chosen for testing. Cognex provides hardware and software solutions to the wide range of vision requirements within industry. One such product is VisionPro, which is software environment that facilitates 2D, 3D, and multi-camera vision processing. The software includes a library of advanced vision tools which makes it particularly useful within industry for applications which require
4.2. Robotic Systems

Accordingly, the VisionPro software was used to determine the target locations within the camera’s field of view. The GigE camera used for image acquisition is summarised in Table 4.3.

During the execution of the vision detection system, the GigE camera was connected via an Ethernet cable and PCI frame grabber to a PC running the VisionPro software. This PC was connected to the internal network to facilitate communication between the VisionPro environment and the control programs of each robotic system. Communication was established on a separate thread to enable swift updates with a minimal hit to the control programs execution time. Within the VisionPro application, a number of tools were used in order to successfully detect the target location, including a colour extractor tool and blob tool (see Figure 4.4). The latter finds and filters blobs (or 2D shapes) within an image by identifying groups of pixels that fall into a designated grey-scale range.

With the GigE camera fixed within the environment, the camera was calibrated so that pixel locations could be converted to the required Cartesian coordinate system. This was achieved by performing a checkerboard calibration, as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. During the calibration process, the checkerboard’s horizontal and vertical lines was aligned to either the robot or world’s X-Y coordinate system. By ensuring the checkerboard was placed on the table at the same height of the object being detected and knowing the side length of each square, the VisionPro checkerboard calibration tool could use the intersection points of the checkerboard to determine the (non-)linear transform between the camera and the real world. This transformation accounts for rotations and scaling, as well as optical and/or perspective distortion.

Table 4.3: Supplier specifications for the Basler acA2000 GigE camera chosen for testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basler acA2000 – 50gc Camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel Depth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
such as aspect and skew errors. Since errors accumulate as the distance from the calibration board increases, the accuracy of the transformation can be improved by ensuring that the calibration board fills a significant portion of the camera’s field of view and is located in the area where detection is likely to occur.

To estimate the possible positional errors which arise from using the Cognex vision system, the system was calibrated to the world (as described above) and used to detect cylindrical blocks at thirteen known coordinates. During assessment, the accuracy of the vision system was determined by recording the trueness and precision of its measurements. From ISO 5725, trueness refers to closeness of agreement between the arithmetic mean of the test results and the reference value, while precision refers to the closeness of agreement between the test results [164], [165].

From testing, the Cognex vision system had high precision (with values less than 0.1 mm), but variable trueness depending on the block’s location within the camera’s field of view (see Table 4.4). Unsurprisingly, the camera’s trueness decreased when...
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Figure 4.5: Positioning of calibration checkerboard within the robot’s environment.

Figure 4.6: The VisionPro checkerboard tool detects the intersection points and uses the board’s spacing distance, position, and orientation to transform pixel coordinates to world (or robot) coordinates.

Table 4.4: Trueness of the Cognex vision system during detection of cylindrical blocks at different world coordinates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>World Coordinate X (mm)</th>
<th>World Coordinate Y (mm)</th>
<th>Recorded Position X (mm)</th>
<th>Recorded Position Y (mm)</th>
<th>Trueness (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-600</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>-598.841</td>
<td>-298.934</td>
<td>-1.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-500</td>
<td>-250</td>
<td>-499.017</td>
<td>-249.046</td>
<td>-1.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-400</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-399.170</td>
<td>-199.088</td>
<td>-1.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-300</td>
<td>-150</td>
<td>-299.296</td>
<td>-149.245</td>
<td>-1.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>-199.504</td>
<td>-99.326</td>
<td>-0.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-99.589</td>
<td>-49.364</td>
<td>-0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>-0.527</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The block was further away from the camera’s centre point due to an increase in perspective distortions. Accordingly, the performance of the Cognex vision system could be improved by repositioning the camera and/or performing a more meticulous calibration. However, this was not done as the purpose of this framework is not to estimate optimal performance but rather expected performance based on known parameters.

The positional error of the Cognex system across its field of view can be approximated using the recorded trueness values. Assuming the object to be detected is more likely to be located close the camera’s centre point, the positional error can be represented by a normal distribution with a mean of $-0.37\ mm$ and a standard deviation of $0.87\ mm$. 
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4.2.3.4 Robot Registration

In selected tests, an alternative approach was used whereby the robot was registered to the world using the short hand-guiding methodology developed by researchers at NIST and presented in [166]. This methodology involves the guiding of the robot’s tool centre point (TCP) to three predetermined poses within the world frame using target seats rigidly mounted to the workspace. Since the seats have known translations to the world origin, the recording of these poses allows for the generation of a transformation matrix which registers the robot to the world coordinate system. This robot registration approach allows for swift re-registration, which is important within flexible manufacturing as its changing environment requires more frequent alterations to the robotic system’s workspace.

As shown in Figure 4.7, the error in using the short hand-guiding methodology is very much dependent on the chosen robotic manipulator and the distance of the target from the registration seats. However, from [166], the distribution of these errors can be represented by a normal distribution with a mean of 8.82 mm and standard deviation of 4.85 mm for the KUKA LWR4, and a mean of 4.64 mm and standard deviation of 1.23 mm for the UR10.

Figure 4.7: Translational error of the KUKA LWR4 (R1) and the UR10 (R2) as a function of the target’s distance from the registration seats. Taken from [166].
4.2.3.5 Cognex + Registration

A final initialisation approach calibrated the Cognex vision system to the world coordinate system and used the robot registration approach to translate the world coordinates to the robot’s coordinate system. Of those considered, this initialisation approach is best suited within flexible manufacturing processes that have shared and changing environments. Using this approach, multiple robots can share the same vision system, and can be quickly repositioned and recalibrated to the camera using the robot registration approach.

Since the Cognex vision system and robot registration approach are combined to determine the robot’s coordinates, their positional errors amalgamate for this initialisation approach. For two independent normal distributions $X \sim N(\mu_X, \sigma_X^2)$ and $Y \sim N(\mu_Y, \sigma_Y^2)$, the combined probability distribution can be calculated [167]:

$$Z \sim N(\mu_Z, \sigma_Z^2) = Z \sim N(\mu_X + \mu_Y, \sigma_X^2 + \sigma_Y^2)$$ (4.2)

Accordingly, when the location of the target position is unknown the positional error of the Cognex + registration approach can be approximated using a normal distribution with a mean of 8.45 mm and standard deviation of 4.93 mm for the KUKA LWR4, and a mean of 4.27 mm and standard deviation of 1.5 mm for the UR10.
4.3 Performance Metrics

As part of the proposed framework, additional performance metrics have been developed to better estimate the robotic system’s performance during handling and insertion operations. Methods were developed to record these performance metrics and were used on the robotic systems presented in Section 4.2. An outline of these performance metrics and the resulting performance of each robotic system is given in the following sections.

4.3.1 Grasp Region

For each end effector, a region can be defined which represents the space in which the end effector’s fingers can reach. In other words, the grasp region is the maximum area reachable by the fingers of an end effector. This region is dependent on the end effector’s configuration and can be determined directly from the supplier specifications. For the chosen robotic end effectors and configurations, the grasp regions shown in Figure 4.8 have been identified. This identification of this region is useful as it can be used to determine if an object can be grasped and the level of uncertainty which can be tolerated. This will be highlighted in Chapter 5.

Figure 4.8: Grasp region of the chosen robotic end effectors.
4.3.2 Grasp Cycle Time

Grasp cycle time refers to the minimum time required for an end effector to achieve full closure from its default pre-grasp configuration and to return to the pre-grasp configuration [129].

As the Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper is a pneumatic gripper with only two states, its cycle time can be estimated by issuing an open and close command to the gripper and recording the time that elapses during execution. Using a 30 fps camera and simple video analysis, the cycle time of the Schunk KGG gripper was estimated to be 0.3 s (see Figure 4.9). With reference to Section 4.2, this cycle time is three times larger than the expected time when using the supplier specifications of the gripper. Cycle time testing was performed with an air supply (operating pressure of 5.8 – 7.9 bar and an output flow of 2.5 CFM) that met the nominal requirements of the Schunk gripper, which highlights the difficulty in attaining the performance quoted within supplier specification sheets.

A similar approach was used to measure the grasp cycle time of the Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper, as shown in Figure 4.10. However, since the positions of each finger can be independently controlled, the grasp cycle time is dependent on the distance travelled by the fingers. Accordingly, multiple tests were performed in order to determine the relationship between grasp cycle time (\( t_{\text{cycle}} \)) and finger travel distance (\( d \)). With reference to Figure 4.11, the resulting relationship is linear and can be defined by the equation:

\[
 t_{\text{cycle}} = 0.0109d 
\]  

(4.3)

The linear relationship suggests that the fingers move at a constant speed which equals the inverse of the slope. Since the cycle time incorporates both the opening and closing motion, the gripper’s finger speed equals (2/0.0109) or 183.5 mm/s. Referring back to Section 4.2, this value is 75% of the specified finger speed which again highlights the limitations in using supplier specifications to estimate a robotic system’s performance.
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Figure 4.9: Selected frames from the opening and closing sequence of the Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper, where each frame is equal to 1/30 s.

Figure 4.10: Selected frames from the opening and closing sequence of the Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper, where each frame is equal to 1/30 s.

Figure 4.11: Cycle time of the Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper when performing a pinch grasp.
4.3.3 Trajectory Completion Time

Trajectory completion time refers to the time required by a robotic manipulator to complete a linear trajectory. As it is dependent on the trajectory distance, this metric is defined with respect to the trajectory distance. The metric is specific to linear motions, as these motions are more controlled and predictable which is important for robotic manipulators that share a workspace with human co-workers. The relationship between completion time and trajectory distance can be estimated by considering the two point-to-point linear motion profiles presented in Figure 4.12. From these profiles, the equations of motion can be used to define the relationship between the trajectory distance \( d_{traj} \), the constant acceleration / deceleration \( \pm a \), the programmed velocity \( v_{prog} \), and the trajectory completion time \( t_{traj} \).

For short trajectories:

\[
\begin{align*}
  t_1 &= t_2 = \frac{t_{traj}}{2} \\
  d_{traj} &= d_1 + d_2 = \frac{at_1^2}{2} + v_{traj}t_2 - \frac{at_2^2}{2} \\
  d_{traj} &= (at_1)(t_2) = \frac{at_{traj}^2}{4} \\
  t_{traj} &= \frac{2}{a^{0.5}}(d_{traj})^{0.5}
\end{align*}
\] (4.4)

For long trajectories:

\[
\begin{align*}
  t_1 &= t_3 = \frac{v_{prog}}{a} \\
  d_{traj} &= d_1 + d_2 + d_3 = \frac{at_1^2}{2} + v_{prog}t_2 + v_{prog}t_3 - \frac{at_3^2}{2} \\
  d_{traj} &= v_{prog}(t_{traj} - t_1 - t_3) + v_{prog}t_3 = v_{prog}t_{traj} - \frac{2v_{prog}^2}{a} + \frac{v_{prog}^2}{a} \\
  t_{traj} &= \frac{1}{v_{traj}}d_{traj} + \frac{v_{traj}}{a}
\end{align*}
\] (4.5)

To distinguish between the two trajectories, a threshold distance \( d_{thresh} \) can be defined by considering a short trajectory motion where \( v_{traj} = v_{prog} \). This gives:

\[
  d_{thresh} = \frac{v_{prog}^2}{a}
\] (4.6)
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Figure 4.12: Motion profile of the robotic manipulators when performing a linear motion between points 1 and 2. Motion can be broken into stages, which are defined by the programmed velocity \( v_{\text{prog}} \), the constant acceleration / deceleration \( \pm a \), and the stage time \( t_1, t_2, t_3 \). For short trajectories, the trajectory velocity \( v_{\text{traj}} \) is the maximum velocity achieved during the motion, which is less than \( v_{\text{prog}} \).

For the UR robots, the default program velocity and acceleration were set to 1 \( \text{m/s} \) and 1 \( \text{m/s}^2 \) respectively. Substituting these parameters into Equations 4.4 - 4.6 gives the following cases:

\[
UR : t_{\text{traj}} = \begin{cases} 
1.826(d_{\text{traj}})^{0.5} & \text{if } 0 < d_{\text{traj}} \leq 0.833 \text{ m} \\
d_{\text{traj}} + 0.833 & \text{if } d_{\text{traj}} > 0.833 \text{ m}
\end{cases}
\]  

The above relationship can be represented by a power curve, which gives a consolidated estimate of the UR trajectory completion time. Converting the trajectory distance to \text{mm}, this power curve is described by the equation:

\[
UR : t_{\text{traj}} = 0.0577(d_{\text{traj}})^{0.5}
\]  

For the KUKA LWR4 robot, it was found that the robot’s motion attempts continually exceeded the velocity and acceleration limits set by the controller which resulted in the robot’s failure. To overcome this, the program override value (POV) on the controller had to be reduced to 35%. The POV is specified as a percentage of the robot’s programmed velocity, and limits the velocity of the robot during program execution. The reduction required was surprising, and it highlights a limitation of the controller’s motion planner when executing longer trajectories. Since the KUKA LWR4 robot’s path velocity and acceleration were set to 2 \( \text{m/s} \) and 2 \( \text{m/s}^2 \), the
program velocity and acceleration were reduced to 0.7 m/s and 0.7 m/s² respectively. In addition, it was noticed that the KUKA LWR4 was taking longer than expected to execute a trajectory. This delay was constant regardless of the trajectory distance, which indicated that it was a feature of the motion planner. The delay can be attributed to the additional time required by the motion planner to break each motion into the very small, intermediate steps required to ensure the TCP follows a linear motion. The delay was measured to be 0.12 s, which was combined with Equations 4.4 - 4.6 to give the following cases:

\[
KUKA : t_{\text{traj}} = \begin{cases} 
2.39(d_{\text{traj}})^{0.5} + 0.12 & \text{if } 0 < d_{\text{traj}} \leq 0.7 \text{ m} \\
1.429d_{\text{traj}} + 0.82 & \text{if } d_{\text{traj}} > 0.7 \text{ m}
\end{cases}
\]  
(4.9)

The above relationship can be represented by a power curve with constant offset, which gives a consolidated estimate of the KUKA LWR4 trajectory completion time. Converting the trajectory distance to mm, this power curve is described by the equation:

\[
KUKA : t_{\text{traj}} = 0.0756(d_{\text{traj}})^{0.5} + 0.12
\]  
(4.10)

To determine their actual trajectory completion times, each robotic manipulator was timed as it performed trajectories of various distance. Each trajectory distance was repeated 20 to 40 times, and the recorded time was used to calculate the robot’s average completion time for that trajectory distance. These recorded times were compared to the estimated trajectory completion times, and the results are shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the recorded completion times (discrete points) and the estimated completion times (continuous functions) of the KUKA LWR4 and UR robots in relation to trajectory distance.
4.3.4 Communication Delay

This metric refers to the maximum delay during communication between the robotic system and its control program. It is dependent on factors such as the communication protocol (e.g. transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP), Ethernet/IP, EtherCAT, Modbus, etc.), communication bandwidth, communication latency, the type and size of data being transmitted, the transmission distance, the programming language, and the controllers read/write speeds.

During testing, a programming interface was used to provide integrated control of the various robotic systems. This minimised the reproduction of code for the different robotic systems and ensured coordination between the different components of the robotic system during task execution. To measure the communication delays between the programming interface and each robotic system, identical motion commands were executed using both the programming interface and the robot’s local controller. The results from testing with the Robotiq 3-Fingered gripper and the robotic manipulators are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 respectively. Since the Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper was controlled by setting a digital output pin, its communication delay was sufficiently small that it could be approximated as zero.

For the Robotiq 3-Fingered gripper, use of the programming interface still results in a linear relationship between finger travel distance and the gripper’s cycle time. However, as Figure 4.14 identifies, there is a constant offset that equals the y-intercept of the programming interface’s linear equation. As the cycle requires the execution of an open and close command, the communication delay when controlling the Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper is equal to 0.1447 s.

With reference to Figure 4.15, the KUKA LWR4 robot has a relatively small and constant communication delay, while the UR robot’s communication delay resembles that of a step function. The communication delay for the KUKA LWR4 equates to 0.028 s on average, while the communication delay for the UR robots range from 0 to 0.2 s within each 0.2 s interval. The reason for this is that the communication between the programming interface and the robot’s local controller was limited to 5 Hz, which was significantly lower than the UR robot’s specified communication speed of 125 Hz. A consequence of this low communication speed is that the
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Figure 4.14: Cycle time of the Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper performing a pinch grasp when using the robot’s local controller and the programming interface. The constant offset (0.2893 s) is the communication delay between the programming interface and the robotic controller.

Figure 4.15: Comparison between the recorded completion times of the KUKA LWR4 and UR robots in relation to trajectory distance when the robot’s local controller and the programming interface.
The programming interface only receives updates on the robot's status every 0.2 s, which means that any trajectory completed within an interval isn't detected until the next update is received. Accordingly, the recorded completion time for the UR robots when using the programming interface can be described by a step function:

\[
CT_{\text{recorded}} = \begin{cases} 
0.2 & \text{if } 0.0 < t_{\text{traj}} \leq 0.2 \\
0.4 & \text{if } 0.2 < t_{\text{traj}} \leq 0.4 \\
0.6 & \text{if } 0.4 < t_{\text{traj}} \leq 0.6 \\
\text{etc.} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.11)

where \(t_{\text{traj}}\) is the estimated trajectory completion time of the UR robots defined in Equation 4.8. The above step function is easily calculated by using a ceiling command within computer programs such as Microsoft Excel. Accordingly, the communication delay \((t_{\text{comm}})\) for the UR robots can be defined as follows:

\[
t_{\text{comm}} = \text{CEILING}(t_{\text{traj}}, 0.2) - t_{\text{traj}}
\]

(4.12)

To note, the communication delay and trajectory completion time of the UR robots are kept separate rather than using their combined completion time, as the communication delay will vary depending on the programming interface used. In addition, it’s important to have a trajectory completion time which reflects the performance of the robotic manipulator only.
4.3.5 Insertion Search Time

Within flexible manufacturing, a robotic system may be required to overcome misalignment between a part and its receptacle during insertion. The most common example of this is a peg-in-hole insertion, which accounts for over 35% of all assembly operations [168]. It is therefore an area worth considering.

One common solution to misalignment during peg insertion is the inclusion of a remote centre compliance (RCC) between the robotic manipulator’s wrist and the end effector. A RCC is a mechanical device which provides rotational and translational compliance to prevent lateral forces being exerted on the peg and causing jamming during insertion. However, a RCC is only useful when the peg and hole are adequately aligned for initial insertion to occur. For insertion operations with greater uncertainty, an additional or alternative option is for the robotic system to implement a search strategy when an insertion attempt is unsuccessful.

4.3.5.1 Search Region

To perform a search, the robotic system explores a designated space known as the search region. The size of this region is dependent on the level of uncertainty, but the region’s boundary is typically optimised to minimise the region’s size while still ensuring that it encloses the hole location. While the search region can be multi-dimensional, the two-dimensional case is used by peg insertion search strategies.

To optimise a peg insertion search strategy, its search region can be discretised into a finite number of insertion points (see Figure 4.16) [169]. These points represent the possible insertion locations within the region, and are spaced optimally by setting the maximum distance between two points to equal the dimensionless insertion clearance \(c\) between the peg (of diameter \(d\)) and hole (of diameter \(D\)), where:

\[
    c = \frac{D - d}{D} \tag{4.13}
\]

Using these identified insertion points, a robot’s search path can be defined. A valid search path includes each point identified within the search region, as this ensures a successful insertion (assuming the search region and insertion points have been calculated correctly). However since the insertion could occur at any point along
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4.3.5.2 Spiral Search Routine

The spiral search is commonly used within industry as it is an optimised search routine for two-dimensional environments. It is particularly useful when the probability density of the hole’s location follows a normal distribution within the search region, as the beginning of the spiral path can be located at the distribution’s mean [170].

The most commonly used spiral search path follows an Archimedean spiral, which is the curve generated by moving away from a point at constant linear and angular velocity. In polar coordinates, an Archimedean spiral is defined by

\[ r = a\theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

where \( a \) is a real number and corresponds to the distance between successive turnings. For a peg-in-hole operation, the spiral search path can be optimised by setting \( a \) to the insertion clearance, \( c \) (see Figure 4.18) [169].
4.3.5.3 Random Search Routine

The random search is a particularly simple yet effective search routine, as exemplified by its use by the majority of commercially available mobile robots [171]. The routine is well suited to peg insertions when the probability density of the hole’s location is uniform within the search region. When performing this search routine during a peg insertion task, the robotic system attempts to insert the peg by following a path derived from uncorrelated, randomly generated waypoints within the defined search region. While this path is not optimised in terms of length, its distances between waypoints can be much larger which allows the robot to explore the region at a faster pace (see Figure 4.18).

4.3.5.4 Quasi-Random Search Routine

As noted, the quasi-random search routine was developed as part of this work. The routine effectively explores a region by utilising a quasi-random sequence to generate the search path waypoints. Stated simply, a quasi-random sequence fills a given space more uniformly than uncorrelated random points by sub-randomly generating points which minimise the maximum distance between all points [172]. While there are a number of quasi-random sequences, the Sobol’ sequence was chosen. The Sobol’ sequence is generated number-theoretically so that successive points fill the gaps in the previously generated distribution. For each component of the $n$-dimensional Sobol’ sequence, numbers are generated between zero and one directly as binary fractions [172]. A detailed description of the Sobol’ sequence is given in Appendix B. Considering the defined search region, a two-dimensional Sobol’ sequence was used to generate the search path’s waypoints (see Figure 4.17). The code for generating these waypoints is also given in Appendix B.

4.3.5.5 System Performance

As the above search strategies require the robot arm to be in impedance control, only the KUKA LWR4 robot arm was assessed using this metric. To capture the performance of the different search routines, a peg insertion test was performed with a dimensionless clearance, $c = 0.02$. This clearance is within the range experienced
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Figure 4.17: Points generated by the two dimensional Sobol’ sequence within a 4 mm x 4 mm search region.

Figure 4.18: Search routines considered and an example of the first 20 robot waypoints used to generate the required path: (a) Spiral search where turning distance equals the insertion clearance, $c$ (waypoints don’t change between searches, turns enlarged for clarity) (b) Random search (waypoints vary between searches) (c) Quasi-random search (waypoints don’t change between searches).

during manual assembly, and represents the point at which a human will start to have difficulties during insertion [29]. While the use of a single insertion clearance is adequate for comparing the performance of the different search routines, additional testing is needed to capture the influence of insertion clearance on a robot’s insertion search time.

The true mean ranges of the robotic system’s search time when using the spiral, random, and quasi-random search strategy at this insertion clearance are summarised in Figure 4.19. As shown, the mean time to perform each search and the margin of error is dependent on the initial positional error and the peg’s chamfer design. In a typical manufacturing operation the part to be inserted will be chamfered, and the chamfer will be optimally designed so that its width is 0.1 times the peg diameter and
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its angle is 45 degrees [29]. However, it was also useful to consider a non-chamfered peg as it provides an insight into each search strategy’s ability to deal with more difficult insertions.

A notable observation from the graphs is the time required by the spiral search strategy to perform insertions with the non-chamfered peg. This is a feature of the implemented search strategy, which generates spiral waypoints based on the insertion clearance. However, when using the non-chamfered peg, the distance between successive turnings is set to equal the small clearance in order to ensure the hole is found, which greatly increases the strategy’s search time as the initial positional error increases.
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Figure 4.19: Peg insertion search times of the KUKA LWR4 when using the spiral, random and quasi-random search strategies. Graphs show the mean search time and 95% confidence interval error bars for each 1 mm increment.
4.4 Handling Scenario

4.4.1 Setup & Testing Overview

Handling operations are one of the fundamental operations that a robotic system will be required to perform. However, unlike traditional automated handling operations, those within flexible manufacturing may require the robotic system to overcome a greater level of uncertainty. As an example, consider the following scenario.

A manufacturing company is considering automating part of its assembly line. This company does not wish to modify the current assembly infrastructure (in a multi-station layout) as the payback period for fixed automation would exceed the product’s life cycle. The company is considering flexible automation, and wishes to compare the viability of selected robotic systems to human labour.

The assembly operation being considered is the handling operation shown in Figure 4.20. The operation requires an object to be grasped when it arrives at the workstation and transferred to an assembly bin. The two objects involved in this operation are shown in Figure 4.21. The objects will be face-up, but their orientation and position

Figure 4.20: Layout of the handling operation showing the proposed location of a robotic system, which moves from its home position A to grasp the disc at position B and place it in the bin at position C. The coordinates are given in \( \text{mm} \), and their values are taken from the real robot’s coordinate system.

Figure 4.21: Chosen primitive objects and their classification within the B-D handling table based on their symmetry and size (given in \( \text{mm} \)).
upon arrival may vary.

Due to their shape and size, the handling of the cylindrical block and cuboid can be classified as a ‘00’ and ‘10’ B-D handling operation respectively. Referring back to Section 2.3.2, a B-D handling operation encompasses the approach, grasp, orientation, and transport of an object to its target location. The operation concludes when the grasped object has reached its target location, just prior to the performance of the subsequent action such as placing, mating, releasing, etc. Consequently, this scenario can be represented by a B-D handling operation and a release action. Since the latter requires minimal time, the B-D handling tables can be used to estimate the time required by human labour to perform this scenario.

The robotic systems being considered are summarised in Section 4.4.2. If selected, the robotic system must integrate with a programming interface currently used by the company. In addition, as the operation is within a shared environment, the robotic manipulator should perform linear Cartesian motions to increase their predictability for human co-workers.

### 4.4.2 Robotic Systems

With reference to Section 4.2, the robotic systems given in Table 4.5 were chosen for this scenario. The Schunk KGG 80-30 was equipped with parallel fingers, which could be attached in two different configurations to give the gripper dimensions shown in Figure 4.22.

As the object’s location and orientation could vary, four different simulated errors were considered to determine the robotic system’s ability to deal with uncertainty during the performance:

- **Simulated error, \( \sigma_2 \):** Noise in the X and Y directions were drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and 2 mm standard deviation, and orientation error that follows a normal distribution with zero mean and 2° standard deviation.

- **Simulated error, \( \sigma_4 \):** Noise in the X and Y directions were drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and 4 mm standard deviation, and
orientation error that follows a univariate normal distribution with zero mean and $4^\circ$ standard deviation.

- **Simulated error, $\sigma_6$:** Noise in the X and Y directions were drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and 6 mm standard deviation, and orientation error that follows a univariate normal distribution with zero mean and $6^\circ$ standard deviation.

- **Simulated error, $\sigma_8$:** Noise in the X and Y directions were drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and 8 mm standard deviation, and orientation error that follows a univariate normal distribution with zero mean and $8^\circ$ standard deviation.

### Table 4.5: Robotic systems considered for the handling operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Manipulator</th>
<th>End Effector</th>
<th>Initialisation Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1_S</td>
<td>Universal Robotics URS</td>
<td>Schunk KGG 80-30 (finger configuration 1)</td>
<td>Teach Programming + Simulated Error Cognex Vision System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1_C</td>
<td>Universal Robotics URS</td>
<td>Schunk KGG 80-30 (finger configuration 2)</td>
<td>Teach Programming + Simulated Error Cognex Vision System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Figure 4.22:** Schunk KGG 80-30 pneumatic gripper dimensions for finger configurations 1 & 2.
4.5 Pick-and-Place Scenario

4.5.1 Setup & Testing Overview

To assess the robotic system’s ability to perform pick-and-place operations within a changing environment, the original Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test (MRMT) [173] and a variant of the test were used.

The MRMT is a standardised human dexterity assessment test used to assess gross coordination and bilateral manual dexterity. The test is commonly used within industry to screen personnel for manual processes and within occupational therapy to assess injured patients and their rehabilitation progress. While the original MRMT has established reliability, validity and human norm tables [89], the commercial test currently available has replaced the original wooden artefacts with plastic versions that vary slightly in their dimensions. This suggests that new reliability, validity, and normative investigations using humans are required [174], [175], however it does not negate its usefulness as a robotic assessment tool.

The MRMT has five subtests; the placing test, turning test, displacement test, one-hand turning and placing test, and the two-hand turning and placing test. The displacement test evaluates how fast cylindrical blocks (37 mm diameter, 18 mm height) can be transferred from one hole to another within a board (5 mm thick).

The board contains sixty holes (39 mm diameter) in a 4 x 15 linear pattern (57 mm bidirectional spacing). Fifty-nine blocks are used during the displacement test, which allows blocks to be sequentially transferred to the vacant hole. The test is typically repeated four times, and the combined completion time is compared to the norm tables presented in the examiner’s manual [173] to determine the human’s performance.

In order to obtain more meaningful results, a variant of the MRMT displacement test was created by researchers at NIST by substituting the MRMT board with a flat paper target (Figure 4.23). This paper target has the same layout as the MRMT board, but its flat profile and printed concentric circles of diameter 39 mm, 35 mm, 27 mm, 23 mm, and 19 mm increase the resolution of the recorded placement accuracy. As opposed to a simple pass-fail test, ordinal data can be collected by
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Figure 4.23: MRMT Displacement Test paper target variant.

Figure 4.24: Zones defined by the MRMT Displacement Test variant to quantify placement accuracy.

recording the zone in which the disc lies after placement (Figure 4.24).

4.5.2 Robotic Systems

A number of robotic systems were chosen to perform the Minnesota Displacement Test and its variant. The systems were composed as outlined in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Robotic systems considered for the MRMT test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Manipulator</th>
<th>End Effector</th>
<th>Initialisation Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_T</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>Schunk KGG 80-30</td>
<td>Teach Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_C</td>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cognex Vision System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_CR</td>
<td>UR10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cognex + Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_T</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>Robotiq 3-Fingered Gripper</td>
<td>Teach Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_C</td>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cognex Vision System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_CR</td>
<td>UR10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cognex + Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_AGO_CR</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>Allegro Robotic Hand</td>
<td>Cognex + Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAX_VAC_T</td>
<td>Rethink Robotics</td>
<td>Baxter Vacuum Gripper</td>
<td>Teach Programming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Insertion Scenario

4.6.1 Setup & Testing Overview

As noted, peg insertions account for up to 35% of all operations within assembly [168] and is an operation which a flexible robotic system should be able to perform. In particular, a flexible robotic system should be dexterous enough to compensate for misalignment during peg insertions that may occur within a flexible manufacturing environment.

To represent a typical peg-in-hole assembly task but facilitate repeated testing, the scenario was set up as shown in Figure 4.25. The holes are equally spaced 35 cm apart, which from Section 2.2.6 is the upper threshold for primary assembly processes. Hence, the approach and transfer distances compare to those currently within a manual assembly. The scenario initialises with two pegs placed into two holes. The goal is to cyclically transfer a peg into the next available hole.

The peg diameter, $d$, and hole diameter, $D$, give a dimensionless clearance, $c = (D - d)/D = 0.02$. This clearance corresponds to the insertion search time metric, and defines a sufficiently difficult insertion task as it is small enough to influence a human assembly worker’s insertion time [29].

The peg insertion operation was performed using both a chamfered and non-chamfered peg. With reference to the B-D tables, the operation includes a B-D handling operation with code ‘00’ and a B-D insertion operation. Due to the dimensionless clearance between the peg and hole, the insertion operation’s classification was

![Figure 4.25: Peg insertion operation setup and design specifications.](image)
dependent on the peg’s chamfer design; use of the chamfered peg resulted in a ‘00’ insertion operation, while use of the non-chamfered peg resulted in a ‘01’ insertion operation. Similar to the handling operation, this deconstruction of the peg insertion task into B-D handing and insertion operations allows for human-level performance to be easily estimated.

4.6.2 Robotic Systems

Two tests were performed using the described peg insertion setup to assess the performance of different robotic systems, as summarised in Table 4.7. The first test considered the performance of robotic systems using different search strategies. To accurately compare the performance of these systems, simulated perception error is used to intentionally misalign each insertion attempt. Noise in the X and Y directions were drawn from two distributions: a normal distribution with 1) zero mean and 1 mm standard deviation ($\sigma_1$), and 2) zero mean and 2 mm standard deviation ($\sigma_2$).

The LWR4-AGO_S system conducts this test with the hand actively controlling the pose of the peg using the sensing and control technology discussed in Section 4.2 while coordinating motions with the arm. During an insertion attempt, the hand initially tilts the peg approximately 35 degrees to induce peg-hole contact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Manipulator</th>
<th>End Effector</th>
<th>Initialisation Approach</th>
<th>Search Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4-AGO_S_i</td>
<td>KUKA LWR4</td>
<td>Allegro Hand</td>
<td>Teach Programming + Simulated Error</td>
<td>Active Force Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4-KGG_S_i</td>
<td>KUKA LWR4</td>
<td>Schunk KGG 80-30</td>
<td>Teach Programming + Simulated Error</td>
<td>Spiral Random Quasi-random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4-KGG_S_i</td>
<td>KUKA LWR4</td>
<td>Schunk KGG 80-30</td>
<td>Teach Programming + Simulated Error</td>
<td>Spiral Random Quasi-random</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Robotic systems considered for the peg insertion task.

(a) Test 1: Assessment of different search strategies

(b) Test 2: Assessment of different initialisation approaches
force profiles that guide the preliminary alignment. Afterwards, the hand vertically re-aligns the peg with the hole, and the hand and arm insert the peg while minimising peg-hole contact forces and peg pose control error. This solution paradigm is quite feedback-intensive. The contact force on the peg was calculated by summing the measured (transformed) forces by all three force transducers. This resultant force was used in three ways during the insertion process: 1) detect initial contact between the peg and the hole, 2) guide initial alignment of tilted peg with hole, and 3) guide alignment of straightened peg with hole. In addition, the hand’s estimate of the peg’s orientation was used to help guide the alignment of the straightened peg with the hole.

The LWR4_KGG_S robotic systems conduct the peg insertion by coupling the arm’s impedance properties with one of the three search routines discussed in Section 4.3. During a search, the peg remains stationary within the gripper while the robot arm is in Cartesian impedance control. The robot arm’s stiffness and damping along the z-axis is reduced, and the robot attempts to position the peg 10 mm below the surface of the block (see Figure 4.26). If the peg and hole are not aligned, a contact force is generated and maintained during each search routine until the peg and hole are aligned. At this point the robot’s desired and measured positions match, and the control program identifies a successful insertion.

The second test considers the performance of robotic systems which are setup using different initialisation approaches, and highlights how the developed framework can be used to estimate the performance of different robotic systems. For uniformity, the same search strategy is used by these robotic systems during insertion. The initialisation approaches being considered include the teach programming (T), registration (R), and Cognex + registration (CR) approaches described in Section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.26: Cross section of the artefacts during an insertion by the LWR4_KGG system; (a) initial misalignment of peg and hole (b) programmed position not reached due to collision with surface, which generates a contact force, $F$ (c) maintaining this contact force, a search strategy is implemented until a successful insertion is achieved (detected when the actual position equals the programmed position).
Chapter 5
Computational and Experimental Results

5.1 Results Overview

As noted, the developed framework allows users to follow a structured approach when evaluating a robotic system and provides a direct means for considering their viability relative to human labour. From Section 3.3, this evaluation involves the following three activities:

1. The breakdown of the scenario into its B-D handling and insertion operations. This helps to identify the performance metrics needed during the framework’s implementation and provides an estimated human completion time for the scenario that can be used when considering the viability of the different robotic systems.

2. The identification of the assembly actions and corresponding performance metrics which relate to the scenario. A preliminary set of performance metrics have been developed in Section 4.3, and can be used instead of supplier specifications to estimate the robot’s performance in each of the selected scenarios.

3. Determining the feasibility and capability of the robotic system in each scenario by calculating a probability of success \( (PS) \) and overall completion time \( (CT) \).

In the sections below, the developed framework is used to estimate the dexterity of robotic systems in each scenario. Actual testing is performed with each system,
and compared to the theoretical results in order to determine the usefulness of the developed framework. Tests are performed at least 60 times with each robotic system in order to ensure the collected data is representative of the system’s actual performance. The chosen scenarios provide a platform for benchmarking robotic performance, and the statistical tools outlined in Section 3.5 are used to analyse and compare the collected data. When applicable, this analysis is performed using a 0.95 confidence level.

5.2 Handling Scenario

From Section 4.4, the handling scenario required the robotic system to grasp and transfer an object whose location could vary along a conveyor’s width. The estimated performance of each robotic system was calculated using the developed framework, and compared to actual performance recorded during laboratory testing (see Figure 5.1). In this scenario, the completion time of each handling operation and the number of successful attempts were recorded. To note, the handling operation was only deemed successful if the object was successfully grasped and transported without the fingers of the robotic system making contact with the object during its approach.

![Figure 5.1](image)

Figure 5.1: Actual testing of the handling scenario showing (a) the UR5_KGG1_C system approaching the cylindrical block, and (b) the location of the Cognex system within the environment.
5.2.1 Computational Results

5.2.1.1 Estimated Probability of Success

For each robotic system, the probability of successfully completing the handling operation can be estimated based on the robot’s configuration, the object being grasped, and the estimated vision uncertainty.

Object Grasp Region  Using the end effector’s grasp region defined and measured in Section 4.3, an object-specific grasp region can be calculated to determine if the positional uncertainty during the pick-up action can be absorbed by the robotic system. With reference to Section 4.4, the objects to be grasped include a cylindrical block and a cuboid. For the cylindrical block, the object grasp region can be determined using the block’s diameter, as the robotic end effector can approach the block at any orientation. The calculated object grasp regions for the cylindrical disc are shown in Figure 5.2.

For the cuboid, the robotic system must approach the object at the correct orientation. This is particularly true for robotic systems that include the Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper, as its finger configuration and 30 mm travel distance determines which side

Figure 5.2: Calculated grasp region of the robotic end effectors when handling the disc.
5.2. Handling Scenario Comp. and Exp. Results

of the cuboid should be grasped. Accordingly, orientation errors arising from the initialisation approach influence the object grasp region and should be accounted for. These orientation errors minimise the region in which a successful grasp is ensured, as an incorrect alignment can cause the fingers to collide with the object during a pick-up attempt. The reduction in the object grasp region is dependent on the level of orientation uncertainty. As an example, the object grasp regions for the cuboid and Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper have been calculated and shown in Figure 5.3.

In a similar manner, the reduced object grasp region was calculated for the Robotiq gripper. As Figure 5.3 illustrates, the magnitude of the rotational error determines the size of the reduced object grasp region. Knowing that the rotational error follows a univariate normal distribution, an average grasp region can be calculated using the rotational error $0.68\sigma_\theta$, where $\sigma_\theta$ is the standard deviation of this error.

With this reduced object grasp region, the probability of a successful grasp can be estimated by calculating the bivariate normal cumulative probability evaluated over the grasp region’s area. Using the statistical toolbox within the MATLAB software, the $PS$ value for each robotic system and object has been calculated and the results are summarised in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Estimated probability of success ($PS$) for varying degrees of uncertainty in the selected handling operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Grasp Region</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Object Grasp Region</th>
<th>$\sigma_x$</th>
<th>$\sigma_y$</th>
<th>$\sigma_\theta$</th>
<th>Probability of Success (%)</th>
<th>Cognex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>URS-KGG1</strong></td>
<td>15 x 40 mm (k2) (with 34 mm gap)</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>27 x 40 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>99.93</td>
<td>97.47</td>
<td>89.72</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>27 x 65 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>99.81</td>
<td>95.50</td>
<td>85.84</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>URS-KGG2</strong></td>
<td>15 x 28 mm (k2) (with 14.5 mm gap)</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>7.5 x 28 mm</td>
<td>93.92</td>
<td>65.12</td>
<td>45.88</td>
<td>33.18</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>19.5 x 65 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>95.40</td>
<td>77.05</td>
<td>58.62</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UR5-Riq</strong></td>
<td>155 x 31 mm</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>118 x 31 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>99.02</td>
<td>94.73</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>130 x 68 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.3: Calculated reduced grasp region of the Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper when handling the cuboid.
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5.2.1.2 Estimated Completion Time

Since each action is performed sequentially in this handling operation, the overall completion time can be estimated by summing the time required for each relevant assembly action:

\[ CT_{Total} = CT_{Align} + CT_{Pickup} + CT_{Transport} + CT_{Coordinate} \] \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

For this operation, the robotic system’s specified trajectory time and grasp cycle time can be used to estimate the robot’s performance within the align, pickup, and transport actions. Equally, the communication delay metric can be used to estimate the robot’s performance within the communication action.

Using the robot and object locations presented in Section 4.4 and choosing a reasonable approach clearance gives the following trajectory travel distances:

\[ d_c = 17 \text{ mm} \]
\[ d_a = 492 \text{ mm} \]
\[ d_t = 868 \text{ mm} \]

To illustrate the use of a robot’s performance metrics within Equation 5.1, the overall completion time of the UR5_KGG1_T robotic system is calculated below in full. A summary of the performance metrics recorded for this robotic system are given in Table 5.2. A similar approach is taken to estimate the performance of the other robotic systems, and the resulting completion times are presented in Table 5.3.

Table 5.2: Performance metrics of the UR5_KGG robotic system which relate to the chosen handling scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot System Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Robot System Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grasp Region</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grasp Cycle Time</td>
<td>( t_{cycle} = 0.3 \text{ s} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trajectory</td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication Delay</td>
<td>( t_{comm} = \text{CEILING}(t_{traj}, 0.2) - t_{traj} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion Time</td>
<td>( t_{traj} = 0.0577(s_{traj})^{0.5} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall completion time of the UR5_KGG1_T robotic system:

\[
CT_{\text{Align}} = 0.0577(d_a)^{0.5} = 1.28 \text{ s}
\]

\[
CT_{\text{Pickup}} = 0.0577(d_c)^{0.5} + \left(\frac{t_{\text{cycle}}}{2}\right) = 0.24 + 0.15 = 0.39 \text{ s}
\]

\[
CT_{\text{Transport}} = 0.0577(d_c)^{0.5} + 0.0577(d_t)^{0.5} = 0.24 + 1.7 = 1.94 \text{ s}
\]

\[
CT_{\text{Coordinate}} = t_{\text{comm},1} + t_{\text{comm},2} + t_{\text{comm},3} + t_{\text{comm},4}
\]

\[
= (1.4 - 1.28) + 2(0.4 - 0.24) + (1.8 - 1.7) = 0.54 \text{ s}
\]

\[
CT_{\text{Total}} = CT_{\text{Align}} + CT_{\text{Pickup}} + CT_{\text{Transport}} + CT_{\text{Coordinate}}
\]

\[
CT_{\text{Total}} = 4.15 \text{ s}
\]

From Table 5.3, the chosen initialisation approach does not influence the estimated completion time for each Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper configuration as the gripper’s cycle time is constant. However, since the cycle time of the Robotiq 3-fingered gripper is dependent on the travel distance of its fingers, the opening can be minimised to improve the gripper’s performance. This opening gap is determined based on the level of uncertainty generated from the initialisation approach, which is why the simulated vision grasp time varies according to the standard deviation of the tested probability distributions.

Table 5.3: Estimated completion times of the different robotic systems for the selected handling operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot System</th>
<th>$CT_{\text{Align}}$ [s]</th>
<th>$CT_{\text{Pickup}}$ [s]</th>
<th>$CT_{\text{Transport}}$ [s]</th>
<th>$CT_{\text{Coordinate}}$ [s]</th>
<th>$CT_{\text{Total}}$ [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UR5_KGG1_S</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR5_KGG1_C</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR5_KGG2_S</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR5_KGG2_C</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.35 - 0.52</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>4.26 - 4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR5_RiQ_S</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR_KGG1_S</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR_KGG1_C</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.2 Experimental Results

5.2.2.1 Recorded Probability of Success

The probability of success (PS) during actual testing corresponded to the percentage of successful handling attempts. However, based on the chosen confidence level and number of iterations, the maximum PS value which could be determined from testing was 95.3% [140]. Hence, even if the robotic system performed all the handling iterations with a 100% success rate, the PS for the robotic system was recorded as 95.3%. For the given confidence level, recording a higher PS value would require more iterations e.g. a PS value of 0.99 can be recorded if the robotic system performs 299 successful iterations with no failures. The recorded PS value for the robotic systems when using the simulated and Cognex vision initialisation approach are given in Table 5.4. When unsuccessful handling iterations occurred during testing, the KC algorithm from Section 4.3 was used on the dichotomous data (pass/fail) data to determine the PS value.

From Table 5.4, the PS of the UR5_RIQ remained constant as the level of simulated uncertainty increased, while the PS of the UR5_KGG systems tended to decrease. Since a PS of 95.3% is the maximum that can be measured for 60 test iterations and a 95% confidence level, the UR5_RIQ was able to successfully complete each handling test without errors. This can be accredited to the gripper’s ability to increase its finger gap to accommodate the larger levels of uncertainty.

Looking at the recorded PS for each UR5_KGG system, the UR5_KGG1 system was

Table 5.4: The recorded probability of success (PS) for each robotic system based on 60 handling iterations and a 0.95 confidence level. Due to the number of samples and the chosen confidence level, the maximum PS that could be determined was 95.3%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot System</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>$\sigma_2$</th>
<th>$\sigma_4$</th>
<th>$\sigma_6$</th>
<th>$\sigma_8$</th>
<th>Cognex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UR5_KGG1</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR5_KGG2</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR5_RIQ</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
much more capable of dealing with uncertainty during the handling operation. This can be accredited to its more suitable finger design, which provided a large finger gap while still ensuring the objects could be grasped. When handling the cuboid, the UR5_KGG1 had comparable performance up until the simulated error $\sigma_8$. At this level of uncertainty, the additional rotational errors became sufficiently large to cause the corners of the cuboid to collide with the gripper upon approach.

For the UR5_KGG2 system, its smaller finger gap resulted in a poor $PS$ when handling the disc at each simulated error. Its $PS$ increased when handling the cuboid, as the gripper’s design facilitated the system to grasp the object across its width. This could not be achieved by the UR5_KGG1, which highlights one trade-off between the different finger designs. The UR5_KGG2 finger design allowed the robot to grasp the object in any orientation, which would make the system preferable when it could achieve a similar $PS$ e.g. when the system includes the Cognex vision system. However, since both systems are limited by a fixed finger stroke length of 15 $mm$, each system can only grasp a limited range of objects. Accordingly, both UR5_KGG systems are better suited to tasks where objects to be handled are known and similar in size.

### 5.2.2.2 Recorded Completion Time

The completion time ($CT$) of each iteration corresponds to the time taken for the robotic system to approach, orient, pick-up, and transport the object. A true mean was calculated based on the sample data, and the calculated values are given in Table 5.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot System</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>$\sigma_2$</th>
<th>$\sigma_4$</th>
<th>$\sigma_6$</th>
<th>$\sigma_8$</th>
<th>Cognex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>4.236 ± 0.008</td>
<td>4.233 ± 0.005</td>
<td>4.262 ± 0.014</td>
<td>4.255 ± 0.013</td>
<td>4.233 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>4.235 ± 0.006</td>
<td>4.233 ± 0.002</td>
<td>4.25 ± 0.012</td>
<td>4.251 ± 0.013</td>
<td>4.288 ± 0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG2</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>4.251 ± 0.013</td>
<td>4.252 ± 0.013</td>
<td>4.267 ± 0.014</td>
<td>4.269 ± 0.015</td>
<td>4.234 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>4.24 ± 0.008</td>
<td>4.238 ± 0.007</td>
<td>4.239 ± 0.009</td>
<td>4.245 ± 0.01</td>
<td>4.281 ± 0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_Riq</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>4.283 ± 0.004</td>
<td>4.293 ± 0.003</td>
<td>4.35 ± 0.001</td>
<td>4.406 ± 0.008</td>
<td>4.292 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>4.287 ± 0.009</td>
<td>4.292 ± 0.001</td>
<td>4.351 ± 0.001</td>
<td>4.401 ± 0.001</td>
<td>4.315 ± 0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With reference to Equation 2.7, the margin of error \( E \) recorded during the testing of each robotic system is low. From Table 5.5, the largest \( SE \) value was 0.063 s, which corresponds to a variance of 0.054 s\(^2\). This suggests that the collected data points were relatively consistent for each robotic system. The variation present in each test can be accredited to the resolution of the measurements, which is sufficiently high that the measurand was influenced by the millisecond variations in the control program’s execution and communication. In addition, this high resolution meant that the recorded \( CT \) was influenced by the small changes in approach and transport distances due to the varying positional error.

As an example, the different approach distances that result from a positive and negative error \( e_x \) are shown in Figure 5.4. While the distances are exaggerated for clarity, this example shows that the approach distances differ by:

\[
\begin{align*}
|AC| &= \sqrt{(x_1 + e_x - x_0)^2 + h^2} \\
|AD| &= \sqrt{(x_1 - e_x - x_0)^2 + h^2} \\
|AC|^2 - |AD|^2 &= 4e_x(x_1 - x_0)
\end{align*}
\]

From these equations, it can be seen that for a non-trivial solution, the two distances differ by a magnitude which is dependent on the error distance and the distance between the robots home position and the pick position. As shown, the distances become equal when either the error is zero (no positional uncertainty) and when the pick position is directly below the home position.

Using the collected data and the calculated true mean ranges, a version of the MATLAB code presented in Appendix C can be used to determine the outcome of the two-sample KS test and the detectable difference between the collected data sets (refer back to Figure 2.23). The resulting comparisons are given in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7.

From these cross-system comparisons, it is clear that \( CT \) of the UR5_RIQ differs from the other two systems for all simulated errors. This difference is first identified by the KS test, whose rejection suggests that their data sets are not from the same population. In addition, there is a detectable difference between the \( CT \) true means.
5.2. Handling Scenario

Figure 5.4: One-dimensional positional error $\pm \epsilon_x$ applied to the robot’s pick-up location, which results in approach distances $|AC|$ and $|AD|$.

This difference is noted to depend on the simulated error, increasing from at least 0.02 s for simulated error $\sigma_2$ to 0.11 s for simulated error $\sigma_8$. This increase in $CT$ can be explained by the longer grasp time, which is a consequence of the increased gripper opening due to the greater level of uncertainty. From this comparison, it can be seen that the $CT$ of the UR5_RIQ is comparable to the UR5_KGG when testing with low errors, as the Robotiq gripper can reduce its finger gap to minimise its closing time. However, this difference in $CT$ only gets larger as the uncertainty increases, as the UR5_RIQ increases its finger gap while Schunk KGG gripper’s gap remains constant.

The performance of the three robotic systems when using the Cognex vision system differs from the simulated error tests. As presented in Table 5.6, there is a notable difference between the performances of each system when handling the disc and cuboid. The $CT$ when handling the cuboid has a larger sample mean and margin of error, which implies a greater variance in the recorded results. Both increases can be explained by the additional time required for the vision system to detect and communicate the cuboid’s orientation, and the subsequent tool rotation which varied between test iterations. Due to the increased variance, the performance of UR5_RIQ relative to the UR5_KGG systems becomes less obvious when considering the cuboid and the Cognex vision system.
Table 5.6: Comparison of the different robotic systems for each initialisation approach. A positive detectable difference (in seconds) between the system’s true mean completion times differ by at least that value. Rejection (1) of the null hypothesis ($H_0$) suggests that the data sets do not belong to the same population at the 5% significance level.

(a) Simulated Vision, $\sigma_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>URS_KGG1</th>
<th>URS_KGG2</th>
<th>URS_RQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG2</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_RQ</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Simulated Vision, $\sigma_4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>URS_KGG1</th>
<th>URS_KGG2</th>
<th>URS_RQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG2</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_RQ</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Simulated Vision, $\sigma_6$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>URS_KGG1</th>
<th>URS_KGG2</th>
<th>URS_RQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG2</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_RQ</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Simulated Vision, $\sigma_8$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>URS_KGG1</th>
<th>URS_KGG2</th>
<th>URS_RQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG2</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_RQ</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Cognex Vision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>URS_KGG1</th>
<th>URS_KGG2</th>
<th>URS_RQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_KGG2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS_RQ</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.7: Comparison of the different initialisation approaches for each robotic system. A positive detectable difference (in seconds) between the system’s true mean completion times differ by at least that value. Rejection \((H_0)\) of the null hypothesis suggests that the data sets do not belong to the same population at the 5% significance level.

(a) UR5_KGG1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>(\sigma_2)</th>
<th>(\sigma_4)</th>
<th>(\sigma_6)</th>
<th>(\sigma_8)</th>
<th>Cognex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) UR5_KGG2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>(\sigma_2)</th>
<th>(\sigma_4)</th>
<th>(\sigma_6)</th>
<th>(\sigma_8)</th>
<th>Cognex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5.2. Handling Scenario Comp. and Exp. Results

Comparing the performance the UR5_KGG1 and UR5_KGG2 systems show that there is little difference in the recorded $CT$ between the two Schunk fingers for each initialisation approach and object. The KS test suggests that some of the data sets do not belong to the same population, but there is no detectable difference when considering the true means of each test. The KS test detects a difference between the two systems when handling the disc at simulated error $\sigma_2$ and $\sigma_4$. Referring to Table 5.5, the sample means and variances recorded for these tests do suggest that they do not belong to the same sample, but the variance is sufficiently large that there is no detectable difference between their true means. As both approaches compare the data sets using a 0.05 significance level, there is a 5% risk that either test is incorrect. Accordingly, the comparison of these data sets could be performed with a lower significance in order to increase the confidence in the calculated results. However, this was not required here, as the conflicting results only suggest that the difference between the collected results, if any, is marginal since the $CT$ was recorded with a resolution of 0.001 s.

From this comparison, it can be concluded that there is minimal difference between the recorded $CT$ of the UR5_KGG1 and UR5_KGG2 systems. The lack of a significant detectable difference between each test shows that the system’s $CT$ was independent of the Schunk’s finger configuration, the object being grasped, and the level of

(c) UR5_RIQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>$\sigma_2$</th>
<th>$\sigma_4$</th>
<th>$\sigma_6$</th>
<th>$\sigma_8$</th>
<th>Cognex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_4$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_6$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_8$</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognex</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KS Test</th>
<th>$\sigma_2$</th>
<th>$\sigma_4$</th>
<th>$\sigma_6$</th>
<th>$\sigma_8$</th>
<th>Cognex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_4$</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_6$</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_8$</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognex</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
uncertainty. While not unexpected, this comparison confirms the consistency of the interface and program that was used to control each system.

5.2.2.3 Experimental Summary

From the recorded $PS$ and $CT$ values, the performance of each robotic system is dependent on the level of uncertainty present. Of the robotic systems considered, the UR5_RIQ system provides greater flexibility as it can increase its finger gap to accommodate larger positional errors. While this flexibility comes at the price of higher $CT$, the robotic system is the better choice for the given handling scenario due to the object’s positional uncertainty along the width of the conveyor system. Alternatively, a vision system could be introduced within the environment. While this increases the initial investment required during setup, its introduction ensures that the three robotic systems could perform the handling operation without any failures. With vision, the UR5_KGG systems may be a better choice thanks to their lower $CT$ when compared to UR5_RIQ system. Of the two finger designs, the UR5_KGG2 would be better suited to the given scenario as it is not limited to a specific orientation when grasping the cuboid. However, if more objects were introduced to the given scenario, it is likely that the UR5_RIQ system would be required as the UR5_KGG systems are limited to objects which can be grasped by the KGG gripper’s fixed finger stroke length of 15 $mm$. 
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5.2.3 Handling Scenario Discussion

5.2.3.1 Computational vs. Experimental Results

A summary of the estimated and recorded CT and PS values is given in Table 5.7. For the sake of comparison, an average recorded CT is presented for each robotic system based on its performance across each initialisation approach. This simplification helps to identify the performance of the developed framework, and was deemed acceptable due to the proximity of the sample means and the low variability in the recorded values.

Comparing the estimated and recorded CT, it can clearly be seen that the developed framework provides an accurate approach to estimating a robotic system’s performance. As opposed to supplier specifications which assume optimal performance, the developed performance metrics provide a true reflection of the robotic system’s performance which results in estimated CT that are within 0.1 s (2.5%) of the recorded CT.

If using supplier specifications, an estimate could be obtained by using the quoted manipulator tool speed and gripper closing time, but the resulting estimate would be significantly less accurate. As an example, the supplier specifications of the UR5_KGG1 system can be used to give an estimated CT of 2.14 s. This estimate is calculated using the UR5 robot’s maximum tool speed of 1 m/s⁻¹, the Schunk KGG 80-30 gripper’s closing time of 0.025 s, and assuming that the manipulator executes each trajectory with a phase of constant acceleration, constant velocity and constant deceleration. The latter allows the equations of motion to be used to estimate the CT of each trajectory using the equation \(CT_{\text{traj}} = 1.5(s_{\text{traj}})/v_{\text{max}}\), where \(s_{\text{traj}}\) is the

Table 5.7: Comparison between the estimated and recorded performance of each robotic system. To improve the clarity of the table, an average completion time is calculated from the testing of each robotic system.
Table 5.8: Overall disparity between the estimated and recorded probability of success values. A positive and negative value correspond to an overestimation and underestimation by the developed framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot System</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Estimation Error (%)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \sigma_2 )</td>
<td>( \sigma_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS-KGG1</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>9.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>9.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS-KGG2</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>15.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URS-RIG1</td>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cuboid</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

linear trajectory distance and \( v_{\text{max}} \) is the specified manipulator tool speed.

From Table 5.7, the accuracy of the estimated \( PS \) varies for each robotic system and initialisation approach. To improve clarity, the difference between the estimated and actual \( PS \) values are summarised in Table 5.8. Within this table, positive and negative differences correspond to overestimations and underestimations by the developed framework. Estimations within 5\% of the recorded \( PS \) are shaded out as they were deemed satisfactory considering the sensitivity of the recorded data.

As noted, the number of test iterations influence the maximum \( PS \) which can be determined from the collected data for a given confidence level. To balance the time spent testing with the usefulness of the collected results, 60 test iterations were performed with each robotic system. Assuming no failures, this number of iterations allowed for a maximum \( PS \) of 95.3\% to be recorded given the chosen 95\% confidence level. Accordingly, the maximum \( PS \) recorded during testing and presented within Table 5.7 is 95.3\%. However, since these tests had no failures, their \( PS \) is comparable to the higher estimated \( PS \) values.

As the actual \( PS \) value represents the maximum probability of success which can be determined with 95\% confidence based on 60 iterations, its calculated value is conservative and should be lower than the estimated \( PS \) in the majority of cases. This is identified in Table 5.8, which shows that the developed framework overestimates the robotic system’s performance in 26 of the 30 tests. Looking at the instances when the developed framework underestimated performance, two of the estimations were within 2.6\% of the recorded \( PS \), while three underestimations occurred when handling the disc with simulated perception error \( \sigma_8 \). Since the perception errors were constant across systems, this suggests that the 60 positional errors generated
for $\sigma_8$ were slightly more conservative with few data points from the outer portion of the distribution curve.

Conversely, the recorded $PS$ for the simulated perception error $\sigma_4$ were continually lower than estimated across systems, which suggests that the generated positional errors included a higher proportion of outliers and points close to the distribution’s upper and lower tail. In addition, these larger overestimations can be accounted for by the sensitivity of the recorded $PS$ value to errors. Due to the number of test iterations, a single error during the handling scenario causes the recorded $PS$ to drop from 95.3% to 90.1%. While this sensitivity could be reduced by performing more test iterations, it was accepted so that testing would not require a significant time investment.

Overall, the proximity of the estimated $PS$ and $CT$ to actual recorded values highlights the potential of the developed framework. Its decomposition of the handling scenario into actions and its use of developed robot metrics provides a structured evaluation method that provides an accurate $CT$ estimation. $PS$ estimations are satisfactorily close considering the number of test iterations performed, and provide a good indication of a robotic system’s ability to perform the operation at different levels of uncertainty. This allows an informed decision to be made based on the robotic system and handling operation being considered.

### 5.2.3.2 Boothroyd-Dewhurst Comparison

Based on its setup, the handling scenario presents no handling difficulties and so can be identified as a B-D operation with handling code ‘00’ for the disc and ‘10’ for the cuboid (refer back to Figure 2.10). Accordingly, a human operator can handling the disc and cuboid in an average time of 1.13 s and 1.5 s respectively.

Using the developed framework, the UR5.KGG systems are estimated to perform the operation in 4.15 s, while the UR5.RIQ system is estimated to take between 4.26 s and 4.43 s depending on the level of uncertainty. Assuming a Cognex vision system is available, the outcome of the framework’s evaluation indicates that either UR5.KGG system would be the best choice for the given handling scenario. However, the estimated $CT$ of these systems is 2.76 to 3.67 times slower than the average
human completion time. This information can be combined with other cost metrics to determine if the benefits of using an automated system (increased working hours, reduced operation costs, etc.) outweigh its shortcomings (high set-up costs, reduced flexibility, etc.). In this instance, the potential loss in workstation throughput makes the robotic systems considered unsuitable when compared to human performance. If the deployment of a robotic system is desired, the use of the developed framework allows for the identification of better system structures from its analysis of performance within each assembly action. In this scenario, the motions of the robotic manipulator account for the majority of the estimated $CT$. Accordingly, a robotic manipulator better suited to the trajectory distances could be selected (using the trajectory time metric), or the operation layout could be modified to minimize these distances. The framework identifies communication delays as the second biggest contributor to the estimated $CT$, and so increasing the communication frequency between the computer and controller would also produce noticeable improvements in the robotic system’s performance.
5.3 Pick-and-Place Scenario

From Section 4.5, the MRMT is a standardised human dexterity test which can be used to represent a typical pick-and-place assembly task. The MRMT is a development of the handling scenario that provides a greater insight into the performance of a robotic system within this area. While the original MRMT displacement test uses a board, more meaningful results can be generated by using paper targets instead. Both approaches were used during testing, as shown in Figure 5.5.

5.3.1 Computational Results

Similar to the handling scenario, the dexterous performance of the robotic system can be estimated by calculating the system’s probability of success and task completion time.

5.3.1.1 Estimated Probability of Success

For the original MRMT, the $PS$ corresponds to the probability that the robotic system will successfully transfer the cylindrical blocks from one hole to another within the board. The use of the board allows the pick-and-place operation to be considered a simple handling operation, as the blocks can be dropped into the hole without requiring accurate placement.

Figure 5.5: Pick-and-place testing of (a) the UR10_RIQ system using the original MRMT displacement test and (b) the UR10_AGO system using the MRMT displacement test variant.
In this scenario, the estimated $PS$ is calculated from the level of uncertainty present, which is dependent on the employed initialisation approach. For the teach programming approach, the uncertainty is dependent on the operator. However, assuming a competent trainer and sufficient teaching time, the positional error can be approximated as the robotic manipulator’s specified repeatability. From Table 4.1 this is equal to $0.01 \text{ mm}$ for the UR10 robot manipulator. With reference to Section 4.2.3, the positional error when using the Cognex system has been approximated by a normal distribution with a mean of $-0.37 \text{ mm}$ and standard deviation of $0.87 \text{ mm}$, while the positional error for the Cognex + registration has been approximated by a normal distribution with a mean of $4.27 \text{ mm}$ and standard deviation of $1.5 \text{ mm}$.

Using the object grasp regions already calculated for these robotic systems, the estimated level of uncertainty is sufficiently small for each initialisation approach to ensure a successful handling of each disc. Accordingly, the $PS$ was calculated to determine the likelihood of a successful placement of the block. For the original MRMT, this corresponded to the probability that the block would be successfully transferred to a hole within the board. From observation, the elevated board and its hole dimensions accommodated insertion inaccuracies of up to $5 \text{ mm}$. For the MRMT displacement test variant, the estimated $PS$ was calculated for each placement accuracy zone and corresponded to the probability that the robotic system would place the disc within that accuracy zone. Using the estimated uncertainty generated by each initialisation approach, the $PS$ for each robotic system was calculated. These values are presented in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Estimated probability of success ($PS$) for each of the robotic systems during the original MRMT Test and the MRMT test variant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>MRMT Handling PS (%)</th>
<th>Original MRMT Insertion PS (%)</th>
<th>Zone 1 (0 – 1 mm)</th>
<th>Zone 2 (0 – 3 mm)</th>
<th>Zone 3 (0 – 5 mm)</th>
<th>Zone 4 (0 – 7 mm)</th>
<th>Zone 5 (0 – 9 mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_T</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_QIQ_T</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_C</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_QIQ_C</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_CR</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_QIQ_CR</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3. Pick-and-Place Scenario

5.3.1.2 Estimated Completion Time

For both versions of the Minnesota displacement test, the estimated CT can be determined by considering the completion time of each handling and insertion action:

\[ CT_{Total} = CT_{Align} + CT_{Pickup} + CT_{Transport} + CT_{Coordinate} + CT_{Place} + CT_{Retract} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

Considering the setup of the MRMT presented in Section 4.5, the transfer distance is equal to 57 mm, while the alignment distance \((d_a)\) is either equal to 108 mm or 80.6 mm depending on the location of the next block within the board’s 4 x 15 linear pattern. The clearance distance \((d_c)\) remains constant throughout the test, and is set to 25 mm. From Equation 4.12, the coordinate time of the UR robot is dependent on the trajectory distance. Following the same approach as used to estimate the CT of the handling scenario, the CT for the full Minnesota displacement test and its variant (4 runs of 59 = 236 pick-and-place operations) can be estimated by summing the estimated CT of each individual pick-and-place operation. The calculated CT values are summarised in Table 5.10.

5.3.2 Experimental Results

As noted in Section 4.5, testing was performed using the original MRMT board and a paper target variant. In both cases, the test was arbitrary positioned within the robot’s workspace and secured to the environment. The block positions were calculated using the chosen initialisation approach, and this time was recorded as the system’s initialisation time. The robot system then performed the complete MRMT displacement test, and the completion time and number of successful transfers were

Table 5.10: Estimated completion times of the different robotic systems for the MRMT displacement test and its variant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>(CT_{Align} )</th>
<th>(CT_{Align,1})</th>
<th>(CT_{Pickup})</th>
<th>(CT_{Transport})</th>
<th>(CT_{Place})</th>
<th>(CT_{Retract})</th>
<th>(CT_{Coordinate})</th>
<th>(CT_{Handling,1})</th>
<th>(CT_{Handling,2})</th>
<th>(CT_{Total})</th>
<th>(CT_{Per , Block})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRMT Original</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>531.26</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>554.48</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRMT Variant</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>687.75</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_T</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>710.97</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_C</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>736.69</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_CR</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>762.42</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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recorded for each run.

In addition to the robotic systems considered within the previous section, the MRMT test and its variant were used to assess the performance of the Baxter robot and the Allegro robotic hand (see Figure 5.6). This testing was conducted by researchers Rick Norcross and Karl Van Wyk from NIST, and their results have been included here to show the potential for using the MRMT as a benchmarking tool within robotics research.

The results of all robotic systems during the original MRMT displacement test and its variant are presented in Tables 5.11 and 5.12.

5.3.2.1 Recorded Initialisation Time

From Tables 5.11 and 5.12, there is a significant difference between the initialisation times of the robotic systems. Unsurprisingly, the teach programming takes the longest time, as the pick-and-place positions have to be taught by manually moving the robot to the four corner positions. Three different robotic systems were initialised using teach programming; the BAX_VAC_T, the UR10_KGG_T, and the UR10_RIQ_T system. The BAX_VAC_T system required the least amount of training time as there was no benefit to accurately recording corner positions because of the robotic manipulator’s inherent compliance and low repeatability. The initialisation time of the BAX_VAC_T system during the original test and its variant was 64 s and 141 s respectively. This increase in initialisation time can be accounted for by the added difficulty in aligning the robot with the flat target positions.

![Figure 5.6: Additional testing using the MRMT and its variant to assess the performance of the LWR4_AGO system.](image)

Figure 5.6: Additional testing using the MRMT and its variant to assess the performance of the LWR4_AGO system.
Table 5.11: Robotic system performance during the MRMT displacement test. Probability of success (PS) calculated for a 95% confidence level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Placement Zone</th>
<th>Accuracy Range</th>
<th>Run 1</th>
<th>Run 2</th>
<th>Run 3</th>
<th>Run 4</th>
<th>Combined</th>
<th>Probability of Success (%)</th>
<th>Initialisation Time (s)</th>
<th>Completion Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_T</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>516, 2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_T</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>530, 2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAX_VAC_T</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>59.50</td>
<td>95.50</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>214, 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 10 mm</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>59.50</td>
<td>95.50</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>214, 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 20 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>214, 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_C</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>99.87</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>517, 2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_C</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>99.87</td>
<td>99.87</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>527, 4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_AGO_CR</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>99.87</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>500, 2.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12: Robotic system performance during the MRMT displacement test variant. Probability of success (PS) calculated for a 95% confidence level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Placement Zone</th>
<th>Accuracy Range</th>
<th>Run 1</th>
<th>Run 2</th>
<th>Run 3</th>
<th>Run 4</th>
<th>Combined</th>
<th>Probability of Success (%)</th>
<th>Initialisation Time (s)</th>
<th>Completion Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_T</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>677.2</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>677.2</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>680.3</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAX_VAC_T</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 7 mm</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 9 mm</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 19 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2954</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_C</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>675.9</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>675.9</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>675.9</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_C</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>705.8</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>705.8</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_CR</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>776.8</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>776.8</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>774.2</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 7 mm</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>774.2</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 9 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>774.2</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_AGO_CR</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>675.6</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>675.6</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>675.6</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 7 mm</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>675.6</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 - 9 mm</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>675.6</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initialisation time of the UR10_KGG_T system during the original test and its variant was 570 s and 450 s. These times are larger than the initialisation times of the UR10_RIQ_T (294 s and 241 s respectively), which seems unusual since both systems use the same robotic manipulator. However, the two robotic systems were initialised by different researchers, which was intentionally done to highlight the initialisation time’s dependence on the adopted teaching approach and the attentiveness of the programmer. Regardless of the programmer, the two systems differ from the BAX_VAC_T system in that they required less time to initialise during the MRMT displacement test variant. The reason for this that the target positions
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Figure 5.7: The teaching of corner positions when using the UR10 robotic manipulator takes less time during the MRMT displacement test variant as it’s easier to determine when the robot is aligned with the printed concentric circles.

are recorded with greater accuracy, and the printed concentric circles provide a better visual guide during alignment than the hole (see Figure 5.7).

Regardless of teaching time being considered, there is a significant reduction in initialisation time when using the Cognex system or the Cognex + registration system. For both initialisation approaches, a camera is used to detect the block locations. This detection time determines the robot’s initialisation time, as the camera is mounted within the environment and is already calibrated to the required coordinate system. While actual detection by the vision system could occur in under 50 ms, the initialisation time of the robotic system varied between 4.65 s and 10.4 s as time was allotted to ensure the vision system was running correctly and a reliable connection had been established. The larger initialisation times occurred when the robotic arm had to be moved out the camera’s field of view before detection could occur.

The recorded initialisation times help to identify the increased flexibility that a vision system provides. Looking at initialisation times of the UR10 manipulator, the use of a vision system reduces the robot’s initialisation time by at least 96%. This significant reduction in initialisation time is highly desirable within flexible manufacturing processes, as the changing environment will require robots to be reprogrammed more frequently.
5.3.2.2 Recorded Probability of Success

A \( PS \) value was calculated based on the number of successful transfers achieved by each robotic system. Similar to the handling scenario, this \( PS \) was calculated from Equation 2.10 with a 0.95 confidence level. However, since the complete MRMT displacement test involves 236 pick-and-place iterations, the maximum \( PS \) which can be determined for the given confidence level is 98.75%.

For the original MRMT displacement test, the \( PS \) corresponded to the probability of a successful block transfer to a hole in the board. However, based on observations, additional placement zones could be defined for the less accurate systems. These zones were defined based on the blocks position relative to the hole, as shown in Figure 5.8. For the MRMT displacement test variant, the \( PS \) was calculated for each placement zone. These zones allowed the placement accuracy to be recorded with greater resolution, which provided a greater insight into the performance of the different robotic systems.

Looking at the recorded \( PS \) values in Table 5.11, the results of the original MRMT test provide little insight into the placement accuracy of the different robotic systems. Since the pick-and-place operation tended to be successful if the block was placed within 5\( mm \) of the hole, the majority of robotic systems could perform the test without any failures. The one exception is the BAX_VAC_T system, whose low repeatability and compliant actuation resulted in larger placement errors. Accordingly, the original MRMT displacement test may be useful for comparing the performance of robotic systems.
systems with low repeatability, but in the majority of cases is only useful for CT comparisons.

From Table 5.12, the MRMT displacement test variant is able to differentiate between the placement accuracy of the different robotic systems. From the recorded \( PS \) values, the UR10_KGG_T, UR10_RIQ_T, and UR10_RIQ_C systems were all able to achieve a placement accuracy of less than 3 mm. It is unsurprising that the teach programming approach produced the most accurate placements, as their positional errors should be minimal. In fact, it was expected that these systems would be able to achieve a higher placement accuracy, but it was noticed that the blocks momentarily stuck to the gripper’s fingers during some release attempts. In addition, the flat targets did not prevent block movement as the blocks were released by the gripper.

Comparing the robotic system’s \( PS \) for each initialisation approach, it can be seen that UR10_RIQ system had a higher probability for more accurate placements. This can be accounted for by the gripper’s flat fingers, which allowed the robotic system to absorb positional errors that were parallel to the gripper’s fingers (see Figure 5.9). Therefore, aligning the Robotiq gripper with the direction of maximum error could improve the robotic system’s placement accuracy. This is highlighted by the recorded \( PS \) values for the UR10_RIQ_CR system, which performed the MRMT test twice using gripper orientations that differed by 90 degrees. When rotated, the placement accuracy of the UR10_RIQ_CR system decreased, and became more dependent on the block’s location relative to the registration target seats. This is illustrated in Figure 5.10, which shows the placement zones achieved by the two systems during a single run.
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Figure 5.9: Ability of the Robotiq gripper to absorb errors when aligned parallel to the direction of maximum error. As shown in (b), the cylindrical block can be grasped off centre which means that errors in this direction are negated during placement.

Figure 5.10: Comparison between the recorded placement zones of the UR10.RIQ.CR during a single run when the Robotiq gripper is aligned (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the direction of maximum error.

5.3.2.3 Recorded Completion Time

The recorded $CT_{total}$ presented in Tables 5.11 and 5.12 correspond to the time required by each robotic system to perform the four runs of the complete MRMT displacement test. This overall time was recorded as it facilitates direct comparisons with established human norm tables that have been developed for the original MRMT displacement test. In addition, the sample mean, $CT_{Per\ Block}$, was calculated by dividing $CT_{total}$ by the total number of iterations (236). The sample mean is presented instead of the true mean range, as the high number of iterations and low variability generated margin of errors of less than 0.001 s. The $CT_{Per\ Block}$ is a useful representation of a robotic system’s performance, and will be used in Section 5.3.3. From the tabulated data, the original MRMT displacement test required less time to complete than the MRMT displacement test variant as the latter required the block to be placed on the paper target. This placement introduced two additional
waypoints and motions per pick-and-place operation, which increased the robotic system’s execution time and communication delay.

The BAX_VAC_T system takes at least 3.8 times longer than the other robotic systems tested, requiring a $CT$ of 2141 s for the original MRMT displacement test and a $CT$ of 2954 s for the MRMT displacement test variant. This large $CT$ is a consequence of the Baxter’s compliant actuation and low repeatability which meant that the robotic arm required time to settle at each waypoint. In addition, these attributes of the robot arm meant that multiple grasping attempts were sometimes required when the vacuum gripper did not align with the surface of the block.

The $CT$ of the UR10_KGG and UR10_RIQ systems was relatively consistent across the different initialisation approaches, as these approaches did not have a significant impact on the execution program. The one exception was the UR10_RIQ_CR system, which required the gripper’s gap to be increased to accommodate the larger uncertainty when using the Cognex + registration initialisation approach. To note, since the gripper gap of the UR10_KGG system was fixed, it was unable to complete the MRMT displacement test when using the Cognex + registration initialisation approach.

Of the robotic systems, the UR10_AGO_CR system performed both tests with the lowest $CT$, achieving a $CT$ of 500.2 s for the original test and 675.6 s for the test variant. This system utilised force-torque transducers that were mounted at the fingertips of the Allegro hand to detect when its fingers made contact with the cylindrical block. Using a nominal sensing and control rate of 333 Hz, this system could therefore perform efficient grasps that did not waste time exerting unnecessary forces on the block.
5.3.2.4 Experimental Summary

Combining the initialisation times, \( PS \), and \( CT \) values recorded during the MRMT displacement test variant gives an interesting insight into the performance of each robotic system. While the BAX\_VAC\_T system can be initialised faster than the other taught robotic systems, its poor \( PS \) and \( CT \) values suggest that it is not well suited to the chosen scenario. The UR10\_KGG\_T and UR10\_RIQ\_T systems have a relatively good \( CT \) and a high \( PS \) for the smaller accuracy ranges, but their large initialisation time would only make them a viable option in high-volume, low-variability scenarios.

Of the remaining systems, those which use the Cognex initialisation approach tend to operate at a higher \( CT \) and \( PS \) for a given accuracy zone, which makes these systems a better choice for flexible manufacturing environments in which the robotic manipulator can be fixed. The UR10\_RIQ\_CR and the UR10\_AGO\_CR systems have a lower \( PS \) of achieving an accurate placement, but this drop in accuracy may be acceptable for the increased flexibility that the Cognex + registration system provides. In addition, the UR10\_AGO\_CR has the lowest \( CT \), which makes it a particularly attractive choice for pick-and-place operations within flexible manufacturing processes as the Allegro hand has the potential to perform a wider range of B-D operations thanks to its force-based control and in-hand manipulation capabilities.
5.3.3 Pick-and-Place Scenario Discussion

5.3.3.1 Computational vs. Experimental Results

The estimated and actual performance of each robotic system can be compared in order to consider the strength of the developed assessment framework. Accordingly, the estimated and recorded $PS$ and $CT$ values for each MRMT test and robotic system have been summarised in Table 5.13.

Looking at the $PS$ values of the original MRMT test, it can be seen that the estimated and actual values are as expected. The robotic systems performed the test without any failures, which for 236 pick-and-place iterations corresponds to $PS$ of at least 98.75% for the 0.95 confidence level.

For the MRMT variant, the estimated $PS$ values became less accurate, particularly for the smaller placement zones. One reason for this is the unexpected performance of the robotic systems during the MRMT variant test, which can be identified by the poor performance of the robotic systems that were initialised using teach programming. These robotic systems should be capable of achieving placement accuracies close to 0.01 $mm$, but during the MRMT variant the systems were only able to place the blocks within 3 $mm$ of the target. As noted in the previous section,

Table 5.13: Comparison between the estimated and recorded $PS$ and $CT$ of each robotic system during the original MRMT and the MRMT variant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Placement Zone</th>
<th>Accuracy Range</th>
<th>Probability of Success (%)</th>
<th>$CT_{total}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{Per Block}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Estimated</td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRMT Original</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_T</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_T</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRMT Variant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_KGG_T</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>99.87</td>
<td>87.40</td>
<td>12.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_T</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>89.20</td>
<td>10.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR10_RIQ_C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 - 1 mm</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>-14.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 - 3 mm</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>53.30</td>
<td>-25.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 - 5 mm</td>
<td>76.78</td>
<td>76.60</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 - 7 mm</td>
<td>98.04</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0 - 9 mm</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>98.75</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
this decrease in placement accuracy can be accounted for by the tendency of the block to stick to the gripper’s fingers upon release and by the flat targets which allowed the block to move.

The positional errors from the Cognex and the Cognex + registration systems are estimated within the framework using a normal distribution. The actual errors are dependent on a number of factors, such as the relative locations of the equipment and the calibration of the systems, but a normal distribution was selected as it provides a simple means for estimating general performance without requiring specific setup information. However, as these normal distributions were generated based on the system’s average performance within its workspace, the positional errors are acknowledged to be approximate.

As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the higher $PS$ achieved by the UR10_RIQ system when compared UR10_KGG system can be accounted for by the Robotiq’s ability to absorb positional errors thanks to its flat fingers. When testing with the UR10_RIQ_C and UR10_RIQ_CR system, the gripper was orientated so that its fingers were parallel to the direction of maximum error. This removed the effect of this error, which explains why the recorded $PS$ values of the UR10_RIQ_C and UR10_RIQ_CR are higher than the estimated performance. However, this favourable orientation of the gripper is not guaranteed, which is why testing was also performed with the gripper rotated by 90 degrees. In this case, the UR10_RIQ_CR performs similar to the expected performance, but still achieves higher $PS$ values thanks to its absorption of the positional errors in the other direction.

Looking at the estimated and recorded $CT$ values, it can be seen that the structured framework provides an accurate estimate of each pick-and-place operation. This was expected, as the pick-and-place operation within the original MRMT and its variant are similar to the handling scenario considered in the previous section. The developed framework allows for a more accurate estimate of the robotic systems performance than possible using supplier specifications. If using the latter, the robot’s optimal performance would have to be assumed which for the UR10_KGG system would give a $CT_{per\,\,Block}$ of 0.4 s for the original MRMT and 0.44 s for the MRMT variant (making the same assumptions as before). Using the developed
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performance metrics, the framework estimates a $CT_{Per\ Block}$ that are within 0.13 s (4.5%) of the recorded $CT$. However, since the same operation is repeated 236 times, the estimation errors accumulate to 30.89 s (4.5%) for $CT_{Total}$. This accumulation of estimation errors during repetitive tasks is unfavourable but is a consequence of any estimation method. The developed framework ensures that this effect is minimised by providing an accurate estimate for each pick-and-place operation, which illustrates its benefit over current estimation approaches.

5.3.3.2 Boothroyd - Dewhurst Comparison

Since the original MRMT displacement test allows the block to be dropped into the hole, each pick-and-place operation can be classified as a B-D handling operation with handling code ‘00’. However, for the MRMT displacement test variant, the block must be carefully placed within the concentric circles and so each pick-and-place operation must also include a B-D insertion operation with insertion code ‘00’. From the B-D handling and insertion tables shown previously in Figures 2.10 and 2.12, each pick-and-place operation within the original MRMT displacement test and the MRMT displacement test variant can be estimated to take a human 1.13 s and 2.63 s to complete on average. This corresponds to an overall $CT$ of 266.68 s for the original MRMT displacement test, and an overall $CT$ of 620.68 s for the MRMT displacement test variant.

For the original MRMT displacement test, this B-D estimated human $CT$ can be compared to the MRMT’s established human norm tables. From these tables, the 50th percentile four-test completion time for human subjects is 189 s. The B-D tables estimated a $CT$ of 266.68 s, which is just outside the human range presented within these norm tables. In this case, the B-D tables overestimate the time required to perform each pick-and-place operation because of the operation’s short alignment and transfer distance. While this overestimation is only 0.33 s per operation, the same operation is repeated 236 times and so the errors amalgamate to give a total error of 77.68 s. This highlights a potential drawback of the B-D tables when considering repetitive tasks, but may not be an issue within assemblies that require a range of operations as the B-D tables have an equal chance of overestimating and
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underestimating performance. Regardless, the primary reason for using the B-D tables is their ability to easily estimate a human’s performance in any manufacturing scenario. Since this requires generalisations to be made, the difference between the B-D estimated time and the actual human range corresponding to this test is acceptable.

Using the developed framework, the estimated $CT$ of each robotic system can be compared to the human estimated $CT$ in order to determine the most suitable choice for the given scenario. For the original MRMT displacement test, an average human operator is estimated to complete the task in 266.68 s, which is 50% lower than the estimated $CT$ of the UR10_KGG systems (531.26 s) and 52% lower than the estimated $CT$ of the UR10_RIQ systems (554.48 s). This time difference is significant, but can be overcome by robotic systems thanks to their ability to operate continuously. Accordingly, the robotic systems that were considered in this scenario may be a viable option, depending on other cost metrics such as initialisation, production volume, etc.

For the MRMT displacement test variant, the difference between human and robotic performance is much less, as a human operator requires more time to accurately place the blocks. The estimated human completion time is 620.68 s, which is only 10% lower than the estimated $CT$ of the UR10_KGG systems (687.75 s) and 13% to 19% lower than estimated $CT$ of the UR10_RIQ systems (710.97 to 762.42 s). In this scenario, one of the robotic systems is likely the best choice. As discussed in the preceding section, the most suitable robotic system is dependent on the required placement accuracy and the manufacturing environment. However, assuming the task is to be performed as part of a flexible manufacturing process, the UR10_RIQ_C or UR10_AGO_CR would be the best robotic systems of those considered.
5.4 Insertion Scenario

Based on the test setup described in Section 4.6, estimated and actual performance of the different robotic systems was determined. To record actual performance, the test was setup in the laboratory as shown in Figure 5.11.

5.4.1 Computational Results

5.4.1.1 Estimated Probability of Success

In this scenario, the robotic systems are able to overcome misalignment during a peg insertion attempt by performing one of the search strategies discussed in Chapter 4. These strategies ensure a successful insertion provided the hole is located within the designated search region and sufficient time is allocated for the search.

For the first test, which compares the performance of the different search strategies, the size of the search region can be defined based on the simulated perception error. As the perception error follows a bivariate normal distribution with zero mean, the radius of the search region, is set to $4\sigma$, where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the perception error being tested. By letting the robotic system search until the hole is found, this search region ensure a $PS$ of 99.97% [160]. While a larger area could have been defined to increase the $PS$, it would negatively impact the system’s $CT$ as the hole would occupy a smaller proportion of the search region.

For the second test, which compares the performance of the different initialisation...
approaches, the size of the search region can be defined based on the accuracy of the initialisation approach. Since the positional errors which arise from these initialisation approaches tend to have low variability but constant bias, an area that contains the bidirectional accuracy of the initialisation approach is adequate. Setting this search region area and again allowing the robotic system to search until the hole is found generates an estimated $PS$ of 100% for these tests.

5.4.1.2 Estimated Completion Time

As noted, this scenario involves a B-D handling operation with code ‘00’ and an insertion operation with code ‘00’ when using the chamfered peg and ‘01’ when using the non-chamfered peg. Accordingly, the robotic system’s $CT$ can be estimated by considering its performance during both operations.

**Handling Operation**  Similar to the previous scenario, the time required to complete the handling operation can be estimated by breaking the operation into the relevant assembly actions and summing the time required for each relevant assembly action:

$$CT_{Handling} = CT_{Align} + CT_{Pickup} + CT_{Transport} + CT_{Coordinate}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

As before, the grasp cycle time, trajectory time, and communication delay metrics can be used to estimate the $CT$ of each action. To reduce repetition the calculation of these times is omitted, but the resulting $CT$ are given in Table 5.14. To note, in this scenario the alignment distance ($d_a$) and transport distance ($d_t$) both equal 300 mm, while the clearance distance $d_c$ is equal to 35 mm in order to account for insertion and retraction of the peg.

**Insertion Operation**  Similar to the handling operation, the time required to complete the insertion operation can be estimated by breaking the operation into its assembly actions and estimating the robot’s performance during each action. For this scenario, the insertion time can be estimated as follows:

$$CT_{Insertion} = CT_{Detect} + CT_{Reposition} + CT_{Place} + CT_{Retract} + CT_{Coordinate}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)
5.4. Insertion Scenario

The insert action corresponds to the actual act of inserting the peg, and is estimated by considering the insertion trajectory time and the cycle time of the end effector. The cycle time of the KGG gripper is 0.3 s, but the cycle time of the Robotiq 3-Fingered gripper is dependent on the chosen opening / closing gap. This gap was set to 25 mm, which corresponds to a cycle time of 0.272 s. This generates the following insert times:

\[
CT_{\text{Place,KGG}} = (0.0756(d_c)^{0.5} + 0.12) + (t_{\text{cycle}}/2) = 0.567 + 0.15 = 0.72 \text{ s}
\]

\[
CT_{\text{Place,RIQ}} = (0.0756(d_c)^{0.5} + 0.12) + \frac{0.0109(25)}{2} = 0.567 + 0.137 = 0.7 \text{ s}
\]

The time to retract can easily be calculated by subbing the retract distance into the trajectory completion time metric derived for the KUKA LWR4. However, in this scenario it was decided that the insertion operation would be complete once the peg was released by the end effector. Accordingly, the retract time is set to zero.

The coordinate \( CT \) is calculated using the recorded communication delay between the programming interface and the robot controller. For the KUKA LWR4 robot arm, the average communication delay was calculated to be 0.028 per command. Since only one motion of the arm is executed during the insertion operation, the coordinate \( CT \) for the LWR4_KGG systems is 0.028. For the LWR4_RIQ systems this time increases to 0.17 s due to the communication delay between the programming interface and gripper.

For the insertion operation, the detection time corresponds to the time required by the robotic system to detect a successful insertion. This time is a feature of the initialisation approach, and in this scenario it encapsulates the time required for the robot to switch from position to impedance control, determine if its actual position matches the programmed position after an insertion attempt (refer to Figure 4.26), and to return to position control. This time was indirectly determined by considering the testing performed to generate the search time metric, and was approximated as \( CT_{\text{Detect}} = 0.52 \text{ s} \).

The reposition action is required when the peg and hole are misaligned and its
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$CT$ corresponds to the robotic system’s search time before a successful insertion is detected. The search time of the KUKA LWR4 has been estimated in Section 4.2.3, and its value varies significantly depending on the implemented search strategy, the magnitude of the misalignment, and the peg’s chamfer design.

The expected positional error of each robotic system and the graphs in Section 4.2.3 can be used to give an approximate time for each search strategy and peg design. For the first test which uses simulated error $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$, the expected error can be conservatively estimated to equal two standard deviations, as $86.5\%$ of the actual errors should fall within this band. For the second test, the teach programming approach should not require any searches, as the actual hole positions are taught by hand. For the registration approach, the expected positional error can be estimated by considering the hole’s distance from the registration target seats. Since this distance averaged $330\ mm$ for the three holes, Figure 4.7 can be used to give an estimated positional error of $4.0\ mm$. Using this value and the mean Cognex error of $-0.37\ mm$ gives an approximated Cognex + registration positional error of $3.63\ mm$.

Using Figure 4.19, the expected positional errors can be used to provide an estimated reposition $CT$ for each system configuration. These $CT$ values and the overall insertion $CT$ are given in Table 5.14 (b).
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#### 5.4. Insertion Scenario

Table 5.14: Estimated completion times of the different robotic systems during performance of the peg insertion scenario.

(a) Handling Completion Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>$CT_{align}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{pickup}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{transport}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{coordinate}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{insertion}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Y</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_R</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_CR</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Insertion Completion Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Perception Error (mm)</th>
<th>$CT_{detect}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{place}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{coordinate}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{reposition}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{insertion}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{reposition}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{insertion}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.31</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.31</td>
<td>11.51 ± 2.06</td>
<td>12.78 ± 2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.84 ± 0.29</td>
<td>5.11 ± 0.29</td>
<td>25.16 ± 1.77</td>
<td>26.43 ± 1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.24 ± 1</td>
<td>4.51 ± 1</td>
<td>6.46 ± 1.79</td>
<td>7.73 ± 1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.44</td>
<td>3.37 ± 0.44</td>
<td>4.36 ± 0.95</td>
<td>5.63 ± 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 1 – Search Strategies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Tq</td>
<td>$\approx 0.01$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Rq</td>
<td>$\approx 4.00$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.44</td>
<td>3.37 ± 0.44</td>
<td>4.36 ± 0.95</td>
<td>5.63 ± 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_CRq</td>
<td>$\approx 3.63$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.44</td>
<td>3.48 ± 0.44</td>
<td>4.36 ± 0.95</td>
<td>5.74 ± 0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Total Completion Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Perception Error (mm)</th>
<th>$CT_{standing}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{insertion}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{total}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{reposition}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{insertion}$ (s)</th>
<th>$CT_{total}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>12.78 ± 2.06</td>
<td>17.03 ± 2.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>26.43 ± 1.77</td>
<td>30.68 ± 1.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>7.73 ± 1.79</td>
<td>11.98 ± 1.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S</td>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>5.63 ± 0.95</td>
<td>9.88 ± 0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2 – Initialisation Approaches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Tq</td>
<td>$\approx 0.01$</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Rq</td>
<td>$\approx 4.00$</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>5.63 ± 0.95</td>
<td>9.88 ± 0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_CRq</td>
<td>$\approx 3.63$</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>5.74 ± 0.95</td>
<td>10.11 ± 0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5.4.2 Experimental Results - Search Strategy

For the first test, the insertion scenario was used to assess the performance of robotic systems using three different search strategies; spiral search ($S_s$), random search ($S_r$), quasi-random search ($S_q$). The insertions were performed at two defined levels of perception error ($\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$), and the numerical results are presented in Table 5.15. In addition, the developed insertion scenario was used to assess the performance of the Allegro robotic hand when using an active force control ($S_f$) search strategy (see Figure 5.12). This testing was performed by Karl Van Wyk at NIST, and has been included here for comparisons and as an example of the scenario’s potential use as a benchmarking tool within robotics research.

5.4.2.1 Recorded Probability of Success

The $PS$ for each robotic system was calculated based on the number of failed insertion attempts. As presented in Table 5.15, each LWR4_KGG system successfully inserted both the chamfered and non-chamfered pegs without any failures and so had a $PS$ of 95.3% (based on the number of test iterations and chosen confidence level). The LWR4_AGO system had either three or four failures during each insertion test, which corresponded to a $PS$ of 85.7% and 83.6% respectively.

Based on its number of failed insertion attempts, the $PS$ values of the LWR4_-

![Figure 5.12: Additional testing with the LWR4_AGO system that used an active force-controlled search strategy to locate the hole and complete a peg insertion.](image)
Table 5.15: Robotic system performance during the insertion scenario with simulated perception error $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$. Values calculated based on 60 test iterations and for a 0.95 confidence level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot System</th>
<th>Chamfered Design</th>
<th>Probability of Success (%)</th>
<th>Perception Error, $\sigma_1$</th>
<th>Perception Error, $\sigma_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Sf</td>
<td>Peg</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>4.568 ± 0.005</td>
<td>4.568 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Sf</td>
<td>Non-Chamfered</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>4.588 ± 0.006</td>
<td>4.545 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_AGO_Sf</td>
<td>Peg</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>4.719 ± 0.005</td>
<td>4.718 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AGO_Sf system were statistically different from all variants of the LWR4_KGG_S system and perception errors. This was determined using the $KC$ test discussed in Section 2.6.3. From the $KC$ test, a system must have 3 or more failures during 60 insertion attempts in order to have statistically different performance when compared to a system that successfully completed all insertions (at the 5% significance level). To note, additional failures or a larger number of test iterations would have to be performed in order to see a significant difference between the LWR4_AGO_Sf and LWR4_KGG_S systems at a higher confidence level.

5.4.2.2 Recorded Completion Time

The completion time ($CT$) of each robotic system during the different stages of the insertion scenario have been recorded and the results are summarised within Table 5.15. From this table, it can be seen that there is minimal difference between the recorded $CT_{Handling}$ values, as there was no uncertainty during the handling operation and all systems used the same robotic manipulator and handling strategy. Accordingly, the main focus of this section will be on the recorded $CT_{Insertion}$ values. Similar to the approach used in Section 5.2, the $CT$ of the different robotic systems can be compared by using the collected data and the MATLAB code in Appendix C. This code compares the true mean ranges and passes the data sets through the two-sample KS test in order to determine statistical significance. The results are summarised in Table 5.16.

During insertion of the chamfered peg with perception error $\sigma_1$, there is a detectable
difference in the true mean ranges for the majority of robotic systems. The exception is the LWR4\_KGG\_S\_x and LWR4\_KGG\_S\_r systems, whose sample means are sufficiently close to cause their true mean intervals to overlap. This is validated by the results of the KS test, which accepts the null hypothesis ($H_0$) when comparing the two data sets (where $H_0$ states that the two data sets belong to the same population). From the magnitude of the detectable differences, it can be noted that the LWR4\_KGG\_S\_x, LWR4\_KGG\_S\_r and LWR4\_KGG\_S\_q systems perform the peg insertion in a similar $CT$, but that the quasi-random search strategy outperforms the spiral and random search strategy by at least 0.35 s and 0.31 s respectively. The LWR4\_AGO\_S\_f system requires the longest insertion time, with a mean $CT$ that is at least 7.82 s longer than the LWR4\_KGG\_S\_q system.

For the chamfered peg and perception error $\sigma_2$, the KS test identifies that the distribution of each system’s performance data was statistically different. These preliminary indicators suggest that there is an increased chance of detecting a difference in sample means or variances (though this is not guaranteed). Looking at the true mean ranges, there is only a detectable difference between the LWR4\_AGO\_S\_f system and the other LWR4\_KGG\_S systems. This detectable difference is large, ranging between 11.9 s and 12.62 s depending on the chosen LWR4\_KGG\_S system. There is no detectable difference between mean $CT$ of the remaining systems, which can be accredited to the proximity of their sample means combined with the larger margin of error (and variance) due to the higher uncertainty.

Looking at the non-chamfered insertions with perception errors $\sigma_1$, the KS test again identifies statistically significant differences between all data distributions. Considering the true mean ranges, the LWR4\_KGG\_S\_q system had a detectably lower $CT$ compared to the other robotic systems. This also occurred when analysing the chamfered peg results (for the same perception error), but the magnitude of the difference is larger in this instance due to additional insertion difficulty. With the non-chamfered peg, the quasi-random search strategy outperforms the spiral and random search strategy by at least 2.30 s and 1.99 s respectively. The LWR4\_AGO\_S\_f system performs comparatively better for the chamfered peg, and there is no detectable difference between its true mean range and the true mean range of the
Table 5.16: Comparison of the different search strategies when inserting the (a) chamfered and (b) non-chamfered peg. A positive detectable difference (in seconds) between the system’s true mean completion times differ by at least that value. Rejection (1) of the null hypothesis \(H_0\) suggests that the data sets do not belong to the same population at the 5% significance level.

(a) Chamfered Peg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>Perception Error, $\sigma_1$ (s)</th>
<th>Perception Error, $\sigma_2$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Sr</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Sq</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_AGO_Sr</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>7.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_AGO_Sq</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>7.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Sr</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_Sq</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_AGO_Sr</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_AGO_Sq</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LWR4_KGG_Sr system. However, the LWR4_AGO_Sq still requires at least 5.99 s longer to perform the insertion than the LWR4_KGG_Sq system.

For the non-chamfered peg with perception error $\sigma_2$, the KS test identifies statistically significant differences in the majority of data distributions. The exception is the LWR4_KGG_Sr and LWR4_KGG_Sq systems for perception error $\sigma_2$. This outcome suggests that the two data sets belong to the same population, which may be surprising considering the apparent difference in their sample mean and variance. However, this outcome is supported by the lack of a detectable difference between the two system’s true mean ranges. In addition to these two systems, the comparison
5.4. Insertion Scenario

Comp. and Exp. Results

of the true mean ranges shows that there is no detectable difference between the $CT$ of the LWR4_KGGSr and the LWR4_AGO_Sf systems. This can again be accounted for by the larger margin of error (and variance) caused by the higher perception error and the non-chamfered peg.

Looking at the robotic system’s sensitivity to perception error can provide an insight into the robotic system’s robustness. From the KS test, there is a statistically significant difference between the performance data of all systems. For the chamfered peg, the mean $CT$ of each system increases sufficiently between perception error $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$ for a detectable difference to be observed. This difference is most notable for the LWR4_AGO_Sf system, whose mean $CT$ increases by at least 5.09 s between perception error $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$. The remaining systems have a relatively small detectable difference of less than 1.00 s. This indicates that their search strategies were less sensitive to perception error when using the chamfered-peg.

For the non-chamfered peg, there is no detectable difference between the mean $CT$ of the LWR4_KGGSr system between perception error $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$. This can be accounted for by the random nature of the search strategy, which caused a large variance in performance which consequently increased the interval of the true mean range. The non-chamfered peg amplified this effect, as it became less likely that the peg would find the hole during each generated search path. Contrary to the chamfered peg results, the LWR4_AGO_Sf system is least sensitive to perception error when inserting the non-chamfered peg with a minimum detectable mean $CT$ difference of 1.94 s. This suggests that the search strategy employed by the LWR4_AGO_Sf system is better suited for the insertion of non-chamfered pegs.

A particularly notable observation from the mean $CT$ differences is the 23.54 s increase in the LWR4_KGG_Ss system’s insertion time between perception error $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$. This is a consequence of the implemented spiral search strategy, which defined the distance between successive turnings based on the insertion clearance and chamfer design in order to ensure the hole was found. For the non-chamfered peg, this distance was much smaller which meant that the search strategy took much longer to transverse the larger offsets generated by perception error $\sigma_2$. 
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5.4.2.3 Experimental Summary

The performance of the different search strategies has been compared by considering their $PS$ and $CT$. From this comparison, the LWR4\_AGO\_Sf system was noted to have a detectably lower $PS$ which would likely make it an unsuitable choice for the given scenario. The remaining systems perform each insertion test without failure, which from the number of test iterations indicates a minimum $PS$ of 95.3\% for the 0.95 confidence level. However, from $CT$ comparisons, the LWR4\_KGG\_Sq is best suited for the given scenario as the quasi-random search strategy is shown to statistically outperform the other insertion strategies. The robotic system has the lowest mean $CT$ and margin of error in all tests, which indicates the search strategy's suitability regardless of peg chamfer design and perception error.

However the comparable performance of the LWR4\_AGO\_Sf system and its low sensitivity to perception error is promising as the system offers greater reconfigurability and force feedback control which may make it beneficial in other scenarios. For example, LWR4\_AGO\_Sf system emitted less than 0.5 N of force between the peg and hole at all times during the insertion operation. This reduced wear-and-tear, as illustrated by Figure 5.13 which compares the condition of the pegs after the completion of all testing. Accordingly, robotic systems that perform similarly to LWR4\_AGO\_Sf are likely to be more attractive for those applications that require the regulation of operation forces or the preservation of surface finishes. Furthermore,

![Image](image.png)

Figure 5.13: The surface condition of a peg after testing over a period with the LWR4\_AGO\_Sf system (left) and the LWR4\_KGG\_S systems (right).
the LWR4_AGO_Sf system includes the multi-fingered Allegro hand, which allows the system to adapt more easily to the range of B-D operations that may be encountered during flexible manufacturing processes.
5.4.3 Experimental Results - Initialisation Approach

For the second test, the insertion scenario was used to assess the performance of robotic systems using three different initialisation approaches; teach programming ($T$), registration ($R$), and Cognex + registration ($CR$). Based on the experimental results from the first test, each robotic system used the quasi-random search strategy when misalignment occurred during insertion. As this test was considering different initialisation approaches, the time required to initialise each system was recorded in addition to $PS$ and $CT$. The resulting experimental results are presented in Table 5.17.

5.4.3.1 Recorded Initialisation Time

There is a significant difference between the time required by each initialisation approach to determine the three target hole locations prior to testing. The teach programming approach requires the longest time (335 s), as the target positions had to be manually taught by moving the robotic manipulator to each hole location. In addition, time was required for the robotic system to grasp a peg, which was used during teaching to ensure that the hole positions were recorded with higher accuracy. The registration approach required an initialisation time of 52.5 s in order to determine the world coordinates of the three holes and input their values within the robot’s control program. In this case it was assumed that the location of each hole within the environment was initially unknown, but if their locations were known then the initialisation time could be further reduced.

For the Cognex + registration approach, the three hole world coordinates are detected...
by a GigE camera mounted within the environment and transmitted directly to the robot’s control program. As this is all done automatically, the initialisation time of the Cognex + registration approach is 4.1 s. Similar to the MRMT test, this initialisation time is not reflective of the vision system’s optimal performance, which can detect the hole locations in under 50 ms, but is indicative of the time required to set up a connection with the Cognex camera and ensure that the three holes are being correctly detected.

The recorded initialisation time provides an insight into the flexibility of the three initialisation approaches. From these times, it is clear that Cognex + registration approach offers the greater flexibility, as its initialisation time is 98.8% and 92.2% lower than that of the teach programming and registration approaches. This low initialisation time can help to minimise downtime during a changeover, which makes the initialisation approach particularly suited to flexible manufacturing processes. However, this system does require the integration of a vision system within the environment, which may not be desired or financially viable. If this is the case, the registration approach is a good alternative, as the approach is inexpensive but still has an initialisation time which is 84.3% lower than that of the teach programming approach.

5.4.3.2 Recorded Probability of Success

Using the quasi-random search strategy, the robotic systems were able to compensate for misalignment and ensure each insertion was successful. Accordingly, the robotic systems completed the 60 insertions with no failed attempts, which resulted in each system having a $PS$ of 95.3% when using the 0.95 confidence level. Since each system had an equal $PS$, the KC test detected no difference between any of the robotic systems.

5.4.3.3 Recorded Completion Time

Similar to the previous scenarios, the recorded performance data and true mean ranges can be used to determine if there is a statistical difference between the performances of the different robotic systems. Since this test included different
Table 5.18: Comparison of the different initialisation approaches when inserting the (a) chamfered and (b) non-chamfered peg. A positive detectable difference (in seconds) between the system’s true mean completion times differ by at least that value. Rejection (1) of the null hypothesis ($H_0$) suggests that the data sets do not belong to the same population at the 5% significance level.

(a) Chamfered Peg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>LWR4 KGG_T8</th>
<th>LWR4 KGG_R8</th>
<th>LWR4 KGG_CR8</th>
<th>LWR4 RIQ_T8</th>
<th>LWR4 RIQ_R8</th>
<th>LWR4 RIQ_CR8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 KGG_T8</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 KGG_R8</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 KGG_CR8</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 RIQ_T8</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 RIQ_R8</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 RIQ_CR8</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Non-Chamfered Peg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
<th>LWR4 KGG_T8</th>
<th>LWR4 KGG_R8</th>
<th>LWR4 KGG_CR8</th>
<th>LWR4 RIQ_T8</th>
<th>LWR4 RIQ_R8</th>
<th>LWR4 RIQ_CR8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 KGG_T8</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 KGG_R8</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 KGG_CR8</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 RIQ_T8</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 RIQ_R8</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>-1.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4 RIQ_CR8</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>-1.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

robotic end effectors which influenced handling times, the overall CT of the robotic systems were considered. The detectable difference between the true mean ranges and the outcome of the two-sample KS tests are summarised in Table 5.18. In all cases, the KS test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level which indicates that there is a statistical difference between data distributions of each robotic system. This suggests that there is an increased chance of detecting a difference in sample means or variances (but this is not guaranteed).
Looking at the true mean ranges, there is a detectable difference between the LWR4-KGG and LWR4_RIQ systems for each registration approach. The closest difference occurs when using teach programming, as both systems are able to successfully insert the chamfered and non-chamfered peg on their first attempt. In this instance, the peg insertion scenario is similar to the pick-and-place scenarios considered earlier, which showed that KGG gripper can outperform the Robotiq gripper with a slightly lower CT. Accordingly, the mean CT of the LWR4_KGG_T_q system is detectably lower than the mean CT of the LWR4_RIQ_T_q system, with a minimum difference of 0.11 s and 0.15 s for the chamfered and non-chamfered peg.

When using other two initialisation approaches, the detectable difference between the systems is larger because the LWR4_RIQ system requires more time to insert the peg. One reason for this is the difference in finger design between the Schunk and Robotiq gripper. The former had fingers which centred the peg within the gripper, while the latter had flat fingers. As identified in Section 5.3, the Robotiq’s flat fingers can absorb positional errors and increase accuracy during pick-and-place operations. However, in this case, the off-centre location of the peg will offset the quasi-random’s search path and consequently influence the robotic systems insertion time. In addition, the flat profile of the fingers allowed the peg to rotate during a search from the resultant surface contact forces, which tended to delay the finding of the hole.

For the registration approach, the mean CT of the LWR4_KGG_R_q system is detectably lower than the mean CT of the LWR4_RIQ_R_q system, with a minimum difference of 1.53 s and 1.58 s for the chamfered and non-chamfered peg. For the Cognex + registration approach, the LWR4_KGG_CR_q system outperforms the LWR4_RIQ_CR_q system by at least 0.78 s and 0.71 s respectively. While the non-chamfered peg requires a higher CT, this relatively constant difference between the two systems across all initialisation approaches is attributable to the structured nature of the quasi-random search strategy, which successively searches smaller and smaller gaps until the hole is found.

Looking at the difference between the initialisation approaches, the LWR4_KGG and LWR4_RIQ systems have a detectably lower CT when initialised using teach
programming. This is unsurprising, as the teach programming approach provides sufficient accuracy to ensure a successful insertion without the need for searching. However, as already noted, this accuracy is achieved at the expense of higher initialisation times.

From testing with the chamfered peg, the teach programming approach outperforms the registration and Cognex + registration approaches by a minimum of $0.08 \text{s}$ and $0.62 \text{s}$ when considering the LWR4_KGG system or by $1.49 \text{s}$ and $2.04 \text{s}$ when considering the LWR4_RIQ system. The proximity of the LWR4_KGG$_T q$ and LWR4_KGG$_R q$ system is due to the finger design of the KGG gripper. These fingers centred the peg within the gripper during pick-up, which was sufficient to allow the LWR4_KGG$_R q$ system to insert the majority of the chamfered pegs first time. The larger detectable difference in the LWR4_RIQ system’s mean $CT$ is a result of its higher search time, which is a consequence of the peg’s off-centre location and rotation during execution of the search.

For the non-chamfered peg, the teach programming approach outperforms the registration and Cognex + registration approaches by a minimum of $2.08 \text{s}$ and $2.49 \text{s}$ when considering the LWR4_KGG system or by $4.53 \text{s}$ and $3.91 \text{s}$ when considering the LWR4_RIQ system. The difference between the initialisation systems is more notable in this case as the non-chamfered peg requires a more accurate alignment before insertion can occur. As noted, the LWR4_RIQ$_T q$ system inserts all non-chamfered pegs first time, but the LWR4_RIQ$_R q$ and LWR4_RIQ$_CR q$ systems require a longer search time, which is why their differences are notably larger than the LWR4_KGG systems.

In the majority of cases, there is no detectable difference between the true mean ranges of the robotic systems using the registration approach and the Cognex + registration approach. The one exception is the LWR4_KGG system when inserting the chamfered peg, as the centring of the peg within the gripper and the forgiving nature of the chamfered peg allowed LWR4_KGG$_R q$ system to insert the majority of pegs first time. For the remaining systems, a search strategy was required and the resulting increase in its margin of error (and variance) made their true mean ranges indistinguishable.
5.4.3.4 Experimental Summary

As the recorded $PS$ of all systems was 95.3%, the robotic system’s throughput can be used to determine the suitability of each initialisation approach. From the recorded results, the teach programming approach is able to perform the scenario with the lowest $CT$, as the hole locations can be taught with greater accuracy to ensure first time insertions. However, this approach requires an initialisation time of 335 s, which is much larger than the other two approaches considered. Accordingly, teach programming is better suited to high-volume, low variability tasks in which its reduction in operation $CT$ overcomes its high initialisation time.

Both the registration approach and the Cognex + registration approach result in larger $CT$, but reduce the robotic system’s initialisation time. This suggests that the two systems are better suited to flexible manufacturing processes, where frequent operation changeovers will increase the impact of a robotic system’s initialisation time on its throughput. Of the two systems, the Cognex + registration approach has an initialisation time of only 4.1 s, which is 92.2% lower than the registration initialisation time. Looking at $CT$, it is difficult to differentiate between the two initialisation approaches. The only statistically significant difference between the two approaches was during chamfered peg insertion, where the mean $CT$ of the LWR4_KGG_Rq system was at least 0.51 s lower than the mean $CT$ of the LWR4_-KGG_CRq system. In the remaining tests, the recorded means suggested that the registration approach outperformed the Cognex + registration approach, but this cannot be determined using the 0.95 certainty level. To overcome this, more test iterations could be performed or the certainty level could be reduced.

From testing with the LWR4_KGG and LWR4_RIQ systems, the mean $CT$ of the LWR4_KGG system is detectably lower than the LWR4_RIQ system for each initialisation approach, which indicates suitability of the LWR4_KGG system for this insertion scenario. However, as noted before, the LWR4_RIQ system can more easily adapt to different objects and operations, which may make it a preferable choice if the reduction in $CT$ can be tolerated.
5.4.4 Insertion Scenario Discussion

5.4.4.1 Computational vs. Experimental Results

Again, the estimated and actual performance of each robotic system can be compared in order to consider the strength of the developed assessment framework. In this scenario, the consideration of PS is superfluous as the LWR4_KGG and LWR4_RIQ systems performed all insertions without failure. Accordingly, this section will focus on the comparison of estimated and recorded CT. For clarity, these values are presented side-by-side in Table 5.19.

Looking first at the handling operation, it can be seen that the framework’s estimation of the robotic system’s CT is relatively close to the measured true mean range. For the LWR4_KGG and LWR4_RIQ systems, the handling time is underestimated by 0.28 s (6.2%) and 0.27 s (5.8%) on average. While this estimation error is satisfactory, it is higher than those experienced when estimating the handling times in the previous two scenarios. The reason for this was found to be a result of the KUKA LWR4’s control program, which had additional verifications during the execution of each motion command that were not accounted for in the manipulator’s trajectory speed.

From Table 5.19, the major estimation errors occur during insertion operations that required the implementation of a search strategy. When the robotic system did not need to search to find the hole, the estimated insertion CT was relatively close to the recorded CT, as shown by the LWR4_KGG_T_q and LWR4_RIQ_T_q systems. For these two systems, the framework overestimated the system’s mean CT by 0.085 s and 0.107 s. This switch from underestimation to overestimation can be accounted for by the framework’s inclusion of an approximated detect time, CT_Detect, when estimating CT_insert.

For the remaining insertions, the framework estimates a CT using the insertion search time metric presented in Section 4.3.5. To maintain generality, this metric defines a search time for each strategy based on the magnitude of the expected positional error. However, since the direction of the positional error also has a significant impact on the search time, the average search times calculated for each 1 mm error increment are approximate (refer back to Figure 4.19). Accordingly, the estimated CT is only meant as an approximation of actual performance, which is satisfactory due to the
Table 5.19: Comparison between the estimated and recorded CT of each robotic system for (a) the chamfered and (b) the non-chamfered peg insertion scenario.

(a) Chamfered Peg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Perceived Error (mm)</th>
<th>CT_{Handing} (s)</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>CT_{Insertion} (s)</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>CT_{Total} (s)</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S_(_1)</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.568 ± 0.006</td>
<td>2.13 ± 0.31</td>
<td>2.227 ± 0.267</td>
<td>6.33 ± 0.31</td>
<td>6.793 ± 0.266</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S_(_2)</td>
<td>4.563 ± 0.037</td>
<td>1.89 ± 0.31</td>
<td>1.452 ± 0.155</td>
<td>6.14 ± 0.31</td>
<td>6.014 ± 0.161</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S_(_3)</td>
<td>4.568 ± 0.006</td>
<td>5.11 ± 0.29</td>
<td>3.957 ± 0.595</td>
<td>9.36 ± 0.29</td>
<td>8.525 ± 0.593</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S_(_4)</td>
<td>4.454 ± 0.009</td>
<td>4.51 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.529 ± 0.674</td>
<td>8.76 ± 0.1</td>
<td>8.073 ± 0.681</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_S_(_5)</td>
<td>4.55 ± 0.009</td>
<td>3.37 ± 0.44</td>
<td>3.191 ± 0.638</td>
<td>7.62 ± 0.44</td>
<td>7.741 ± 0.639</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Non-Chamfered Peg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robotic System</th>
<th>Perceived Error (mm)</th>
<th>CT_{Handing} (s)</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>CT_{Insertion} (s)</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>CT_{Total} (s)</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Detectable Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_T_(_1)</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>4.589 ± 0.024</td>
<td>12.78 ± 2.06</td>
<td>7.195 ± 0.971</td>
<td>17.03 ± 2.06</td>
<td>11.762 ± 0.971</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_T_(_2)</td>
<td>4.563 ± 0.038</td>
<td>3.67 ± 0.58</td>
<td>3.115 ± 0.806</td>
<td>7.92 ± 0.58</td>
<td>7.677 ± 0.811</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_T_(_3)</td>
<td>4.586 ± 0.053</td>
<td>26.43 ± 1.77</td>
<td>37.129 ± 5.424</td>
<td>30.68 ± 1.77</td>
<td>41.715 ± 5.425</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_T_(_4)</td>
<td>4.583 ± 0.007</td>
<td>7.73 ± 1.79</td>
<td>15.617 ± 5.546</td>
<td>11.98 ± 1.79</td>
<td>20.199 ± 5.547</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR4_KGG_T_(_5)</td>
<td>4.579 ± 0.008</td>
<td>8.63 ± 0.95</td>
<td>8.203 ± 1.924</td>
<td>9.88 ± 0.95</td>
<td>12.782 ± 1.924</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

large uncertainty that exists when implementing a search strategy. This uncertainty is exemplified by the large variance during actual testing.

To consider the framework’s performance, the minimum detectable difference between the estimated and actual CT_{Total} of each robotic system has been calculated and included in Table 5.19. Similar to before, a negative value implies that there is no detectable difference between the estimated and actual true mean ranges as the intervals overlap. For the chamfered peg, it can be seen that the framework provides an estimated CT which is close to the recorded CT. The largest detectable difference is from the initialisation approach testing, where the framework overestimates the CT of the LWR4_KGG_R\(_q\) system by 1.35 s. This can be accredited to the centring
of the peg within the gripper, which allowed the system to perform the insertions without searching (as noted earlier). The remaining detectable differences between estimated and actual $CT_{Total}$ are less than 0.2 s, which is satisfactory considering the variance that searching introduces.

For the non-chamfered peg, the framework overestimates the $CT$ of the LWR4-KGG_Ss by at least 2.23 s for perception error $\sigma_1$, but underestimates the $CT$ of the same system by at least 3.84 s for perception error $\sigma_2$. These larger detectable differences can be accounted for by the non-chamfered peg, as its insertion times are larger and more sensitive to the initial positional error. In addition, the performance data set of the LWR4_KGG_Ss system for perception error $\sigma_2$ was noted to contain a few outliers. These outliers had insertion times of over 90 s, which raised the recorded sample mean and variance. The framework also underestimates the $CT$ of the other two systems for perception error $\sigma_2$. The largest of these is for the LWR4_KGG_Sr system, where the estimated $CT$ is lower than the actual $CT$ by at least 0.88 s. This difference can again be accounted for by outliers in the experimental data, as well as the unpredictable nature of the random search strategy.

Overall the developed framework provides a structured approach to estimating the performance of the robotic systems. The estimated $CT$ is less accurate at larger positional errors as the performance of the search strategies becomes less predictable, but is still within an acceptable range to provide an insight into the robotic system’s capabilities.

### 5.4.4.2 Boothroyd - Dewhurst Comparison

As noted, this peg insertion scenario includes the handling and insertion of a chamfered and non-chamfered peg. The peg’s size, geometry, and physical properties do not introduce any difficulties, and so the handling of the peg can be classified as a B-D handling operation with code ‘00’. From Figure 2.10, this type of operation can be performed by a human in 1.13 s on average.

The estimated human insertion time is dependent on the peg’s chamfer design. From Section 4.6, the diameter of the peg and hole give a dimensionless clearance of 0.02. This clearance does not impact a human’s insertion time when using a chamfered peg,
but is sufficiently tight to cause difficulties when inserting a non-chamfered peg [29]. Accordingly, the insertion of the chamfered and non-chamfered peg can be classified as B-D insertion operations with codes ‘00’ and ‘01’. From Figure 2.12, these codes correspond to an average human insertion time of 1.5 s and 2.5 s respectively.

Based on these times, a human can perform the insertion scenario in 2.63 s when using the chamfered peg or 3.63 s when using the non-chamfered peg. Using the developed framework, these human completion times can be compared to the estimated \( CT \) of each robotic system to determine the most suitable choice for this scenario. From Table 5.19, the robotic systems that are initialised using teach programming are estimated to achieve the lowest \( CT \), with the LWR4_KGG_T_q and LWR4_RIQ_T_q systems having an estimated \( CT \) of 5.52 s and 5.75 s for both pegs. Considering the ability of a robotic system to operate continuously, these times are close enough to the estimated human times to be considered for the given scenario. However, as discussed previously, teach programming requires a large initialisation time which negatively impacts the robotic system’s throughput during low-volume production. Accordingly, the LWR4_KGG_T_q and LWR4_RIQ_T_q systems are unsuited for this scenario if it is part of a flexible manufacturing process.

The other two initialisation approaches have lower initialisation times which make them better suited to changing environments. However, their estimated times are 2.7 to 3.0 times larger than the estimated human times, which makes their selection over human operators less discernible. As noted before, other cost metrics such as operation costs, initial setup costs, and production volumes would need to be considered in order to determine the most suitable choice for the scenario.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Dexterity within Manufacturing

From examination of the literature, this work has identified that the demand for robotic dexterity stems from the surrounding environment. Accordingly, this work proposes that robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing can be captured by considering the dexterous requirements within the area. While the focus on this area limits its scope, the clearly defined environment allows robotic dexterity to be more easily measured and quantified.

Within flexible manufacturing, an assembly’s layout, parts and operations are typically optimised using DFA methods. Of these methods, the Boothroyd-Dewhurst (B-D) DFA method is the most well-established and widely used. The B-D DFA method is currently used to improve the efficiency of a manual assembly process, but this work has identified the potential for using their classification tables when considering robotic dexterity within manufacturing.

The handling and insertion tables defined within the B-D DFA method identify the range of possible operations within flexible manufacturing. From the analysis and comparison to other dexterity assessments presented within this work, these tables have been shown to comprehensively capture the dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing. Ergo, this work proposes that the dexterous ability of a robotic system within flexible manufacturing be represented by the ability of the robotic system to perform the operations identified within the B-D classification tables.
6.2 Developed Assessment Framework

The presented framework incorporates three distinct activities that capture the dexterous capabilities of a robotic system and identify the operations it can perform within a flexible manufacturing environment. The first activity identifies the range of dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing through consideration of the B-D classification tables. The second activity involves the matching of a robotic system to robot specifications using robotic performance metrics (and vice versa). These performance metrics were developed as part of this work based on the dexterous requirements identified by the B-D classification tables. Consequently, the developed metrics provide a greater insight into the dexterous ability of industrial robotic systems when compared to supplier specifications. The third activity involves the matching of the classified dexterous operations to robotic performance metrics (and vice versa). This activity determines both the feasibility and capability of a robotic system for each dexterous operation, and simplifies robot selection within the area by directly relating robotic performance to a classification system commonly used within manufacturing.

The developed framework provides a comprehensive approach to assessing dexterity within flexible manufacturing. By linking the range of dexterous operations within manufacturing to the dexterous capabilities of the robotic system, the framework overcomes a current challenge by simplifying the robot selection process. In addition, the structured nature of the framework and its set of developed performance metrics facilitates the direct comparison of different robotic systems which helps to quantify the current state of robotic dexterity within manufacturing.

6.3 Computational vs Experimental Results

To demonstrate its application, the developed framework and metrics were used to estimate the dexterity of different robotic systems within three flexible manufacturing scenarios by calculating a probability of success ($PS$) value and an overall task completion time ($CT$). These computational results were then validated by performing actual testing with each robotic system and scenario variation.
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In all scenarios, the developed framework produced estimations that were close to real-life performance and superior to those generated from supplier specifications. This highlights the potential for the developed framework and its structured evaluation approach, as the accuracy of these estimations is critical in a sector whose key drivers include reliability and throughput.

Through use of the framework and the data analysis methods presented, manufacturers can accurately compare human and robot performance and acquire statistically significant conclusions. This facilitates the making of informed decisions during manufacturing system selection i.e. whether the benefits of using an automated system (increased working hours, reduced operation costs, etc.) outweigh its shortcomings (higher set-up costs, reduced flexibility, etc.). In addition, the ability to accurately compare human and robot performance helps to quantify the current gap and to identify the areas in which collaborative robotic systems need to improve before becoming a viable option for each operation within a flexible manufacturing environment.

6.3.1 Handling Scenario

From use of the developed framework, a $PS$ value could be calculated for each robotic system and uncertainty level. The estimated values not only confirmed the importance of a vision system at higher levels of uncertainty, but also identified the positional uncertainty at which the use of a vision system becomes critical. This critical point is dependent on the manufacturer’s required system performance, but a value of 0.95 is the standard within statistical analysis and has been adopted here. By comparing the estimated $CT$ values to those within original B-D handling table (see Figure 2.10), this work identified the relative performance of the robotic systems to human labour. The robotic systems assessed were estimated to take 2.7 to 3.7 times longer than the average human completion time of 1.13 s. This loss in workstation throughput would be unacceptable within a real manufacturing scenario which makes each of the considered robotic systems an impractical choice for this handling operation.

However the developed framework identifies the actions which have the biggest
influence on the robotic system’s \( CT \), and so can be used to identify a better robotic system structure. In this scenario, the motions of the robotic manipulator account for the majority of the estimated \( CT \), which means that a robotic manipulator better suited to the given trajectory distances could be selected (from the trajectory time metric). Furthermore, a programming interface with a higher communication frequency would help to reduce communication delays and improve the robotic system’s performance. Combining these improvements, an alternative robotic system could be identified by the framework which has an estimated \( CT \) that rivals human performance.

### 6.3.2 Pick-and-Place Scenario

The original Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test (MRMT) and its variant have been proposed as two benchmarking tests which provide a simple method for assessing and comparing the performance of batch pick-and-place operations by robotic systems within a changing environment. Of the initialisation approaches considered, the teach programming approach was shown to have the highest \( PS \) for an accurate placement, but required long initialisation times. From comparisons to the Cognex and the Cognex + registration programming approaches, this work has identified that the inclusion of vision can reduce a robotic system’s initialisation time by over 96%. This helps to quantify the increased flexibility that a vision system provides and its importance within flexible manufacturing. In addition, these benchmarking tests have helped to identify a limitation in using series elastic actuators for pick-and-place operations that require high fidelity as the recorded \( CT \) of the Baxter robot arm (9.1 to 12.5 s/block) was significantly larger than that of the UR10 manipulator (2.2 to 3.3 s/block).

Comparison of the estimated and recorded robotic \( CT \) (Table 5.13) shows that the developed framework is able to accuracy estimate the true performance of a robotic system during a pick-and-place scenario. The breakdown of the scenario into individual actions and use of developed metrics provided a more accurate estimation of \( CT \) than currently possible using supplier specifications. This is particularly important within batch production, as initial estimation errors will amalgamate due
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to repetition of the same operations.

Through use of the developed framework, it was estimated that the chosen robotic systems take at least 2 times longer than an average human worker to complete the original MRMT but only 1.1 to 1.2 times longer to complete the MRMT variant due to its requirement for more careful and accurate placements. This proximity in $CT$ advocates the selection of a robotic system for this scenario, however it should be combined with the initialisation time and estimated $PS$ values in order to determine if the robotic system has a satisfactory level of dexterity to perform the batch pick-and-place operation based on its changeover frequency and required placement accuracy.

For validation, the average human completion times presented within the B-D tables were compared to the original MRMT’s established norm tables. This showed that the B-D tables overestimated the single-run $CT$ by $19.45 \text{s} (41\%)$. While significant, the estimate is sufficiently close considering the versatility of the B-D tables to estimate completion times for all operations within flexible manufacturing. It is also worth noting that the accuracy of B-D estimations are more likely to improve when considering a range of operations due to its equal likelihood of overestimating and underestimating performance. The B-D tables form a key part of the developed framework, so it is encouraging that their estimated $CT$ values are comparable to normative data.

6.3.3 Peg Insertion Scenario

Within the peg insertion scenario, each robotic system performed a search strategy in order to correctly align the peg and hole at varying levels of uncertainty. This flexibility ensured a high $PS$, but had a notable impact on the robotic system’s $CT$ values. From the results presented in Table 5.19, the magnitude and variance of this impact was dependent on the level of uncertainty and the search strategy implemented. The spiral search was most sensitive to uncertainty due to its structured search path, but may be favourable within manufacturing as its performance is predictable. Conversely, the random search strategy was less sensitive to uncertainty but had greater variance in recorded $CT$ values.
Taking the benefits of both search strategies, a new quasi-random search strategy was developed within this work. This strategy incorporated the Sobol’ sequence, which ensured an efficient but structured generation of search points within the search region. From experimentation, the developed quasi-random search strategy was shown to achieve the best performance, enabling the robotic system to quickly converged on the hole location in a more predictable manner.

The merits of a sensory-rich and complex multi-fingered control strategy were also identified within this scenario. The approach was least sensitive to uncertainty, and could perform the peg-in-hole insertion at a level that was competitive to the other systems considered. This makes the strategy a viable option, particularly in insertion tasks which require careful insertion, as the strategy limited peg-hole forces to 0.5 $N$ or less.

Using the developed framework, estimated robot completion times were compared to expected human completion times. From this comparison, it was clear that the chosen robotic systems would only be a viable option for peg insertions with low levels of uncertainty. While the high $PS$ values indicated that the robotic systems are dexterous enough to perform the operation, their increased $CT$ and sensitivity at higher levels of uncertainty confirmed that they do not have the necessary level of dexterity to provide comparable performance to human operators. This outcome justifies the selection of human operators for peg insertion tasks within flexible manufacturing.
6.4 Concluding Remarks

As industrial robots become more important within flexible manufacturing, there is pressing need to clearly define and measure robotic dexterity. To address this challenge, a new framework has been developed to capture and assess robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing. By utilising classification tables from a DFA method commonly used within industry, this framework ensures a comprehensive assessment that promotes and simplifies robotic integration within the area.

Using the developed framework, the dexterity of a robotic system can be quantified by considering the range of B-D operations it can perform and its performance within these operations. A new set of performance metrics is required in order to achieve this, as current supplier specifications and metrics do not provide a true or comprehensive representation of the robotic system’s performance. The first of these performance metrics have been developed and presented within this work, and provide the necessary information to capture the dexterity of a robotic system during a number of B-D operations.

Based on these performance metrics and to demonstrate the framework’s application, the dexterity of various robotic systems was considered during three different scenarios. These scenarios are representative of those most commonly encountered within manufacturing and so present a logical starting point for the framework. The feasibility and capability of the robotic systems was calculated using the identified performance metrics, and the $PS$ and $CT$ values derived from these metrics was shown to closely align with actual performance. These measures provided an insight into the dexterity of the robotic system, and thanks to the framework’s incorporation of the B-D tables could be directly compared to human performance in order to identify the level of dexterity that would justify a robot’s selection for each scenario.

Accordingly, the presented framework provides a structured approach to assessing robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing. The developed performance metrics provide estimations of robot dexterity that closely match real-life performance, illustrating the framework’s enhanced performance when compared to current assessment approaches and identifying its potential as a dexterity assessment tool.
6.5 Recommendations for Future Work

While the results and analysis presented within this thesis have demonstrated the potential of the developed framework for assessing dexterity within flexible manufacturing, many opportunities still remain for the continued expansion of the framework. This section presents some of these possible directions.

1. *B-D Operations:* Initial testing has validated the strength of the developed framework within selected scenarios, but there are many more B-D operations that can still be analysed. While these operations may be less common within manufacturing, their consideration will be more beneficial as the additional operations require different levels of dexterity. As noted within this work, the B-D operations classified by the B-D tables capture the range of dexterous requirements within flexible manufacturing, so the consideration of more operations will result in a more comprehensive assessment framework.

While current robotic systems have struggled in the scenarios considered, the use of the B-D tables within the developed framework provides plenty of opportunities for extending the scope of the framework. An additional benefit in using the B-D tables is that they classify operations according to difficulty, which provides a natural order to the expansion. As the performance of robotic systems within flexible manufacturing increases, operations with increasing difficulty can be considered to provide a more detailed insight into the dexterity of the robotic system.

Based on the operations considered within this work, a natural progression would be to consider a B-D handling operation with codes ‘20’ \((CT = 1.8 \text{ s})\) or ‘30’ \((CT = 1.95 \text{ s})\), which would capture the robot’s ability to handle more asymmetrical shapes. Alternatively, handling operations with codes ‘01’ \((CT = 1.43 \text{ s})\) or ‘02’ \((CT = 1.88 \text{ s})\) could be considered to give an insight into the robotic system’s ability to deal with smaller objects. Within the area of insertion, a natural progression would be to consider fastening operations, such as the most basic snap/press fit with insertion code ‘30’ \((CT = 2.0 \text{ s})\) or screw tightening with insertion code ‘38’ \((CT = 6.0 \text{ s})\).
2. **Performance Metrics:** To expand the framework and consider more difficult operations, a more comprehensive set of performance metrics would need to be developed. The performance metrics developed within this framework were satisfactory for estimating the dexterity of the robotic systems within the chosen scenarios, but additional metrics would be required when considering additional operations in order to maintain the framework’s estimation accuracy. The selection of subsequent performance metrics would depend on the next B-D operations being considered. For example, metrics such as *object pose estimation* and *slip resistance* would provide an insight into a robot’s ability to handle more asymmetrical and smaller shapes, while *touch sensitivity* and *in-hand manipulation* metrics would help to determine its ability during different insertion operations. Regardless, the developed metrics need to be clearly defined and measured using standardised methods if they are to be a useful addition to the developed framework.

3. **Robotic Systems:** A worthwhile progression of the work presented within this thesis is to use the developed framework to assess the dexterity of additional robotic systems. While a number of robotic systems were assessed here, they only represent a small portion of those possible within flexible manufacturing. The developed performance metrics provide a true reflection of a robotic system’s performance, and can be used to accurately estimate the dexterity of the robotic system when performing the most popular manufacturing operations. Accordingly, it would be beneficial to analyse more robotic systems using the developed framework in order to obtain more meaningful indicators of dexterity. The performance metrics and test methods discussed within the framework would facilitate both cross-system and within-system comparisons, and the proposed data analysis approaches would ensure statistically significant results. This would help to identify robotic systems and structures that are particularly suited to the dexterous operations within flexible manufacturing, and would subsequently help to distinguish the current state-of-the-art within industrial robotics.
4. **Robotic Sectors:** While the focus of this thesis was on the assessment of robotic dexterity within flexible manufacturing, the presented work could aid in the development of other dexterity assessments within robotics. The in-depth discussion of dexterity and its contributing factors is not specific to dexterity within flexible manufacturing, and the identified importance of the surrounding environment can be used by other researchers to develop a dexterity assessment that is better suited to their target application.

While the B-D tables stem from the manufacturing sector, the tables can potentially be used to classify operations within other sectors. The use of the B-D tables in this way is new to the robotics sector, but the advantages presented within this work should emphasise their merit. The tables provide an easy way to deconstruct a task into fundamental operations and to estimate human performance, which should be appealing to other researchers.

The performance metrics developed within this framework are not restricted to manufacturing and can be used to more accurately represent the performance of other, non-industrial robotic systems. Accordingly, the metrics can be incorporated within other dexterity assessment frameworks and combined with additional metrics to determine the feasibility and capability of different robotic systems. This is particularly true for those performance metrics which relate to the pick-and-place operation, as this type of operation is required within the majority of robotic sectors.
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Appendix A

MTM-1 Basic Movement Tables

The currently valid version of the MTM system’s MTM-1 metric card is the MTM-Data-Card 101 A, 1955 edition, of the U.S. and Canada MTM Association. Within this system, there are five fundamental motions identified:

1. Reach
2. Grasp
3. Move
4. Position
5. Release

A.1 Reach

The movements of an empty hand to the object (equivalent to approach action). The time of this movement is influenced by the length of motion, the object, and surrounding conditions. These factors give rise to five reach cases:

- Case A: Reach to object in fixed location or in other hand
- Case B: Reach to single object in location which may vary slightly
- Case C: Reach to object jumbled with other objects in a group
- Case D: Reach to a very small object or where accurate grasp is required
A.1. Reach

MTM-1 Basic Movement Tables

- Case E: Reach to indefinite location to get hand in position for next motion / body balance / out of way.

Also, there are two addition cases depending on the requirement for hand motion:

- Case A: Hand in motion at the start or end of reach
- Case B: Hand in motion at the start and end of reach

Table A.1: Normal time values for MTM-1 motion element ‘Reach’ [176].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance Moved in Inches</th>
<th>Time TMU</th>
<th>Hand in Motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4 or less</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional per inch over 30 inches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.2 Grasp

The motion used to obtain one or more objects, bringing it under control. The grasp movement is mainly influenced by the object’s properties, giving rise to five grasp cases:

- Case A: Pick-up
- Case B: Re-grasp
- Case C: Transfer
- Case D: Select
- Case E: Contact

Table A.2: Normal time values for MTM-1 motion element ‘Grasp’ [176].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Grasp</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Time TMU</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pick-Up</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Any size object by itself, easily grasped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Object very small or lying close against a flat surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Diameter Larger than ½&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>Diameter 1/4&quot; to 1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>Diameter Less than 1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interference with Grasp on bottom and one side of nearly cylindrical object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-grasp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Change grasp without relinquishing control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Control transferred from one hand to the other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select</td>
<td>4A</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Larger than 1 x 1 x 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>1/4 x 1/4 x 1/8 to 1 x 1 x 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4C</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>Smaller than 1/4 x 1/4 x 1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Contact, Sliding, or Hook Grasp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.3 Move

Similar to the reach movement only that the hand is now holding the object (equivalent to transport action). The time required for this movement is influenced by the length of motion, the nature of the destination, and the object’s properties (e.g. weight factor). These factors give rise to three move cases:

- Case A: Move object to other hand or against stop
- Case B: Move object to an approximate or indefinite location
- Case C: Move object to an exact location

As with reach, the move movement has an additional case if hand movement is required at the start or end of the motion. Also, depending on the object’s weight, there may be a dynamic factor and static constant added to the movements’ completion time.
Table A.3: Normal time values for MTM-1 motion element ‘Move’ [176].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance moved in Inches</th>
<th>Time TMU</th>
<th>Hand In Motion</th>
<th>Wt. Allowance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ OR LESS</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TMU per inch over 30 inches
## A.4 Position

The motions required to align, orient and mate two objects (equivalent to the insertion action), where the motions are too minor to be classified separately. The time required to position is dependent on the case of fit (tolerance), insertion symmetry (symmetric, semi-symmetric, non-symmetric), and ease of handling.

Table A.4: Normal time values for MTM-1 motion element ‘Position’ [176].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class of Fit</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Easy to Handle</th>
<th>Difficult to Handle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Loose</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Close</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Exact</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supplementary Rule for Surface Alignment

P1SE per alignment: >1/16  1/4

P2SE per alignment: 1/16
A.5 Release

The discharging of control of an object by the hand. This movement has two cases:

- Case 1: Normal release by opening of fingers
- Case 2: Contact release where the release begins and is completed the instant the following reach movement begins

Table A.5: Normal time values for MTM-1 motion element ‘Release’ [176].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Time TMU</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>Normal release performed by opening fingers as independent motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Contact Release</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Sobol’ Sequence

The description of the Sobol’ sequence and its underlying equations presented in this section are based on the work in [172], [177], [178].

For each component of the $n$-dimensional Sobol sequence, numbers are generated between zero and one directly as binary fractions of length $w$ bits [172]. For the $k^{th}$ component of the sequence ($0 < k \leq n$), these numbers are generated using a set of $w$ special binary fractions $V_{i,k}$, $i = 1, 2, ..., w$ known as direction numbers.

The direction numbers $V_{i,k}$ differ for each component of the $n$-dimensional Sobol sequence, and are based on a different primitive polynomial over the integers modulo 2 (a polynomial whose coefficients are either 0 or 1 and which generates a maximal length shift register sequence). For the $k^{th}$ component of the sequence, a primitive polynomial $P$ of degree $q_k$ is defined:

$$P = x^{q_k} + a_{1,k}x^{q_k-1} + a_{2,k}x^{q_k-2} + ... + a_{q_k-1,k}x + 1 \quad \text{(B.1)}$$

where the coefficients $a_{1,k}, a_{2,k}, ..., a_{q_k-1,k}$ are either 0 or 1 and the coefficient $a_{q_k,k}$ equals 1 since $P$ is primitive. From this a sequence of positive integers $M_{i,j}$ can be defined by the $q_k$-term recurrence relation:

$$M_{i,k} = 2a_{1,k}M_{i-1,k} \oplus 2^2a_{2,k}M_{i-2,k} \oplus ... \oplus 2^{q_k-1}a_{q_k-1,k}M_{i-q_k+1,k} \oplus 2^{q_k}M_{i-q_k,k} \oplus M_{i-q_k,k} \quad \text{(B.2)}$$

where $\oplus$ is the bitwise exclusive or operator, XOR. The starting values of $M_{1,k}$, $M_{2,k}$, ..., $M_{q_k,k}$ can be chosen freely provided each $M_{i,k}$ is odd and less than $2, 2^2, ..., 2^{q_k}$.
respectively.

From this sequence of positive integers, the direction numbers $V_i$ are given by:

$$V_{i,k} = \frac{M_{i,k}}{2^i} \quad i = 1, 2, ..., w \quad (B.3)$$

As a short example of its execution, consider the primitive polynomial with degree $q_k = 3$, $a_{1,k} = 0$ and $a_{2,k} = 1$ is:

$$x^3 + x + 1 \quad (B.4)$$

The corresponding recurrence for this primitive polynomial is:

$$M_{i,k} = 4M_{i-2,k} \oplus 8M_{i-3,k} \oplus M_{i-3,k} \quad (B.5)$$

Starting with $M_{1,k} = 1$, $M_{2,k} = 3$, and $M_{3,k} = 7$ (whose values are odd and less than 2, 4, and 8 respectively), Equation B.5 can be used to calculate $M_{4,k} = 5$, $M_{5,k} = 7$, $M_{6,k} = 43$, etc. For clarity, the calculation for $M_{4,k}$ is done by long-hand below.

$$M_{4,k} = 4M_{2,k} \oplus 8M_{1,k} \oplus M_{1,k}$$

$$M_{4,k} = 12 \oplus 8 \oplus 1$$

$$M_{4,k} = (1100)_2 \oplus (1000)_2 \oplus (0001)_2 = (0101)_2 \quad \text{in binary}$$

$$M_{4,k} = 5$$

These values give the direction numbers:

$$V_{1,k} = 1/2 = (0.1)_2 \quad V_{2,k} = 3/4 = (0.11)_2$$

$$V_{3,k} = 7/8 = (0.111)_2 \quad V_{4,k} = 5/16 = (0.0101)_2$$

$$V_{5,k} = 7/32 = (0.00111)_2 \quad V_{6,k} = 43/64 = (0.101011)_2$$

etc.

Using the original method, the $j^{th}$ number of the $k^{th}$ component of the Sobol sequence is generated by the equation:

$$X_{j,k} = b_1V_{1,k} \oplus b_2V_{2,k} \oplus ... \quad (B.6)$$
where \((...b_3b_2b_1)_2\) is the binary representation of \(j\). However, a more computationally efficient approach has been developed by Antonov and Saleev. In this variant, the \(j^{th}\) number of the \(k^{th}\) component of the Sobol sequence is generated by the equation:

\[
X_{j,k} = g_1V_{1,k} \oplus g_2V_{2,k} \oplus ...
\]

(B.7)

where \((...g_3g_2g_1)_2\) is the Gray code representation of \(j\). The Gray code, or reflected binary code (RBC), is a binary numeral system where two successive values \(G(j)\) and \(G(j + 1)\) differ in only one bit position. The Gray code for \(j\), \(G(j)\), is obtained from a bitwise XOR of the binary representation of \(j\) and a version of \(j\) that has been right-shifted by one bit position i.e.

\[
G(j) = (...g_3g_2g_1)_2 = (...b_3b_2b_1)_2 \oplus (...b_4b_3b_2)_2
\]

(B.8)

e.g. The Gray code for 43 is calculated as follows:

\[
G(43) = (101011)_2 \oplus (010101)_2 = (111110)_2
\]

Using the properties of the Gray code and Equation B.7, the \((j + 1)^{st}\) number of the \(k^{th}\) component of the Sobol sequence, \(X_{j+1,k}\), can be determined by performing an bitwise XOR of \(X_{j,k}\) and a single \(V_{i,k}\), where \(i\) corresponds to the position of the rightmost zero bit in the binary representation of \(j\), which is the bit that changes between \(G(j)\) and \(G(j + 1)\).

\[
X_{j+1,k} = X_{j,k} \oplus V_{i,k}
\]

(B.9)

Continuing the previous example, the first four numbers of the \(k^{th}\) component of the Sobol sequence are:
\[ X_{0,k} = 0 \]
\[ \sim \]
\[ j = 0 = (0)_2 \quad i = 1 \]
\[ X_{1,k} = X_{0,k} \oplus V_{1,k} = (0.0)_2 \oplus (0.1)_2 = (0.1)_2 \quad \text{in binary} \]
\[ X_{1,k} = 1/2 = 0.5 \]
\[ \sim \]
\[ j = 1 = (1)_2 \quad i = 2 \]
\[ X_{2,k} = X_{1,k} \oplus V_{2,k} = (0.1)_2 \oplus (0.11)_2 = (0.01)_2 \quad \text{in binary} \]
\[ X_{2,k} = 1/4 = 0.25 \]
\[ \sim \]
\[ j = 2 = (10)_2 \quad i = 1 \]
\[ X_{3,k} = X_{2,k} \oplus V_{1,k} = (0.01)_2 \oplus (0.10)_2 = (0.11)_2 \quad \text{in binary} \]
\[ X_{3,k} = 3/4 = 0.75 \]
\[ \sim \]
\[ j = 3 = (11)_2 \quad i = 3 \]
\[ X_{4,k} = X_{3,k} \oplus V_{3,k} = (0.110)_2 \oplus (0.111)_2 = (0.001)_2 \quad \text{in binary} \]
\[ X_{4,k} = 1/8 = 0.125 \]
\[ \text{etc.} \]
The code for generating the two-dimensional Sobol’ sequence is given below, and is based on the multi-dimensional Sobol’ sequence code given in [172].

```c
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

// Sobol' sequence generator

void sobseq(double *x, double *y, int n) {
    int j, k, l;
    unsigned long i, im, ipp;
    static float fac;
    static unsigned long in, ix[3], *iu[MAXBIT + 1];
    static unsigned long mdeg[3] = {0, 1, 2};
    static unsigned long ip[3] = {0, 0, 1};
    static unsigned long iv[2 * MAXBIT + 1] = {
        0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 1, 3, 3, 1, 1, 5, 7, 7, 3, 3, 5, 15, 11, 5, 15, 13, 9};

    if (init == 0) { // Initialize the generator the first time the function is called
        for (k = 1; k <= 2; k++)
            ix[k] = 0;
        im = 0;
        if (iv[1] != 1) return;
        fac = 1.0 / (1L << MAXBIT);
        for (j = 1, k = 0; j <= MAXBIT; j++, k += 2)
            iu[j] = &iv[k];
    } // To allow both 1D and 2D addressing.
    for (k = 1; k <= 2; k++) {
        for (j = 1; j <= mdeg[k]; j++)
            iu[j][k] <<= (MAXBIT - j);
        // Stored values only require normalization.
        for (j = mdeg[k] + 1; j <= MAXBIT; j++) {
            // Use the recurrence to get other values.
            ipp = ip[k];
            i = iu[j - mdeg[k]][k];
            i = (i >> mdeg[k]);
            for (l = mdeg[k] - 1; l >= 1; l--) {
                if (ipp & 1)
                    iu[j][k] = i;
                ipp >>= 1;
            }
            iu[j][k] = i;
        }
    } // Calculate the pair of numbers in the 2D Sobol Sequence
    im = im++;
    for (j = 1; j <= MAXBIT; j++) {
        if (!((im & 1)) break;
        im >>= 1;
    }
    if (j > MAXBIT)
        printf("MAXBIT too small in sobseq\n");
    im = (j - 1) * 2;
    ix[1] = iv[im + 1];
    ix[2] = iv[im + 2];
    *x = (double)(ix[1] * fac);
    *y = (double)(ix[2] * fac);
}
```
Appendix C

MATLAB Code for Analysing Continuous Data

This appendix provides an example of the MATLAB code used to perform the two-sample KS Test and to calculate the detectable difference between multiple datasets that were recorded during testing. In this instance, the MATLAB code is used to compare six different datasets, which are loaded in from the excel file ‘Recorded_Results.xlsx’. The results of each comparison i.e. the KS test outcome and the calculated detectable difference, are stored within cell arrays during the program’s execution and subsequently exported to their corresponding sheet within the excel file ‘Data_Analysis_Results.xlsx’.
clear all; close all;
save = true; %Save calculations to file
test = 6; %Number of test iterations
h_table = cell(test,test); %Table to store results of KS test
test_means = zeros(test, 2); %Mean and tolerable error of each test
test_means_table = cell(test,test); %Table to store detectable distances
data = cell(1,test); %Cell for storing recorded test data

%Read in recorded data (60 test iterations in this example)
data{1} = xlsread('Recorded_Results.xlsx', 'Sheet 1', 'A1:A60');
data{2} = xlsread('Recorded_Results.xlsx', 'Sheet 1', 'B1:B60');
data{3} = xlsread('Recorded_Results.xlsx', 'Sheet 1', 'C1:C60');
data{4} = xlsread('Recorded_Results.xlsx', 'Sheet 1', 'D1:D60');
data{5} = xlsread('Recorded_Results.xlsx', 'Sheet 1', 'E1:E60');
data{6} = xlsread('Recorded_Results.xlsx', 'Sheet 1', 'F1:F60');

%Calculate true mean and tolerable error
for i = 1:test
    if isempty(data{i})
        continue;
    else
        test_means(i,1) = mean(data{i});
        sd = std(data{i});
        test_means(i,2) = (sd*1.96*sqrt(1.15))./sqrt(length(data{i}));
    end
end

%Comparisons between two tests
for i = 1:test
    for j = 1:test
        if isempty(data{i}) || isempty(data{j}) || i == j
            continue;
        else
            %KS Result
            h_table{i,j} = kstest2(data{i}, data{j},'alpha', 0.05);
            if true_means(i,1) > true_means(j,1)
                test_means_table{i,j} = (true_means(i,1) - true_means(i,2)) - (true_means(j,1) + true_means(j,2));
            else
                test_means_table{i,j} = (true_means(j,1) - true_means(j,2)) - (true_means(i,1) + true_means(i,2));
            end
        end
    end
end

%Save calculated results to excel file
if save
    xlswrite('Data_Analysis_Results.xlsx',h_table,'h','A1')
exlswrite('Data_Analysis_Results.xlsx',test_means,'true_means','A1')
exlswrite('Data_Analysis_Results.xlsx',test_means_table,'detectable_difference','A1')